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THIS FILE IS CLOSED AS OF

FOR FURTHER CORRESPONDENCE PLEASE SEE A-1

RECORDS MA NAGEMENT SECTION



r. R. B. J. Rienardo June 27, 1966

Willia Diam nd
Representation and Voting at S3hbreholderts' eeting;

Attacued i , record of our re>reentation Und vatingt hare-
hoiders' neetings. The book is ker in w- onfice. iould rou like a
dusicate, which will be Ke-t u, to date wit ne? r in i. anough
for you to kow that you can lw. rener ne

Attacw en:

Wliamond mryv



FORM No. 59
(2- 55)

CROSS REFERENCE SHEET

COMMUNICATION: Mm

DATED: June ,

TO: r.

FROM,

FILED UNDER: a redre - L ucy

SUMMARY: : req iremnts an



IDA IBRD IFC
FORM No. 92 - FOR(10-61) CORRESPONDENCE RECORD FORM

FROM DATED

Garrett Scalera June 14, 1966

Professor Bloch

SUBJECT
Lettlr with enclosed copy of the "Role of the IFC
in P ivate National Development Banks

Addressed and

RE FERRED 10 Mr. Dond DATE RECEIVED

June 20, 1966 mp



I DA IBRD IFC
OR O 92 - _____________________

CORRESPONDENCE RECORD FORM
FROM 7, 1966

CDC
London, E.C.2.

letter about profitability forecasts in relationto DFC'Is

Addressed Mr. oustarson

REF Etlimond 
E hi



nr. .bbert . une 3, 'i63

R. L . PowelYL

Forecast of Tncono for t. eriod Jul 1 '2 o June 3,17

2t x r'ruce to your nasr.ande i of l i, I ~ e ow the
desired iror,;.ion:-

,r Aluo __ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ __:_ _ _

Co. cany .o. o'oe per' Share Pee va mount U34 equivwalent

RL~owll a v



Messrs. Jeffries, Sake, Powel nd ejia June 1, 1966

dilliam Diamond

Domestic Currency Remuirements and esources ofZ

Developmuent Finance Companies

'ould you be good enough to let me live your reations to
the following questions with regrd to each of the development
finance companies for which you are responsible? I would like
a paragraph or two of text su orted, if ssible, by a
statistical tabulation, in the case of each company.

uestion one is: To what extent are financing demnds
for exoenditures in domestic currency and wh extent for
expenditures in foreign currency? In answering thi iestion,
I would appreciate your judgent concerning t- degree to which
foreign goods e ailable "on the shelf i the country con-
corned.

uestion numer two is: Are domestic currency resources
available to the extent necessary to meet requirements in domes-
tic currency? in answering this uestion, please note prticu-
larly the volume of domestic resources which come from the
government concerned, I would also apreci te your judgment on
the government's attitude with regard to providing such re-
sources to a private development finance connany.

host of the pprais lI reports which we prepare in support
of a Bank loan or an -FC investment (except in the case of brand
new institutions ) contain a section and some statistical
appendices which in effect answer the foregoing questions. For
such companies, the foregoing should he very easil and uickly
nswerable. far s the others are concerned, please do not

spend a great deal of time; simply give ne your quick (though
thoug~htf ul) judgment.

The object f te regoing uestions is to give us a
basis for making a judgment on our companies' needs for domestic
currency financing, and the degree to whic those needs can be
net on reasonable terms and without exposing them to undue
government influence.

iod: bd"'



TELEPHONE - WHITEHALL 4-4900 CABLE ADDRESS -"WHITEWELD"

WHITE, WELD & CO.

300 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK 22, N. Y.

NEW YORK LOS ANGELES

BOSTON SAN FRANCISCO

CHI CAGO LONDON

PHTILADELPHIA ZURICH

May 20, 1966

Mr. William Diamond
Director
International Finance Corporation
1818 H Street, N. v.
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Diamond:

I hasten to apologize for my untimely mention of my March
expenses, as the check arrived this morning.

Please accept my best thanks and believe me,

Very sincerely,

D. Yassukovich
DY mfb





TELEPHONE - WHITEHALL 4-4900 CABLE ADDRESS -"WHITEWELD'

WHITE, WELD & CO.
300 PARR AVENUE, NEW YORK 22, N. Y.

NEW YORK LOS ANGELES

BOSTON SAN FRANCISCO

CHICAGO LONDON

PHILADELPHIA ZURICH

May 17, 1966

Mr. William Diamond
Director
International Finance Corporation
1818 H Street, N. W.
Washington D.C.

Dear Mr. Diamond:

I am enclosing two stubs for air transportation and one bill
to the airport covering expenses of my last visit on May 5th, amount-
ing to $44.50.

Why it costs more one way than the other is a mystery.

A propos, I haven't yet received reimbursement for expenses
incurred during my visit on March 28th and 29th, for which I sent
you an accounting early in April. If because of my not taking on
the assignment these expenses were no longer refundable, please let
me know.

Amongst the few things I shall regret is not to carry on in
close contact with you, of which I have such pleasant memories.

Please let me know when you intend to come to New York;
will you give me the pleasure of reserving your luncheon for me?

With best regards,

Very sincerely,

D. Yass ovich
DY mfb

Enclosures

.... (ERO 1(ERO Xk 140



1789"TO P HAT'' May 16, 1966

White, Weld, & Company
300 Park Avenue 137-10 Fran klin Ave., Flushing, N. Y.
New York, N. Y. EE--AD H I

Attention: Mr. D. M. Yassukovitch Telephone Fieldstone 3-5183-

762-2140

TERMS: NET CASH DUE: 30 DAYS A. ROTHMAN

DATE SERVICE CHARGES EXPENSES GRATUITIES TOTAL

1966

May 5 from 136 E. 79th St., 9:00 a.m.
@ LaGuardia Airport Rate $10.00 $1.50 $11.50

kmount Due- $11.50

Thank you.

>I oXERO f XERO
COP Y copy ",



FORM No. 59
(2-55)

CROSS REFERENCE SHEET

COMMUNICATION: :entor t f eetin inntes /#-19

DATED: r 2

TO:

FROM:

FILED UNDER: -

SUMMARY:

ACCEPTANCE OF DEPOSITS BY DEVELOPMENT FINANCE COMPANIES

The Bank and IFC recently provided loan and share capital to the
Societe Nationale d'Investissement (SNI), a privately controlled development
finance company in Tunisia. Noting that the SNI has sizeable deposits which
it employs in the domestic short-term money market to enhance SNI income,
an Executive Director queried the appropriateness of this activity for a
development finance company. In reply, it was pointed out, first, that the
deposits in question come mainly from government agencies, rather than from
private savers. This special arrangement was proposed by the Tunisian
Government, as one of several ways of compensating for the fact that it was
not in a position to provide the development finance company with as much
of a "subsidy" (long-term funds on easy terms) as most development finance
companies assisted by the Bank and IFC have received. Second, the deposits
in question are partly time, not demand, deposits. A number of the develop-
ment finance companies which have been financed by the Bank group accept
time deposits from the public generally; the income realized by rolling
over those funds is an important element in the company's viability.
However, Mr. Rosen said, and Mr. Woods concurred, it is the staff's view
that a development finance company should not allow itself to be diverted
from its basic objective of mobilizing and providing long-term finance,
should take deposits (if at all) only on a term basis, and should be sure
that the form of these deposits is adequately matched by the term of the
Company's assets so as to safeguard its liquidity. It was noted that the
commercial banks which were normally the principal shareholders of develop-
ment finance companies are likely, in any event, to exercise restraining
influence on the latter's activities in this field.



* obert l*. Skillings Ab

acriative henarc.uda cn A

Ould you please update the descriptive meoranda on the

DFCs in your shop, and prepare sind~lar msiemoranda for new

institutions that have joined us. These should be in Mr. Shin's

hands by the end of Juw.



tr William Diamond 1,1966

D. W. Jeffries

Reporting

Ausria - I : No probem,; n jnl receiv annura repo rta, o iever.

Finlnd -IFF: Noprob.

o- I N ! rgular report requirement.

I a III houd roble it t e new! a-reed reporting
requi.Arement.

a a D n ba been irreuar; will dis dduing
the m Ion.

Spain- _____C~ We rece narnation ret' ar1.

Taland - IFC'T: ¼e have re-e:.ved t e annxuat report bit no report:> on
projecte. Et u' aterl; resane ~a eidnti '>en dis-
cantina. : VL liscuss t in wit "rinr: 'rin -s
,ortheor, in vit.

ure?- £~ Hag s been 'nVtlect,,:>r; untjil toe pt VOfrrtr; will
need t o I ved ie -.



s Jffries, ne M a, Powell y 6, 1966

itiii 9arend

have, r t awnay, a brief (a fe lines are enoush)

rptn wh ether or not iof e companie for which you

have responsibilty, 3 up-to-date on its reprting. If not,

on which tems s the cou -v ny in default aw hat are we dolng

about t

L~uT~ond us
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-i > inanaor n r No. Tlnbia a
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Ane Po. a lan n : t o a n aiouo or a,~ Lvie nt~r f n' -omnI
neo - rntv rA h

one olma : ^ rl (C T24')Im)(Venesuela)
ornoracinm Financ1.ern de Caidae (rolombia)

ernor neon Pinanciera a e~in (Colrbia)
.rwe~ cion Finneia Ma onati (r'o ombia

iath o ben . pronal regards I a-
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k- :1 L O Jint Eian ~° C 'O nies
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Mr. william DLamond a 6, 1966

A. Hernin Mejia

Report zre

All ofthe three Colombian financieras in whiich we have
invested send us uzontUi irformtions in are.-ular manner. The reports
are different, however. Th ey rane from. uot 127 .financial statements
and a very detailed account of operatiore in the case of Caldas, to a
sumiary of monthly loon operations in the case of Nacional. Colombiara
which sends monthly inancial statement -. d a list of investmente in
securities is somewhat in te middle.

The Colombian financieras, with ho exception of Caldas and
orte, have informed us tht thy accept V proposed reporting re uiro-
ents under the Bank Loan, e lve already nu ested to ir. iese that

he write to Caldas asking or thir coe t on the subject. Norte
sent us some co mmnts on our nroposal, to w ich we hve already replied.

We could ask the financteras to start sendi us their reports
accordinz to t proposed guidelinos, should you aree. I believe that
the sooner we do this, the better, because undoubtedly sone time will
elapse before they are all doin what we nant.

I a writing today to remind Galdas, olombiaa and Nacional
that we yave not yet received the audited inancial tatements as of
December 31, 195, which should be ready Ay now.

CAVI)D^ sends us regularly their ontl inancial statements,
and with loss re ularity summary of te ost important business
transacted by the riard. Ibwever, since j. Arngo is attendire the
Jbard meeti ap roximately once every nth, we fill the gaps wit. Vhe
data that he brine back after the visits.

cc:DAiviio



May 12, 1966

Dear tr. van RayeVaeiJn:

.ny naks for your leter of 3. I hove iaed it
on to the Treasurer's ofiice who will proceed promptly to
settle your account.

Iv a al7o nr mr; he Ai-ed ,u in 7' ri, o-e
to have better luck next tive The hiler irject, as we
understaid, i merj:ing - - tres . m d -train. -e will
certainly let you know whethr anythin. .urther seens likely

Sit e wrm rear,

Yours sincerely,

"chert *. S~illins
DeIuty Director

Develormaent ,inance Compnie8

Mr. Willen v n avesteijn
LaWard Freres Cia.
5, Rue Pillet-Will
Paris 9, Frane

Cleared with and cc: r. Reamy
cc: Mr. Mle1jia

RF~killingsav



R. L. Poell

Pro jecta Submitted ~e eve~o nert Fiance Com~rue

With reference to your :r aun o ;r -:, Lane, t ac ed

ia table givi te desired in::ortion.

RLPowell :lvr



joluna ~~ ~ -- v ua tdt1uIm 3 Cf whien requirin ~ rovad
A~Iu 4 rrojects aproved v re uired furtaor

inforiation rior

Colm 5- -rojctsap~roved on mich comnte rude or
rojects aprov w u coeat

a o u.:n I 'rojec ts re jec t e
Zokuan ci 0 . which £.i~uxcei Nj a sit~ orm~ resorces

Ao~unts shoi are in U.S. dol'arv illion.

(2)(3)(5)(6) (7 ~ _8

69 3.63 18 3.07 11 3.01 2 C. 3 1.23 6 1.56 o
?1 .9 8 i.31 5 1.06 2 .30 3 0.76 o

h 8.39~ lb 7.43 6 5.88 e i.73 2 1.153 - p

1965 190 32.77 h 4.77 4 4 h.77 3 o 3 o

-11-: ~s (7 4

93 . 0 0 0 
116 9.3 13 7.05 3 6.71 3 .A9 3 1 .17 .C

X4 11.90 13 7.IM 10 7.22 3 2.25 h 1.20 3 3.78 . o o

Gross total amiount, i.e., does not take into account subsequent cancella tions.

One project withdrawn (and not subsequently financed by- XP) after Bankc had requested £artme iruors -4ar ,



Dr. Pieter Lieftinck May 11,1966

William Diamond

Taking of Deposits by Development Finance Companies

You raised a very interesting point at yesterday's
meeting of the Joint Boards, concerning the taking of
deposits by development finance companies. Mr. Rosen
described his philosophy on this subject. However, you
might be interested to see the views we expressed when
the same issue was raised by BANDESCO 16 months ago.

I enclose BANDESCO's letter of December 15, 1964
to us, our reply of January 7, 1965, and a relevant
extract from my letter of March 17, 1965.

Attachments

cc Mr. Jeffries

WDiamond:us



Maiy 5, 1966

Deer Miss Philpotts:

Referring to your telephone conversation

with Mr. M-thew on May 3, I encl a copy of our

report, "Taxation A ffecting Development Finance Com-

panies with whicb the World Bank roup iA sociated.

Tours nere

Tore Hedberg
Development Finance ospanies

iss Beverl: Philpotts
Jcar ic:'n Thmbs sy
1666 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.

chington, D.C.

Enosure
cc. Mr. P. M. Mathew

Powell/File

THedberg: spm



WILLEM VAN RAVESTEIJN

5, RUE PlLLET-WILL,9r May 3, 1966.

770-71-11

Mr. Robert F. Skillings

Development Finance Companies Department

International Finance Corporation

1818 H Street
Washington DC 20. 433

Dear Skillings,

I have been so much travelling since I was

in Wasington in February, that I had completely forgotten

to send you my statement of expenses and had to be reminded

of it by my secretary. Please find my statement enclosed

with my apologies for this late submission. With my letter

of December 13, 1965 I have sent to Bill Diamond my account

of my trip to Chili in November, which showed a balance in

favour of IFC. Bill had indicated to me not to transfer any

amount, untill I was invited to do so. This might be a good

occasion to settle the whole account, the balance being booked

to the credit of my account with the Algemene Bank Nederland,

62 William Street, New York N. Y. 10. 005.

I was very soory I missed you when you were

in Paris early March. As your Paris office probably told you

I was away to the Ivory Coast combined with a few other visits.

For quite some time I had no further news about our Chilean

project. Is still anything happening there ? It would be a

pity if we could not go ahead with what basically looked a

good project.

With best regards,

Yours faithfully,



T

s

s

u

4
-1



M.rs. Jeffries, Powell nd s.e. April 26, 1x>6

Robt . Ikil in

Project Subadtted b eveio nt .neno C nies

The attchoed table s'narizes the statit ic on rojects which
we hve been c 1 lectin . I oi d bear g rfu 1, in the next ew

u, you u V our fellowo to colec m
inforation:

(1) :Atistico tae ounts of tioney lnvloed, in
th~e as e brerkown a t st ce er tje
nodher - projects.

(2) . Lurther bre tom of ;>rojects ruhitted t

projects whsich we oroved:

( ) e n er i oe n :
-Tr oets: on Idch we reeusested
urtr nfor iiornj o

Ir v 1, vmi,

(b) tne number an one,' nount of~
ar) cte on l whico e de coe ntW

r ased suestion a t. tsi A e
O> ,ov G

Attachment

RFAkilingse



Mr. S. R. Cope April 28, 1966

Robert F Skillings

ProJ ecti 1tted b Develoriment Firance Companies

I ttaching table shoiing the inorm tion !ou re uested
about projects submitted by develoiment finance comp-nies to tWe
Bank and ID, those which were rejected, and of the rejected one.
those which the development finance consy went on to finance

The bare figures do not, of course, indicte t whvt extent
the develooment finance corpanies were more rigorous in their
project appraisal than the> would n*ve otherwise D ve been, if
the hd not been required to subiit projects to the nk.

On L substantial number of projects which the s.ank or :
'raroved, we de coments er asked nuestions either . t e tine

we pproveu, or before we aproved. I am cyllectin: some ditional
numers on this subject nd will forward the to you.

ttachWment

cc: 1r. DiAmond

RF killings :vauv



DEVEOIPMENT FINANCE CO A PJECTS

Of Which
Financed

Projects Which by DFC
Financed Submitted Reqiring Of Which with Own

(Aroved) to Bank/IDA Approval Rejected Resources

China (CDC)
1963 69 18 11 0 0
1964 41 8 5 0 0
1965 44 14 6 0 0

Ethiopia (DBE)
1963 n.a. 3 3 0 0
1964 136 1 1 0 0
1965 (6 months) 27 0 0 0 0

Finland (IFF)
1963 14 0 0 0 0
1964 105 43 17 0 0
1965 103 83 7 0 0

India (ICICI)
1963 73 57 1 0 0
1964 88 61 0 0 0
1965 69 46 0 0 0

Iran (I1DBI)
1963 25 1 1 0 0
1964 33 6 4 0 0
1U65 (9 months) 24 11 10 0 0

Israel (IDBI)
1965 190 52 4 0 0

alaysia (AIDFL) - (Excludes small hire purchase loans)
1963 5 2 2 iy
1964 17 2 2 0 0
1965 23 10 7 0 0

Morocco (BNDE)
1963 29 10 8 0 0
1964 22 21 12 2 2
1965 21 25 11 0 0

Pakistan (PICIC)
1963 70 55 11 0 0
1964 49 18 9 0 0
1965 54 14 1 0 0

Philippines (PDC)0?
1963 4 0 0 0 0
1964 16 13 8 0 0
1965 14 13 10 0 20

Thailand (IFCT)
1964 9 0 0 0 0
1965 13 3 3 1 1

Turkey (TSKB)
1963 158 16 6 0 0
1964 122 36 12 0 0
1965 151 78 6 0 0

This project had doubtful aspects which we asked MIDFL to reconsider. MIDFL withdrew
its request that the project be financed from the Bank loan and instead financed it
from its own resources.

2f One project withdrawn (and not subsequently financed by PDCP) after Bank had requested
further information.

April 28, 1966
Development Finance Companies Dept.
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Mr. William Diamnd Aril 28, 1966

Y. L. charv

evopmient .inance Companies: Dividends

Dividends of Development Finance ompanies as shown below have

been received bythe treasurer's epartment.

Development
inance Date Cnverion .'3. Dollar Ntmber

Cmpnies eceived Currency _te quivalent of Shares

Caldas 4/11/66 - - 4,900

TSKB 4/2/66 TL 900,000 9.08 ) 99,113.94 -

TR r/2 /6 2,100 3.2192 ',97

'DC 4/27/66 t0,v oO 3.9043 5,122.56 -

cc: Mr. Y.L. Chang
Mr. Rutland
Mr. Gray
Mr. Matthews
Mrs. Manion

DWG/VManion/nwd
FILF: R-2 Miscellaneous Reports



Mr. tobert F. )killns Npril 25, 1)

D.W. Jeffries

Rrojects financed by IFF (?inland), ICICI (India),

MIL (Malysa), :TST (Thailand , A irJB (Turkey ).

The attachev tle hi been >reared in acoriance with

your randma of ipri 21, 16,

ttcinit
e: (.rc. 2)

a uxd



TJTAL

SINLoi - IrY

1. Total nie of raject the DF G has financed. Ih* 105 103 222

2. Total numoer of nrojects qhich have been submitted to
the Bank or IDA . (Free Limit: $ 100,000 from 6/19/6

to 6/1/64; $ 250,000 aince 6/30/65). 0* 17 7

3. Number of projects which the Sank or fDA have rejected of
those submitted. 0* 0 0 0

U. Nu0bar of rejected oject which the DFC has nevertheles,
proceeded to finance with other resources. 0* 0 0 0

* Getober - December,193

IIA -ICII

1. Total number of projects the DFC ha financed. 68 67 69 20h

2. Total number K roject- which have been suomitted to
the aof . (ree Wi4ait: .- 00,000 from L/2h/61

to o/h/63; 1 2 million since 6//63.) 1 0 0 1

3. Number of projects which the Bank or IDA ve rejected of
those ubmitted. 0 0 0 0

4. uuber of rejected projects which the DF3 has nevertheless,
proceeded to finance with other resources. 0 0 0 0



-2-

AIA - IDTL

1. Total number of project the DFG has financed 17 7 29

2. Total number of projects which have been submitted to
the Bank or IDA (Free Limit $ 30,000 fro /1f/63

to 9//65" ; 200,000 ine )/2/6). 2 2 3 7

3. Nmber of projects which the Bank or I1A have rejected of
those submitted, 1 0 0 1

4. wutber of rejected projects which the DIFC has nvertheless,
proceeded to f inance with other resourcee. 1 0 0 1

T IAIAI - ICT

1. Total nimber of rojects the DFC has financed. 9 9 13 22

2. Total nuber of rojects which htvu been submitted to
the ank r qY (, ree Limt: 6 90,000), 0 0 3 3

3. Annber of project hich the Eaank or IDA have rejected of
those submitted. 0 0 1 1

h. Nuber of rejeced ojects which the DFC has neverthee ,
proceeded to finance with otner resources. 0 0 1 1



-3-

1 1J, 1TTAL

1. Tal number of ;rajects the DFC 8ha financed. 158 122 151 431

2. Total number of projects which have been submitted to
the ank or n7:. (7re Liuit: $ 50,000 from h/8/ to

3A//h t 200,000 since /i17/61). 6 12 6 24

3. u of projects which tWe Bank or IDA have rejected of
those ubmittd 0 0 0 0

14. :umoer of rejcted nrjects which the DFC has nverthe
weoeeded to inance wth other rsources. 0 0 0

EC. su:bde
April 29, 196



r. Jeffriet, diaP le , 

Robert ?. kcIllng

ril 5, r e-c the deve et ine mnie in rr
whichk kve received n 1 r D o ble -o in:

(1) the vttA number r *rGeets -cL. i £in need
in tae 1,»% three si c, 1 /eart

(2) the tM i noter ,f ,arojects tbe n se iaei
to the in~k nr t- in thug e -a

(3i) the nateakr of .ar ccta stice *.ue a~ t r
b ve re ectea oC atot subtted in e c. ye r; - ud,

04a the nu~iber si rejceted SPe~e 4ihic, ta doVelu~

SLia ne wit ot.er reo'en

Oc: -e e.: Cop
Dimn o/r



Ar. Y. L. Chang April L6, 1966

illiam Dianond

Development 'inance Compnies: Dividends

Please see the attached m-emorandum. I hope it will

result, among others, in your hearing more promptly about

dividend declarations.

In order to enable our records to be colete, I'd

be grateful if you would let ne kno as soon as possible when

you receive a dividend paae'nt.

,hanks.

cc Messrs. Sillings
Jef fries
4eia
Powell
Sekse

11 April 13 to all division
iioarnd -us -chiefs.
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. George D. .oods DATE: April 12, 1966

FROM: William Diamond

SUBJECT: Operational Memorandum on Development Finance Companies

Attached is my draft, and a covering note raising certain

questions.

Copies are available in the Secretary's Department for

distribution to the Senior Staff when you give the signal.



MEMORANDUM

FROM: William Diamond

SUBJECT: Operational Memorandum on Development Finance Companies

The attached draft of Operational Memorandum 5.10 on development
finance companies reflects current policy and practice. Since there has

been a fair amount of confusion on that subject lately, the memo is much

more detailed than, perhaps, it needs to be.

Some aspects of current policy and practice have been the subject

of considerable discussion in the past year or so. Following is a list of
the principal questions that have been raised.

1. Link between the Bank and the ultimate beneficiaries of its funds

Should there be specific links between the Bank and those

clients of the company which get the use of the Bank's funds?

Several reflections of the link may be considered separately:

a. Committing and disbursing the Bank loan by specific

projects. (See para 25 - 27.)

b. Pre-approving only those large projects which are

financed by the Bank loan. (See para 28 - 30.)

c. Giving the Bank direct and independent rights vis-a-vis

those enterprises. (See para 43.)

d. Tying amortization of the Bank loan to repayments from
specific enterprises financed from the proceeds of the

loan. (See para 31 - 32.)

2. Domestic expenditure

Should general Bank policy be applicable to development finance
companies thus making it possible to use Bank loans to such

companies for domestic expenditures in certain circumstances?

(See para 3 - 2

3. Relationship to government

a. Should the Bank consider loans to a company in which the

government has a voting majority, if management and policy
are satisfactory? (See para 7.)

b. Should we insist on "quasi-equity"? (See para 11.)
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h. Debt/Equity ratio

The ratio we use is related to the safety of the Bank's loan,
for it concerns the ratio of senior debt to all junior capital
(whether equity or debt). The law under which a development
finance company operates, its charter or its policy statement
usually applies a different ratio (a ratio of true equity to
all debt of no matter what rank). Should we make use of the
second ratio, which is a better test of the company's financial

prudence and which indicates its true leverage? (See para bh.)

5. Technical assistance

Should the Bank cover part of the cost of managers, senior
staff or advisors of development finance companies in certain
cases? (See para 21.)

6. Simplification of proceedure for administration of loans to
development finance companies (See para 14 - 10.)

a. Messrs. Knapp and Rosen have agreed that working party

consideration of sub-projects is not needed unless, in
the opinion of the Development Finance Companies
Department, a policy issue is involved. Para 18, the
only new element in the draft memorandum, reflects that
decision, which has not yet gone into effect.

b. Should routine correspondence with development finance
company borrowers (receipt, acknowledgement and questioning
of sub-projects, receipt of and correspondence on end-use
reports, crediting the loan account for sub-projects, etc.)
be dealt with by the Development Finance Companies
Department?

7. Adjustability of "free limits"

Should the Bank be free to raise or lower the free-limit
unilaterally, in the light of its continuing assessment
of the company? (See para 26.)



OPERATIONAL MEMORANDUM 5 .10

Development Finance Companies

1. The Bank is particularly interested in the promotion and
strengthening of development finance companies. Its principal objective
in this regard is to help build strong and effective domestic investment
institutions which can channel domestic savings, as well as external
capital, into productive enterprises in the private sector, thereby con-
tributing to the development of the capital market in its member countries.
Another objective is to use development finance companies as vehicles
through which it can finance private enterprises which, for whatever
reason, it cannot finance directly. The Bankrs relations with a develop-
ment finance company reflect these two objectives; its focus is both on
the enterprises the company finances, and on the company itself, which it
seeks to build into a strong, viable, independent institution.1/

2. There are a variety of institutions which may be called develop-
ment finance companies and which have in common the objective of formulat-
ing, promoting and providing medium- and long-term finance and technical
assistance for productive investments. However, the Bank's interest is in
companies which are private or predominantly private institutions designed
to promote private industrial and other investment on business principles
in the interest of the sound economic growth of the country. Such insti-
tutions can perform a valuable function by identifying promising fields
for investment and helping to bring together the factors of production.
By becoming active elements in a country's capital market, they can help
to mobilize domestic savings and, in combination with technical know-how,
channel them into productive activities. At the same time, they can
become channels through which foreign and international capital and skills
can flow into the country, reaching enterprises too small to be able alone
to attract foreign capital and technology. Because they are themselves
private, these finance companies can play a unique role in helping the
growth of the private sector.

1/ There are, however, occasional special cases when the Bank's primary,
if not sole, interest is the final user of its finance, and the inter-
mediary institution is simply a vehicle. This has been the case of
the Bank's loans to the Japan Development Bank, for the benefit of
particular coal, steel and power enterprises, or the Bank's loans to
CORFO and Nacional Financiera for various public projects. Here
circumstances peculiar to the member country require the use of an
intermediary, but the intermediary is only an incidental object of
the Bank's interest.
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Conditions for Assistance to Development Finance Companies

3. In looking at requests to help establish, finance or otherwise
assist a development finance company, the Bank is governed by the follow-

ing considerations:

(a) The development of a strong private sector must be
consistent with the member country's over-all aims,
and there must exist a climate conducive to the
growth of the private sector.

(b) There must be opportunities for a fairly large
volume of private industrial and other productive
investment, and hence good prospect for a continu-

ing demand for medium- and long-term loans and for
equity capital.

(c) There must be a clearly defined institutional gap in
the capital market which a development finance com-
pany will be able to fill.

(d) The creation or expansion of a development finance
company must be a matter of relatively high economic
priority in the member country concerned.

h. Where these conditions do not exist, the Bank will not promote
or finance development finance companies, but will seek other means to
assist such countries in financing their productive sectors. On the
other hand, where these conditions do exist, the Bank is prepared to be
flexible in applying its policies regarding development finance companies.

Characteristics of Development Finance Companies to be Supported by the Bank

5. In promoting and assisting development finance companies, the
Bank prefers a company owned by a broad range of investors, both foreign
and domestic, but with a clear domestic majority; having government support
in a form which does not give control to the government; providing finance
only to privately controlled enterprises, principally but not exclusively
in the manufacturing sector; empowered to make medium- and long-term loans,
invest in share capital and underwrite securities; committed to act in
such a way as to contribute to the growth of the capital market; acting
primarily as a financial institution rather than a holding or management
company; making its investment decisions after careful appraisal, on the
basis of a sound investment criteria and giving due weight to the economic
benefits to be obtained; combining financial prudence with a promotional
outlook and a willingness to take risks; having both the objective and the
prospect of paying a reasonable dividend to its shareholders, while setting
aside adequate reserves. It is the developmental orientation of a develop-
ment finance company, as well as its broadly based ownership, which justify
the company's being considered a national institution, and which justify
a government in assisting the company. They are also the basic justifica-
tion for Bank assistance.
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6. The Bank prefers these characteristics. However, it is concerned
with establishing and supporting in a member country, not an institution
with pre-devised characteristics, but rather an institution which fits the
needs and suits the conditions of the country. Hence the capital structure,
the distribution of ownership, the scope of operations, the policy orienta-
tion and other characteristics of development finance companies may differ
widely, depending on the interests of their sponsors and the conditions
and needs of the member countries in which they are located, while still
qualifying for Bank assistance. But several characteristics are essential
for Bank assistance.

7. Private Control. Private control helps assure the continuity of
sound policy and experienced management and the conduct of operations on
economic and financial rather than political criteria. The existence of
a governmental interest (direct or indirect) in the company's voting share
capital does not preclude Bank assistance if the requisite private capital
is not available, if the government is prepared to dispose of its holdings
to private investors as and when they become interested, and if the govern-
ment's interest is not so large as to give it a controlling voice in the
company's policies and investment decisions. Normally, the Bank expects a
government participation not to exceed 251, but it is prepared to accept a
larger participation. A government participation in excess of 5o is un-
acceptable, as are also any special rights or powers that give government
an overriding voice in the company's affairs (including the choice of
management).

8. Domestic Control. The Bank seeks to encourage foreign as well
as domestic investors to participate in the ownership of a development
finance company, so as to facilitate the introduction of experience in
investment banking and contacts with foreign business, both technical and
financial. However, domestic investors must hold a majority of the voting
capital, in order to assure that the company is identified with the member
country and to facilitate the governmental support which it is likely to
need.

9. The Corporation has been regarded as national, rather than foreign,
in some member countries so that a majority made up of holdings by genuine-
ly domestic investors (including the government) and the Corporation can
give the company the requisite image of a national institution. The Cor-
poration is willing, when circumstances justify, to restrict its sales of
shares of a development finance company to private investors within the
country concerned. The participation by the Corporation can thus help,
not only to provide the capital needed to create a development finance
company, but also to assure private control and domestic control.

10. Profitability. The development finance company must be potential-
ly profitable. The company should have prospects of paying, in due course,
a dividend reasonable in terms of investor expectations in the country con-
cerned. Profitability is a measure of the company's effectiveness and
efficiency. And only if it pays appropriate dividends, can the company
look forward to increasing its share capital as needed, borrowing ulti-
mately from private sources at home and abroad, and encouraging (by demon-
stration) others to go into the field of private investment banking.



11. Adequate profitability is sometimes difficult to achieve, es-
pecially in the early years, because of the inability of the company to
obtain sufficient leverage and a wide enough spread between its borrowing
and lending rates. Accordingly, interest-free long-term and subordinated

loans, which serve to increase both leverage and spread, are desirable in

some circumstances. Such funds, which are called "quasi-equity", serve

in various ways to increase the interest of investors in the share capital
of the institution. There are, of course, other devices which may be used

to achieve the goal of adequate profitability. But, in general, quasi-

equity is sought; and, in its absence, there is a preference to wait for

concrete results of operation before participating in financing a develop-
ment finance company.

Statement of Operational Policies

12. On the occasion of a first loan to a development finance company
which has not had a long operational record, the Bank normally requires

that its sponsors and directors draw up and formally approve a statement

setting forth the company's policy orientation. The object of this state-

ment is to assure the Bank that the companyls objectives are, and that its

behavior will be, consistent with the Bankts own objectives and with the

developmental objectives of the member country in which the company is

located. The statement is expected to spell out, more precisely and clear-

ly than its charter will, the scope of operations of the company, its in-

vestment policies, its general intentions regarding reserves and dividends,
and its plans concerning development of a staff.

13. The Bank attributes considerable importance to this statement of

policies. The behavior of the company will be continuously judged, in
part, for conformity with it. However, the statement is intended to pro-

vide, not inflexible regulations, but general guidelines, from which de-

partures may be made in exceptional circumstances, after due deliberation.
Additions to, or changes in, the statement may from time to time be re-

quired, in the light of the development of the company and the changing
conditions of the country. Such amendments require the approval of the
Bank.

Organization and Responsibility

14. Responsibility for the formulation, study and promotion of
arrangements for the establishment of new, or the reorganization and ex-
pansion of existing development finance companies rests with the Develop-

ment Finance Companies Department of the Corporation.

15. That Department is also responsible for the appraisal of, and
negotiations with, development finance companies in connection with pro-
posed investments by the Corporation in them; for the appraisal of such
companies in connection with proposed Bank loans; for the recommendation
of operational policies, managerial services, technical assistance, and
terms and conditions of Corporation investments and Bank loans; for the
review of individual investment projects when required; and for the con-
tinuing review and reappraisal of the companies in which investments, or
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to which loans, have been made. For the purpose of making and administer-

ing Bank loans, the Department acts as technical advisor to the Area

Departments of the Bank.

16. Development finance companies are dealt with by joint working

parties. The Corporation's Area and Development Finance Companies Depart-
ments are represented on Bank working parties dealing with development

finance companies, even if there is no existing or prospective investment

by the Corporation. (The appropriate Area Department of the Bank is rep-

resented on a Corporation working party involving a development finance

company, even if no loan is involved.) In cases involving only a loan

or a loan cum investment, the chairman of the working party is the repre-

sentative of the Bank Area Department concerned. (In the case of an in-

vestment alone, the chairman is the representative of the Development

Finance Companies Department.)

17. A loan for a development finance company will be arranged and

negotiated in accordance with the regular procedure. If a Corporation in-

vestment is being made jointly with a loan or credit, arrangements should

be made for simultaneous negotiations; and, subsequently, a joint meeting

of the Boards of the Bank and the Corporation will be held to consider the

loan and investment documents.

18. In approving projects requiring Bank approval before the Loan

Account may be credited, the Bank Area Department Director acts on the

advice of the Development Finance Companies Department. The Working Party

is not consulted unless, in the opinion of the latter Department, a policy

issue is involved.
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Types of Assistance Available from the Bank

19. Technical. The Corporation provides technical assistance
principally to development finance companies which are present or potential
financial clients of the Bank and Corporation. It is available to other
companies, including government-controlled companies only when there are
prospects that they are likely to become eligible for the Bank's finan-
cial assistance.

20. The Corporation advises on the organization or reorganization
of a development finance company in a form suitable for Bank assistance,
if the conditions referred to in Paragraph 3 prevail.

21. The Corporation is willing to assist a private development
finance company in finding management, advisors and senior staff. Neither
the Bank nor the Corporation will share the cost of managers, staff or
advisors of development finance companies.

22. The Bank and the Corporation arrange training for the senior
staff of development finance companies, in modest numbers, in the EDI,
the Corporation and other development finance institutions.

23. Financial. The Bank provides loans to help meet the capital
requirements of a development finance company. Normally the amount
provided at any one time is the sum which (together with other available
funds) the company needs, within the limits of prudent borrowing policy,
to meet the expected demand for capital over a period of about two years.
(The decision as to the amount may be modified in the light of the
country's creditworthiness and, in the case of countries eligible for
Association funds, by the amount of such funds that can be made available
to the country, not earmarked for higher priority projects within that
country.) However, the size of a particular loan is not usually a matter
of importance since the Bank stands ready, other conditions being favorable,
to provide successive loans when the need for fresh funds becomes apparent.

Special Terms of Loans to Development Finance Companies

24. Project Description. The description of the project for which
the loan is made reflects the double focus of the Bank's interest: the
financing of private enterprises, and provision of capital to enable
the company to carry on its business.

25. Commitment of Funds. The commitment and disbursement of the
proceeds of the loan are related to the specific investment projects
for which they are to be used. A commitment fee is charged only when
a commitment is made for a specific investment project, and is applicable /1
only to the amount credited to the loan account for that investment project.-

-l In the case of an ID-A .credit, the entire amount of the credit is credited
to the credit account on the effective date and no commitment fee is charged,
either by the Association to the government-borrower or by the government bor-
rower to the development finance company. In such a case, the Company does
not request a credit to the credit account; it asks for permission to
withdraw from the credit account.
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26. The Bank expects a development finance company to apply high
standards in the appraisal of its investment projects. Nevertheless,
the Bank takes the right to approve all investment projects before por-
tions of the proceeds of the loan are committed for them. The degree
to which the Bank exercises this right depends on its experience with
the company; it normally allows a certain degree of freedom. In general,
the Bank starts with a new development finance company by allowing it

to request commitment of funds for an individual project up to a limit

of about $50,000, without prior approval by the Bank. As the company's
staff and experience develop, and as the Bank's confidence in the company

grows, the degree of freedom is increased until, in practice, no projects
need to be submitted for prior approval.

27. Upon request of the company, the Bank credits the loan account

with the amount required for the investment project.L. In the case of

an investment project which does not require approval, the loan account

is credited automatically upon request of the company. In the case of

an investment project requiring prior approval, the credit is not made

until the Bank's approval has been given. Approval and crediting in
such cases, are normally simultaneous. However, in certain circum-

stances, where simultaneous action would create a hardship on a company,

the Bank is prepared to consider postponing crediting the account for

a reasonable time after approval has been given, pending a request for

a credit.

28. Approval of Investment Projects. The requirement of approval

is a device Tor introducing development finance companies to the methods

and practices of investment banking, raising their appraisal standards

and familiarizing the Bank and the company with each other. It is not

primarily designed to assure that particular projects and investment

decisions are sound and that the Bank's funds are being properly used in

particular projects, or to remove decision-making on particular invest-

ment projects from the company to the Bank. In a sense, therefore, the

Bank's review constitutes an appraisal of the appraisal rather than an
appraisal of the investment project, a check to see that the company has

considered all factors relevant to a sound decision. The responsibility

for the investment decision remains firmly with the company. Only in

unusual circumstances would the Bank substitute its own judgment for

that of the company.

In the case of an IDA credit, the entire amount of the credit is

credited to the credit account on the effective date and no commitment

fee is charged, either by the Association to the government-borrower or

by the government-borrower to the development finance company. In such

a case, the Company does not requestacredit to the credit account; it
asks for permission to withdraw from the credit account.
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29. The larger the investment project, the greater the care with

which the company should have appraised it, and the greater the care
with which the appraisal will be reviewed by the Bank, for prior approval

of the project. In the case of an unusually large and complex project,
the Bank might go more deeply into the substance of the project and might
even undertake a field appraisal. However, the Bank expects the company,
in most such cases, to seek partners, including the Corporation, to share

the risk.

30. To review an investment project, the Bank requires that an

adequate amount of information be submitted about it. In order to mini-

mize extra work required of the company, the Bank ordinarily asks for the

same documentation that is submitted to the company's Board of Directors,
if that is adequate. As regards investment projects which do not require

prior Bank approval, the Bank asks only for the basic data required to

permit the commitment of funds and their disbursement, and to keep itself

informed of the end-use of its funds.

31. Amortization. A Bank loan to a development finance company
is repaid in approximate symmetry with the repayments received by the
company from its own borrowers. The amortization schedule of the Bank's

loan is the composite of the amortization schedules agreed with the

company for all the investment projects it has financed with the proceeds

of the loan. In order to simplify the administration of this policy,
a single amortization schedule is agreed during negotiations, which reflects

the estimated composite of repayment schedules of loans to be made with

the proceeds of the loan. This prepared schedule is modified from time

to time as needed, to bring it into approximate conformity with the

amortization schedule of the loans actually made by the company. If
the company receives a prepayment from one of the enterprises it has

financed from the proceeds of the Bank loan, it must repay the Bank

correspondingly.

32. The loan contract specifies a maximum period (usually 15 years)
within which repayment of the loan will be completed. The period relates

to the individual investment projects financed with its proceeds.

33. Interest Rate. A loan to a development finance company does
not fix an interest rate. When a part of the loan is committed with

respect to an investment project, the rate applicable to that part of

the loan is the Bank's lending rate when the commitment is made.

34. Scope of Operations. The fields of enterprise for which the

proceeds of the loan may be used are all those in which the development
finance company is allowed by its charter and its policy to operate.

If public law or the charter of the company allows operations considered

inappropriate for the use of a Bank loan, this fact will be dealt with

in the policy statement, which would require withdrawal from such activity.
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35. Use of Loan for Share Capital. The loan may be used to

finance the company's investments in share capital as well as its loans.

However, this is permitted only within the framework of an agreed
prudent policy with respect to the aggregate of the company's exposure

in equity investments and every such project requires prior Bank approval
no matter what its size. Then the loan is used to finance an invest-
ment in share capital, an arbitrary amortization schedule is agreed with

the company for the part of the loan used in this fashion, spread over

the maximum number of years allowed in the loan contract.

36. Use of Loan for Working Capital. The loan may be used to
finance not only fixed assets, but also the initial stock of raw materials
and supplies needed for the commencement of operations, or the increase
in such stock needed for the expansion of operations, of an investment
project.

37. Use of Loan for Imports. As an exception to normal Bank
policy described in 2.03, the proceeds of a loan to a development finance
company may be used only for imported goods (whether paid for abroad
or purchased from the shelf at home, and including the import component
of domestic goods).

38. Use of Loan for Refinancing. Ordinarily the loan may not be
used to cover expenditures incurred more than 90 days beforethe submission
of the investment project to the Bank for approval (or, where approval
is not required, before the request to credit the loan account). This
is designed to encourage a company to enter into the planning of a project
at an early stage. However, in the circumstances in which many develop-
ment finance companies operate, this is very difficult to achieve.
Where there are good reasons, therefore, the Bank will consider providing
for a longer period in dealing with some companies or waiving it in
the case of certain specific investment projects.

39. Although the Bank does not encourage a development finance
company to engage in refinancing operations, which may often be required
because of poor planning or poor management, the Bank does not object
to a development finance company's using some of the proceeds of the
Bank loan for refinancing if the investment projects have been carefully
appraised and merit finance. For example, the refinancing of permanent
working capital in order to achieve a properly balanced financial structure,
is often particularly important. Such cases, when considered meritorious,
are dealt with as an exception to the normal restriction on financing
expenditures already incurred.

40. Foreign Exchange Risk. The Bank will assure itself that the
development finance company can and will adequately protect itself
against exchange risk. There are various methods by which this can
be done.
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41. Period of Commitment and Disbursement of Loan. The Bank sets
a time limit for the submission of investment projects for crediting to
the Loan Account. Since the amount of the Bank's loan is normally
determined by the expected demand on the company over a period of about
two years, the time limit is usually set at two years, subject to ex-
tension by mutual agreement. An additional one to two years is allowed
for completion of disbursements.

42. Supervision. The Bank obtains the rights to receive informa-
tion it requests concerning the operations and financial condition of
the development finance company, and to visit the company. The informa-
tion and regular visits are used to maintain a continuing reappraisal
of the performance, position and prospects of the company. All the
operations of the company are scrutinized, and not simply those financed
with the proceeds of the Bank loan.

43. The Bank also requires that the company obtain from its clients
who receive finance from the proceeds of a Bank loan, certain contractual
rights on behalf of the Bank, including the right of independent access
to the individual investment projects. In practice, the Bank carries
out its inspections of investment projects in the presence of the company's
representatives.

44. Debt/Equity Ratio. The loan contract carries a limit on the
debt which any company may incur. The limit used is an agreed multiple
of the equity of the company plus any other sums which, for purposes of
the calculation, the Bank is prepared to consider as equity. The
agreement reached reflects a compromise between the Bank, which seeks
security for its loan, and the company, which seeks maximum leverage.
The Bank normally fixes the ratio at three, at the beginning of its
experience with a development finance company. It is prepared to
increase that ratio in the light of its assessment of the company's
loss record, of its portfolio and prospects, of the economic outlook
of the country, and of other relevant factors.

45. Audit. The development finance company must retain a firm
of independent public accountants acceptable to the Bank, to audit the
company's accounts annually.

46. Procurement. It is not practicable to require international
competitive bidding of the clients of a development finance company.
The Bank does expect, however, that the company, in appraising investment
projects, will satisfy itself that the goods and services to be purchased
are suitable to the projects and are reasonably priced. In the case of
unusually large investment projects, the company is expected to go further
and ensure that its clients have canvassed the main sources of supply
and are purchasing from the most advantageous source or, if the expense
is not prohibitive, are basing procurement on international bidding.
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47. General. The Bank relies fundamentally on the Board and

management of a development finance company to act in accordance with

sound investment banking practices within the framework of a body of
policy agreed before the loan is made. The quality of management and

performance remain under continuing review. Arrangements must be made

for adequate and timely discussion of any intention to change the manage-
ment or to change substantially the policies agreed upon.

W. Diamond

April 11, 1966



Yessrs. I.J. Paterson and L. von Hoffmann Aoril 7, 196

William Diamond

Joint Operations with Develonent Finance Coanies

The attached draft purports to be a ist of projects (a) pre-

sented to us by development finance compani an () in which we have

joined with development finance coanis. Is it correct? I'd be

grateful if you would have your staff correct it.

Attachment

cc. Messrs. R ichards
Allings
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FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVEL .NT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT | CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Martin bl. Rosen DATE: Mvarch 30, 1966

FROM: William Diamond

SUBJECT: Policies relating to Development Finance Companies

In November 1964 I submitted to Mr. .1ilson a draft

Operational Memorandum on development finance companies,
based primarily but not entirely on then current practice.

In due course, it was decided not to consider this draft,

which had served to point up certain anomalies in practice

and certain unsettled questions of policy. Instead, a

review of policy was requested.

Attached is a rough draft of a paper on my personal

views on many of these outstanding issues. There may be

other issues in the minds of others.

It will not be difficult to present a revised

Operational Memorandum, based entirely on current practice,
or based on a revision of that practice in the light of

decisions taken on such issues as those discussed in the

attachment.

Attachment
WDiamond us
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1. Various aspects of the policy and practice of the World Bank

family towards development finance companies need review. This

memorandum sums up my views and recommendations regarding some of

them.

Our Model

2. Although there are important differences among the development fi-

nance companies we have supported, we tend to think of them in terms of

a model, of which ICICI is the prototype. Almost every company we have

helped to promote has substantially adhered to the principal character-

istics of that model. The few companies we are associated with which

depart substantialy from it were promoted by others; we tend to involve

ourselves with these only reluctantly. Rather than looking at situa-

tions in terms of how they fit the model, we should give more attention

to the circumstances of the country concerned, and to the condition of

its capital market. In particular:

3. Characteristics to stick to

Among the characteristics of the model are (a) concentration on fi-

nancing the private sector; (b) mixed ownership (both foreign and domestic);

(c) domestic control (if necessary counting IFC's holdings as domestic);

(d) a business-like and non-political orientation; and (e) a potential

level of profitability adequate to make the company self-sustaining,

that is, capable of increasing its resources (both equity and loan) as

needed to provide for the demands upon it, from conventional sources,

in due course. We should continue to insist on these characteristics.
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4. Government Ownership

We have sought to assure a non-political orientation by insisting that

private shareholders (foreign and domestic, 
and IFC) hold a majority of the

voting shares and by keeping government in a minority position, 
preferably

keeping it entirely out as a shareholder. This device, which has proven

of uncertain value, is discussed in paragraphs 16-22 below.

5. Functions

Our typical promotions are engaged primarily in 
lending for new fixed

industrial assets. While this may be suitable in some circumstances, it

may not be so in others. More careful examination of the needs of the

country concerned and the wishes of the sponsoring shareholders 
might lead

to a term-lending institution; or to a promotion, underwriting 
and issue

house; or to an equity-investing company; or to some other type 
of in-

stitution; or to a combination of these in the same institution; or to

two or more separate institutions in the same country. Circumstances

might call for an institution which is primarily a financier 
of the enter-

prises of others; or they might call for a promoter and 
creator of

enterprises. Industry is not the only source of demand for funds for

productive private investment, and in many cases may not be 
the most

important. We tend to frown on refinancing and on financing working

capital; yet these may be needed in particular circumstances. In short,

we should cease to push a particular, limited type of development fi-

nance company. We should try to find out what kind of company, with

what functions, would be most useful to the particular country. These

could be of considerable diversity, and this could lead to important

differences in the structure of ownership, capitalization, management,

staff, etc.
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6. Government Subsidy

Our model leans heavily for profitability and for the security

of its shareholders on government subsidy in the form of a long-term,

low-interest subordinated loan. Among the consequences are a close

relationship with government and a ground for government influence.

Such funds are not often available;they are not always desirable;

they are not always needed. Without relaxing insistence on profit-

ability, we ought not to require such funds as a sine qua non for a

development finance company; we should indeed avoid them, unless an

effective institution cannot be set up without them.

7. Where subsidy seems necessary and desirable, alternatives to the

usual device should be sought. For instance:

(a) agency arrangements.

(b) tax concessions.

(c) 90 IDA resources. These could be made available to develop-

ment finance companies on concessional terms. The amounts

involved are too small either to have an inflationary impact

or to lay a basis for large-scale pressure for broader

divergency from IDA policy, and yet large enough in a few

cases to be important.

(d) IFC concessions. IFC might (i) accept a position subordinate

to other shareholders, or (ii) defer its dividends, or

(iii) limit its dividends (concessions which would lapse when

IFC sold its shares to others).

(e) rediscounting privileges.

There are no doubt other devices which could be used to give a develop-

ment finance company a fillip without indebting it to the government.



8. The justification for IFC concessions (which must obviously be

limited to a reasonable and prudent part of its portfolio) is that

(a) the promotion of development finance companies is one of 
its

principal objectives (and of the objectives of the World Bank);

(b) such companies are a national extension of its international

objectives; and (c) IFC looks to them for new direct investment

business. In any event, I doubt that the subordination of IFC's

investment in the event of liquidation would often, if ever, be asked

or needed. The deferment of its dividends or their limitation could,

however, be a very useful device.

9. It has not been subsidies alone which have created a tie between

most of our development finance companies and government, of a kind

which has effectively made government the dominant party in them. Most

of the institutions depend on government as a continuing source of domestic

currency resources and for guarantees of external loans. So long as such

dependence continues, very strong government influence 
is inevitable.

It is vital to seek an alternative to government as a source of domestic

resources. In practice, the only important alternative sources of

medium and long-term capital are foreign governments and international

baPA4s-% Their reluctance to provide funds for domestic expenditure has

thrown development finance companies into the hands of government.

A change in the policy of those external sources of finance could 
do

much to strengthen development finance companies.

10. Another aspect of our model is that no single shareholder or group

of affiliated shareholders must be allowed to get control of the com-

pany. There this has been achieved, the dominating interest 
has

inevitably been, in effect, the government (ICICI, PICIC, IFF, CDC,
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IFCT, MIDFL, IMDBI, are examples), largely because government and the

Bank family are the only parties with a large financial interest. In

any event, I am not sure we ought to seek so wide a dispersal of in-

terest that no one private group is effectively responsible for the

success of the development finance company. It is possible to achieve

effective management with broad ownership, in cases where a first-class

board is agreed at the start, where that board has, or develops, a common

outlook, and where the tradition is to allow the board, in effect, to

perpetuate itself. (ICICI is such a case, although in that case much

depends on the fact that the Chief Executive is, above all, a public

servant of great prestige.) Where these circumstances do not exist, I

believe one shareholder or a group of them should have enough interest

to be responsible for, and capable of assuring, success.

11. Who controls the show has considerable effect on what can be asked

of government or what IFC, IDA and the Bank can do. For instance, the

IDA arrangement mentioned in 7 (c) is inappropriate in the case of an

interest-dominated company. Certain types of government subsidies are

also inappropriate in such cases.

12. I believe we should (a) no longer prevent domination by a particular

interst so long as that interest shares our outlook; (b) try to get a

board with diverse experience and outlook; (c) take particular care that

the first board shares our conception of the company and of its role;

and (d) try to avoid a company whose board is dominated by commercial

bankers.

13. Another aspect of our model is that we tend to think in terms of

a "chosen instrument": one development finance company per country.
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I know of no sound basis for this view, if we consider such companies,

not as channels for orld Bank assistance to the private sector, but

as a contribution to the strengthening of capital markets. In such

countries as India, Pakistan, the Philippines, the prospects of

business are such as to justify more than one development finance

company, and there is no reason for us to concentrate our interest

on one. Moreover, in these and in other countries, development

finance companies could concentrate on quite different and non-

competitive activities. In Colombia we have already invested in

(and are about to lend to) several institutions which are partly

competitive. We should be ready to do so elsewhere.

Profitability

14. As noted in paragraph 3, the prospect of profitability has been a

condition for our financing a development finance company. However:

(a) We have tended to want a satisfactory level of profitability,

and of dividends, too early. Many foreign investors seem

willing to wait longer than we for a return, no doubt because

they receive collateral benefits. We,,sho.uld take advantage

of this fact, and be prepared to accept a satisfactory return

after a longer period of gestation (even to accept losses in

the first year or two), if by doing so we are filling an

important need in a member country.

(b) we have been placing too much emphasis, in our initial ex-

plorations of profit prospects, on statistical forecasts of

business which at best can be only very tenuous, and we thus

have been unnecessarily conservative in judging profit

prospects. 4e ought to rely more heavily on qualitative
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judgments regarding the economic prospects of the country,

the existence of investment opportunities, the policy of

government towards private investment, the quality of

entrepreneurship, and on the knowledge that if these factors

are favorable a vigorous management can create business.

(c) We should encourage the kind of fringe business which a

development finance company can do and which, without

diverting it from its main course, can be very profitable.

I have in mind conventional banking business for its own

clients. Such business, incidentally, enables a finance

company to keep its fingers on the pulse of its clients in

a fashion which is otherwise not possible.

15. In suggesting a more Eberal approach to profitability

(a) I do not propose any relaxation of the long-run objective

of designing the company to be able in due course to obtain

resources from conventional sources. I simply put greater

stress than usual on the long-run prospects of the country,

and hence of the company.

(b) Acceptability of a year or two of losses does not mean

the company would not be expected to service debt. To the

contrary. There can be no questioning that obligation, or

relaxing of insistence on perfemn g4.14 a er

(c) It is the shareholder who will feel the effect of the propo-

sal. Most shareholders (and most creditors) are more willing

to wait than we are. We ought to be ready to do so, too.

Our justification is the same as that suggested in paragraph 8,
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in support of IFC's giving concessions.

Relation to Government

16. We have so far refused (except in Ethiopia)to do business with

a development finance company in which government has a majority

of the voting shares. For IFC, this is a statutory requirement;

for the Bank, it is a matter of policy. We have sought to recon-

cile our position with the facts of life in some countries by

partially substituting IFC for government, keeping the holdings of

the latter to 25% or less and obtaining from government a commitment

to sell its shares to the private sector when it can.
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We have felt that, with not more than 25%, government would be unable to

run the show.

17. Our experience suggests that having the government in a minority

position secures the form but not the substance of our policy. In most of

our member countries, it makes little difference whether the Government has

hh% (Morocco) or 24% (Nigeria) or 20% (in Malaysia) in a showdown, the

Governent will have its way. So also will the governent have its way in

India and Pakistan, where government has no shares at all of ICICI and PICIC;

for in those cases, it has provided a substantial amount of subsidies,

conventional loans and guarantees. Private foreign investors have more

important interests to push or to protect and rarely if ever take a

position against the government and the World Bank family too has usually

behaved as though its interest in a development finance company was not

its most important in the country concerned. Both the private investors

and we have been right in so behaving.

18. The best assurance of a non-political orientation lies in relying

on non-government funds, and I believe we should seek ways of substituting

the Bank, IDA and IFC for the government to the greatest extent possible.

But this is not possible in many cases. And in such circumstances, what

counts is, not the percentage of government participation, but the policy of

government towards the private sector and towards the development finance

company itself. If government is determined to encourage private invest-

ment; if it considers itself only a temporary investor in a company, pre-

pared to sell its shares to private investors when it can; if it believes

the company can make its greatest contribution by making its investment

decisions on sound financial and economic grounds; if it is abstemious in

its relations with the development finance company; then I would be prepared
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to accept governent as an important minority or even in a position of

voting control. If none of these prevail, we ought not to accept

government as a minority shareholder.

19. Making a judgment on these matters is difficult, but not more

so than other judgments we are called on to make. We might make a valid

judgment today, only to have tomorrow's government upset the apple-cart;

we run the same risk with the government in a minority position. Our

present position allows us to make fewer mistakes, but only because we

are involved in fewer development finance companies.

20. I do not recommend abandonment of our policy of seeking privately

controlled development finance companies. I do recommend that the Bank be

prepared to finance one with a government majority if, in our judgment, a

development finance company can clearly make a contribution of importance

to the country, if a private majority cannot be obtained and if the

situation mentioned in paragraph 18 obtains.

21. A development finance company which has government funds, whether

as equity or loan, or government guarantees of external loans, must have a

management acceptable to government. (It must also be acceptable to us, if

we have invested in or loaned to it.) Other shareholders, whether in a

majority or a minority, must give heed to the government's views on this

matter. But it appears to me that one fair test of the government's

willingness to behave abstemiously towards a development finance company

is its willingness to rely on the judgment of the private shareholders with

respect to the naming of a chief executive. We should not agree to the

government's naming or dismissing the chief executive. This is not in-

sistence on form, while yielding substance; it is a test of the government's

policy.
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22. The IFC cannot, for statutory reasons, invest in a development

finance company in which the government has a majority participation. This,

among others, should make us keep cases of Bank lending to a government

controlled company to a minimum.

Focus of our Interest

23. Our original interest in development finance companies was in

providing Bank finance to individual private enterprises in our member

countries. The companies were primarily channels for finance to enter-

prises too small for us to handle directly. This conception was reflected

in the Bank's contractual relations with them: in the project description,

in the methods of commitment and disbursement, in arrangements for super-

vision. Today the focus of the Bank's interest is the development finance

company itself, rather than the particular enterprises it finances. We

try to fill a gap in the capital market, to create a strong and viable

institution, able to provide medium- and long-term finance to private

enterprise at a profit. Although our interest has changed, many of the

policies, contractual arrangements and procedures based on the older view

persist. They should be modified to accord with the fact that, in lending

to a finance company, we are financing it, not a particular group of

individual transactions into which it enters (and also with the fact

that there might be large differences among the companies we are financing).

24. Such a new focus of our interest would involve, among other things:

(a) Describing the project as the financing of a development

finance company so that it may carry out its corporate purposes.

(b) "Supervising" the loan by supervision of the company, rather

than of the particular transactions it finances.

(c) Linking commitment and disbursement of the loan to the
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requirements of the company, rather than to the needs of

particular enterprises it finances.

(d) Fixing the terms of the loan with regard, not to the

terms on which the ultimate beneficiary received its proceeds,

but in the light of the agreed general policies and financial

requirements of the company which is our borrower.
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25. No one objects, I believe, to defining the "project", as proposed

in (a) above. As for supervision, our practice so far has been not to

exercise the independent rights to information from, access to, and in-

spection of, the individual clients of our borrowers which our present

loan contracts call for. I doubt that it would have been useful to exercise

them or that we could in any event effectively do so. Problems arise only

with respect to (c) and (d).

26. Commitment and disbursement of the proceeds of the loan have been tied

to specific projects approved in advance. As our borrower has gained experience

and as we have gained confidence in it, we have relaxed our requirement for

prior project approval until there may be no effective requirement at all

(as in the cases of PICIC and ICICI). Once, we allowed no company a "free

limit" at the beginning of our experience with it. Today, every company

gets a degree of freedom even at the start and we are more lenient in relaxing

it because we have learned that prior review is more important as a device for

education than for control, and education does not require us to look at many

projects and because the granting of approval implies a responsibility for

the individual project which we ought not to have and could not in fact

e~eseenee. Moreover, while we approved of projects using the proceeds of

the Bank loan, our borrower was free to use other resources as it wished

(subject only to general policy understandings and to end-use review), and

could readily run itself into the ground no matter how careful it and we

were with the Bank loan.

27. Control over the Bank loan should be based, not on disbursement, but

on careful supervision of our borrower and on the establishment of a constructive

relationship with it. Prior approval should be required for all large projects

only, not to guarantee proper use of the Bank's funds (which in the last analysis

can be guaranteed only by the general behaviour of the company) but to provide

us with the opportunity to review and comment on the company's appraisal
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methods and to give an extra check on commitments which are large enough to

have serious consequences if errors are made.

28. The amortization schedule of a Bank loan has been the composite of the

amortization schedules of the individual loans made by the development finance

company with the Bank's resources. This link between our funds and our client's

relending of those funds was originally established in order to help a develop-

ment finance company which could not protect itself against the exchange risk

except by repaying the Bank when it was repaid by its clients; but the link

has become a matter of general policy, applied even when exchange protection

is available. I think this is wrong. There should be a fixed amortization

schedule determined by the financial requirements of the company and taking

account of the average term of its own lendings. An exception should be made

only when a development finance company cannot protect itself against risk,

except by repaying the Bank when it is repaid.

29. Linking amortization of the Bank loan to the amortization schedules of

the individual enterprises financed with the proceeds of the Bank loan

supposedly has the effect of keeping the development finance company on a

short leash. That is, if the company repays as soon as it has received a

repayment, and in the same amount, it cannot use the proceeds of the loan a

second time and is forced to return to the Bank for funds more frequently

than would otherwise be the case. I do not think this effect is significant.

The term for which we would normally make a loan to a development finance

company should not be much longer than its average lending term and would

thus not be so great as to allow the company to use much of the loan again

before repayment to us. On the other side, the administrative inconvenience

of the linked amortization schedules is great; and it helps to perpetuate

the view that our primary interest is, not the company itself, but its clients.
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(Incidentally, one result of the linking system may be to encourage

our borrowers to give longer term loans than would otherwise be the

case, so as to help relieve, though marginally, the country's balance-

of-payments situation.)
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30. The Bank does not charge a commitment fee in the case of a loan

to a development finance company until a particular segment of the loan

has been credited to the loan account, and its interest rate is usually

fixed at that time, and for that segment of the loan. With the breaking

of the link between the Bank and the ultimate user of its funds, it

would be appropriate to charge for commitment when a commitment is

made, and simultaneously to fix an interest rate for the amount

committed.

31. The effect of those recommendations regarding the principal terms

of a loan to a development finance company would be as follows

(a) The object of the loan would be to finance the company's

operations.

(b) The amount of the loan would be determined by the development

finance company's requirements of capital over a period of, say,

two years.

(c) During negotiations, agreement would be reached on the timing

and amount of crediting of the loan account; the full loan

could be credited on the effective date, or tranches of the

loan could be credited on an agreed schedule.

(d) From the day of crediting and for the amount credited, the

Bank's current commitment fee and interest rate would apply.

(e) Disbursement from the loan account would be made on the basis

not of particular projects, but of a pre-agreed share of the

company's total outlays.
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(f) Prior Bank approval would be required of all loans and in-

vestments of the borrower over an agreed size. The size should

be set at a level to assure that (i) a reasonable number of

projects are presented to us for criticism (education), and

(ii) large exposures are examined with special care (reduction

of risk).

(g) A repayment schedule would be agreed, taking account of the

expected rate of commitment and disbursement of the loan and

of the average term of the borrower's lendings.

(h) Supervision of the loan, and the rights associated with it,

would be restricted to our borrower; the Bank would have no

independent rights vis-a-vis the company's clients.

These would be the normal provisions, from which we would depart for

good reason.

32. One good reason which is bound to arise in certain cases is that

the company will have no way of protecting itself against the exchange

risk except by passing it on to its borrowers; in which event, it will

revert to the company when its borrowers repay, unless the company can

repay the Bank simultaneously. It was to meet this situation that the

Bank began in 1959 to use a "flexible" amortization schedule; and we

should stick to that procedure in such cases.

Use of Bank Funds for Domestic Expenditures

33. An IFC investment in a development finance company is generally

designed to provide it with capital with which to conduct its business.

A Bank loan has only that purpose. The IFC does not distinguish
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between the currencies in which the capital is used. In the case of

the Bank, domestic currency financing is permitted in certain cir-

cumstances, except for development finance companies. These have been

excluded from the general. policy.

34. Every effort should be made by the company to mobilize resources

other than from the Bank, especially domestic resources. However, to

require that the proceeds of a Bank loan be used only for imports in

most cases forces the companies to rely on government for domestic

resources, thus enhancing government domination of the companies

or preventing their growth. Moreover, the present practice often

results in diverting the company from its objective, making it

primarily a provider of capital, but a dealer in foreign exchange.

The business of some development finance companies involves projects

with a relatively low import content and hence involves a substantial

amount of domestic currency financing. In such cases, and especially

where the country's needs for capital and its efforts to meet them justify

financing local currency expenditures, the proceeds of a Bank loan should

be available for such expenditures to a reasonable extent. 4fe would

determine the amount of the loan in relation to the demands on the

company and to the availability of other resources. This procedure

would be consistent with the Bank's normal practice.

35. Use of the 90% IDA funds for domestic expenditures is no solution,

for the amounts available are negligible. Another possible source

is the Bank's 9%o funds. This, too, is limited. The availability
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for domestic expenditure of normal Bank and IDA funds would be

very important in meeting the needs of development finance com-

panies for capital.

Foreign Exchange Risk

36. We have insisted that the foreign exchange risk created by a

Bank loan be passed on to the company's clients. When this has

not been possible, we have agreed to the government's providing

protection. Our concern should be that the company protects itself

adequately against the exchange risk by any means at its disposal.

I see no reason for preferring one method to another. For instance,

passing on an exchange risk to a client is not safe if the client

will suffer seriously in a devaluation. On the other hand, investing

foreign exchange in share capital is reasonable if the expectations

are that the real value of the particular shares will stay ahead of the

declining value of the currency in which the shares are denominated.
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DebtEuity Ratio

37. The three-to-one ratio of debt to equity, was not originally a

measure of restricting borrowing to prudent limits. It reflected a

Bank promise to match the sum of the funds subscribed by Turkish

investors in IDB and the Government's matching loan. Yet it has

become a principle, which is relaxed only under pressure, and it is

applied inconsistently. I see no objection to this conservative

figure at the beginning of a company' s career. But we ought willing-

ly to relax it when we judge that the equity cushion is sufficient to

enable the company to survive a reasonable period of distress. This

means a continuing, careful assessment of (a) the composition and

quality of the portfolio in the light of the state of the capital

markets; (b) the loss record of the company in normal circumstances;

(c) the economic prospects of the country; (d) whether the company

needs more share capital because of its expansion into equity or

more shareholders in order to diversify participation.

38. We have included in equity, for purposes of calculating the

ratio, all subordinated debt. Such action has obscured the real

leverage of a development finance company and the fact that quasi-

equity is generally exhaustable and must be replaced by equity, with

the result that profitability may decline. There is justLfication

for a conventional lender to think of the aggregate cushion

his loan, whether that cushion consists of share capital, reserves @-_--V

inferior debt; for that aggregate offers him protection. But in judg-

ing the level of debt which a development finance company can prudent-

ly carry, the aggregate debt should be counted, without regard to

ranking.
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39. Accordingly, I suggest that in future we include all debt in

the numerator of a debt/equity covenant, and allow a level of leverage

to be achieved which reflects a reasonable balance between profitabil-

ity and safety (the interests of the borrower and of the lender). I

see no reason for not starting with a limit of three or four. It

should be relaxed as necessary in the light of the factor cited in

para 37. I can visualize this ratio going to eight, ten or twelve,

in due course, in many but not allcases .

40. The Bank's own lending to a development finance company might well

be less than the total borrowing allowed to it. For the Bank will

wish, for prudence's sake, to take account not only of the equity base

of its borrower, but also all of debt subordinated to its own. We

need not specify a ratio for this; the Bank can take a decision each

time a new loan is under consideration and in the light both of the

company's aggregate debt and of the equity and junior debt.



4l. In dealing with debt, we have generally defined it in terms of

funds which have been drawn down and not yet repaid. In three cases we

have defined debt in terms of commitments: that is, we have included in

debt commitments which will have to be met from lines of credit, even

though they have not yet been drawn down. The same ratio, with debt defined

in terms of disbursements, is somewhat tougher than with debt defined as

commitments.

42. We ought to eliminate this inconsistency. I don't think there is

much to choose from. Muy preference, however, would be for the commitment

basis because it is safer from both operational and credit points of view

and because once a commitment has been made the company must disburse when

called upon. The situation is not unlike that of a guarantee.

Procedure

h3. The rigidities and bureaucracy that have developed in our working

party system have been aggravated, in dealing with development finance

companies, by the fact that two separate institutions are involved. Time

is needlessly wasted and our clients are needlessly bothered because,

where a Bank loan is involved, the Bank Area Department Working Party

Chairman is the front of 1818 H Street vis-a-vis our borrower and is

the center of all action affecting the loan, no matter how routine, even

though no issues may be involved. Consideration should be given to the

following:

a. The joint working party need not be consulted in the

routine decisions of approving projects and committing

segments of loans. On all such matters, the decision

could be taken by the Division Chief of the Development

Finance Companies Department (who in any event does the

work underlying the decision) or by the Director of that

Department. The Working Party need be consulted only
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when a matter of policy is involved; otherwise the

Working Party should be simply informed of actions

taken.

b. Correspondence with the Bank borrower on the routine

matters of commitment, disbursement, reporting, end-use

supervision could be through the Division Chief of the

DFC Department. At present, the Working Party Chairman

is the channel, with the results both that time is lost

and that the development of an intimate relationship

between the borrower and the people here most directly

concerned with him is inhibited. For instance, in

discussing, announcing and arranging for an end-use

mission regarding a Bank loan or a mission for reappraisal,

the planning is done and the mission is mounted by DFC

Department staff. Yet every communication goes through

the Bank Area Department.

c. Is it necessary to have a full-fledged presentation both

to SLC and to SIC in preparation for a new Bank loan?

Even when the SLC does not meet, there is a loss of time

and there is extra paper work. I should think the SLCis

review and views are needed only:

(a) to decide whether a new loan should be given to

the country concerned (this has almost always

been decided long before);

(b) to consider a new issue of lending policy (these

are few and far between).

d. I think the work would proceed more expeditiously if the

Working Party were chaired by the Division Chief of the

DFC Department.
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4h. I think the underlying factor which has caused the situations

which the previous suggestions are designed to correct, is the feeling

that, in dealing with loans to development finance companies the IFC's

position is like that of the Projects Department in dealing with other

projects. I do not believe this is so. IFC has a different range of

responsibility.

Secondment of Staff, etc.

h5. We are sometimes asked to find advisors and managers. Sometimes

we insist on naming them. With only two exceptions, we have refused

to cover any part of the salary or allowances of such persons, whether or

not they are members of our staff. I believe this policy should be

reconsidered.

46. Advisors and managers are expensive. The imported product normally

requires gross sums which are in excess of domestic standards and a heavy

burden on the company. The case of a foreign advisor whose emoluments

are far greater than that of the manager (and greater than the governor

of the Central Bank) does not make for the best of relations between them.

Moreover, while the sending of a manager or an advisor is always done in

the best intents of the company concerned, it often is also in the best

intent of the Bank or IFC as well. This is certainly the case when a staff

member is asked to take the post and is given leave of absence.

47. The arguments against our covering part of the cost are that (a) a

private company should pay what is necessary for the top staff it needs;

(b) we might be saddled with responsibility for decisions taken or advice

given; (c) a conflict of intent might arise; (d) distrust of the import

might develop. These same agents are valid for personnel sent to advise

governments, yet we are prepared to share their costs. I would urge similar

sharing in development finance companies which are recipients of Bank or IFC
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resources, and where we feel the foreign manager or advisor is vital to

an effective operation.



FoRM No. 209- IFC

INTERNATIONAL FINANCE C<ORPORATiON

INCOMING MAIL Date
ROUTING SLIP

NAME RO0M NO
Mr. Dajany 900
Mr. Diamond 950
Mr. Dodd 945
Mr. Paterson 902
Mr. Richards 976
Mr. Rosen 900
Mr. Sul1ivan 900
Mr. Von Hoffmann 910
Mr. Williams 965

IFC Files 236

Remarks

From: Communications Unit, Room 244, Ext. 2023
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"r. R.`.J. Richards March 30, 1966

Proportions of governmeni 'oldings in the S e Capital of D Cs

In the subject table sent to you on arch 28 an error was found
regarding "IDI. The following is a revised table to replace the old
one.

Government-owned Shares as
% of Total Ordinary Share

Institution Capital

Colombia
CF - Caldas 13.1
CF - Colombiana 4.3
CF - Nacional 4.9

Finland
IFF 10.4

Ivory Coast
BIDI 21.1

LiberiaTi 3 DT r,
LBIDI) 25.0

20.0

Morocco

Nigeria
NIDB 2L.5

Thailand
IFCT 15.1

Venezuela
: >n 16.4

B1S1 :LI



Mr. R.P.J. Richards March 28, 1966

B.H. Shin\

Proportions of Government Holdings in the ,hare Capital of DFCs

The following are the proportions of Government holdingrs
(direct and indirect) in the share capital of the development finance
companies in which FC has a shareholding:

overnment-owned 'hares as
of Total Ordinary Share

Institution Capital

Colombia
CF - Caldas 13.1

CP - Colombiana 4.3
CF - `acional 4. 9

Finland
1F 10.4

Ivory Coast
EIDI 42.9

Liberia
LEIDI 25.0

alaysia
MIDFL20.0

Morocco
NDE 3.6

Seria

'T' 24 .5

Thailand
CT 15.1

Venezuela
CMF?,IFES 16.4

BHS lg



Ir. R.B.J. Richards larch 28, 1966

Proportions of (overnment Holdings in the Thare Capital of DFCs

The following are the proportions of Government holdi s
(direct and indirect) in the share capital of "he development finance
companies in which EFC has a shareholding:

Government-owned3hares as
% of Total ~-rdinary Share

Institution Capital

Colombia
CF - Caldas 13.1
CF - Colombiana 4.3
CF - Nacional 1.9

Finland
IFF 10 .h

Ivory Coast
B IDI 42,9

alaysia
. -IF L 20.0

Morocco
ND 43.6

Nigeria
NIDB 2).5

Thailand
IFCT 15.1

BHiS:lg



March 26 , 196

Mr. H. S. Hovern
53O antander Avenue Apt. 3
Coral Gables
Florida, 33134

ar Mr. Hevern:

Thanks for your lotte o March 25. -nciosed are

three copies of the requested chart.

Yours sincerely,

D. W. Jeffries
Development Finance Companies

Enclosures



Messrs. Jeffries, $ekBe, 'Msjia, Poell iharch , 196

Rcort '. 5 uil.;s

votin of.Sare

ith fu-rther refterence to i. i r' randu of

Vreh 3, which I circulated to yan ;n turch 7 with quest for

information, the rep.lieB I ~avercie wer niot ' complet and

the information was not presented uniformig. Would youpae

incorpora it in the attached form- (on or for ca opay)

Attaclament

RFSkilligs :am
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March 23, 1966

Mr. William Diamond
Director
Department of Operations
Development Finance Companies
International Finance Corporation
1818 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433, U.S.A.

Dear Mr. Diamond:

I am very glad to learn that the materials of our
Industrial Finance Course are going to receive your attention.
I should like to have the opportunity of having your advice
and opinions on them in the near future.

I deeply appreciate your consideration in arranging to
send the valuable materials concerning the Project Evaluation
Course of Economic Development Institute. I received them
in early March, for which I have already thanked the Director
of Economic Development Institute.

I lost no time in studying them and found them to be
very useful and enlightening. I am sure that when we have
perused them, they will provide us with helpful and construc-
tive suggestions for planning the future sessions of our
Industrial Finance Course.

Last but not least, I should like to express my hearty
thanks for your keen interest in our course.

Yours sincerely,

Hideo Nakayama
Project Manager
Industrial Finance Course
Foreign Department
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arch 22, 1966

Pr. Arthur arasa
Assistant Director
European Office
International !3ank fo' Rconstraction

and Developent
i, Avenzue D'Iena
Paris V1e), IFrance

Dear Artlmr:

'hank you for your letter of March 27, 1%6 orting
the loss of the draft outline on the proposed study of growth
in tie developed countries. Considering the circmwtances,
do you upose that we have finsaly stumbled on evidence of

e antinatter principle operating in the field of bureaucracy
I suppose it doee t matter. At any rate, I gladly enclose two
copies of t ie paper to replace the lost one.

ay I also take ti o portunity to tank lrs. Caraas
and you for our gracious hospitality.

Jincerely yours,

. ,J. en

c'ncl.

AJ /dz



Mrch 22, 1966

D.ar Oa

I received your massage yesterday .oning and
later xr. piter cwe arounad inquiririg about reports
on several other development finance coipaniea. I an
sorry to sayr that we have nothing up-to-date on any of
the onas you itioned, and that Mr. .pitzer will have
to, therefore, return empty handed.

For the future, you ay ae interested to know
that the Bauk senda opieas of Its reports regularly to
the U.N. ni lA undoubtedly tne quickeat way for you
to obtain tism4. &y are Miled to Mr. John Guirmes.,
Zpecial Assistant to the beputy Undersecretary for
1conmic and 3ocial affairs.

With best regards,

Yours sincerely,

ileputy Director
Developmeat iinance Companies

!ts. Zna Forrest
United Nations Departmnt of

Fconomic & Social Affairs
United Nation
New York 17, New York

cc: Mrk. Rasmwsen

RFSkillings -mnm



hesar.. Powell, lejia, Jeffries, ekse, -,rango areh 21, 1966

Robert F. ill

Participants in the Industrial Projects Course,19

I am attaching a list of participante in the conomiic
Developmnt's Industrial Projects Course which is due to begin on

April L. There will 'e 16 participants from development finance
institutions. At the end of the course, most of thou will be

proceeding for a abort stay with one of the companies with which
we are affiliated.

I hope very much that ,e shall get to know them all,
and make them feel at home. You will be able to make contact with

any of than through Mrs. Carroll in EDI, Room G-1020, -t. 347U.
verything you can do, both professionally and scially, will be

apprec iated.

AttaChment

RFSkilMingss: IM
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M. ;Jnton1in A. 3aseh

DarAtonint

.9 9 hl d u best, with best

resrds,

Vierlyyus



March 18, 1im6

Industrial iFinance Course
foreign Deprmnt
Industrial 3ank of Japan Ltiited
14arunouchi
Togyo, Japan

Dar ifr. !4akayama:s

Your letter of Deember 13, which arrived in iy absence, has
already been acknowledged. lowever, I want M vaelf to tuank you
for it and for the exteive materials used in your Ith easion of
the Industrial Finance eminar, which you were ,ood enough to send

. r return to Washington I found them wattin or 1W ad I
am now reviewing them. They ppear to be A raluable collection of
docuents. You must be conratula ted on deising so interestin
and useful a seminar, and on providing it with such stimulating
material, * en we have hada otoportunity to review them, I shall
be writin to you aan

I hone that you received the docuentation of our own iconomic
r)evelornt Institute~, unich I arranged to n to ou ; -ter mry
return Irom Japn last Novmber.

With best personal re ard ,

Sincerely your,

silliam J ond
rector

J.velopmnt innace opanies

cc: Masra. .ihaihara
~hin

Dire (2)

W)iamond
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University of East A i

School of Social Studi s

Wilberforce Road, Norwich, Not 7H
England

15th March, 1966

Richard H. Demuth, Esq.,
World Bank,
International Development Association,
1818 H. Street N.W.,
Washington D.C. 20433, U.S.A.

Dear Mr. Demuth,

Many thanks for your letter of March 3rd. I shall let
you know how things develop.

Yours sincerely,

Athole S. M



University of Eazt AngliaSender's name and address:.. ...................... ........................

Wilberforce -"oad, Norwich, England

AN AIR LETTER SHOULD NOT CONTAIN ANY
ENCLOSURE; IF IT DOES IT WILL BE SURCHARGED

OR SENT BY ORDINARY MAIL.

The 'APSLEY' Air Letter

A John Dickinson Product

Form approved by Postmaster General No.-71995/IZ

-*---Second fold here-

- PAR AVIO

AIR LETTER
AEOGRAMM

Mr. R. H. Demuth,

World Bank

International Deyg~t..A..........L

1818 H. Street N.W.,

WASHIN'TON D.C. 20433,

U.S.^.
.. .... -.......... ......... ........... ... ... ....



.'. F. hin March 15, 19--

FurtherStde

ould you please Prepare

1. A paper oM ageca funds in our development Cinance
o. .hat is, e should have a 7u ary description of each

suh arrange aent and it s principal terms. le paper should also
include an assessient of the efectivnss of the errat
their econoic impac* "nd their contributio to the develognent
finance company's profitability sd underlying objectivev.

2. A reviev of the experience of our development finance
corapanies in dealing with small-scale enterprise. -bis will
involve a description of what they do (small lending, industrial
estates, hire -purchase for equiraent and factories, etc.), and
its cost. I would like also sow, assesaient of its Value, and
its profitability (or lack of 1) to the deve topsent finance

cc Messrs. Mthew, Jeffr.ies, :ekse, Me a

DisAond: us
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Mr. J.E. Twining, Jr. March 14, 1966

W.D.S. Fraser "

I.F.C. Procedures - Developent Finance Companies Department

The proposed new procedure for handling sub-projects of developmnt
finance companies will affect thiree documents:

(a) Operational Memorandum No. 5.10

This '... while not yet issed, has been under consideration
by a specal te una K .r. rope' , chilrneip for sev-
eral months. The committee as recentl completed its work,
and i,. * now up to Mr. Diamond to prepare a revised draft for
consideration by SSM.

(b) FlC Organization Bulletin No. 7

Issuance of a new draft has ben hel 1 s for several months
because of IFO s unwillingne to re rise all their crganiza-
tion bulletins for the ne7 irgnizational Manual. The
attached version m origina l repared oy ,r. Diamond. I
have changed the nomnclature and hare added a ne w section (9)
to coe er te s 1 jact point. T 1, seat a copy of the bulletin
to 1r. Dian for approveL. c l issue it in the old
formt for tU h l oli;.

(c) Signature of Wiritten Instrument -

Currentl a new (eri on of this is being prepared 1. iy for
inclusion in the "Basic Docunts" instead of the Adminitr -
tive Manual. I have inford Mr. Clark of the propo' d a

in procedure ad he is makig the necessary insertions.
revised :"Signature of Written Instruments" will shortly be sub-
nitted for Mr. Broches' consideration by Mr. Ilark. I have
suggested to 'r. 'lark that Mr. Lajeune ough to have a sight
of it. Obviously the fact of Mr. Crowley ad Mr. Rasrussen
& gnin certain things should be incorporated. Something may
also n ed to be included about the powers of Chiefs of Resident

If and when IFC nakeE loans to de rop ~nt finan companies,

peralb iny ti4. hte T +, ',IFi re of
TieInstrua .cnat,

As they are now drafted there is no need to change the existing O.M.

on "Country Working Parties" No. 1.O., or the proposed organization
bulle tins for Bank area departments.

Attachmnt
WDSF:e g



Mr. .. S. Frase

J. -E. A t Q rO,, J

-". z I isn Acus t y r - the h';d1LAL
0c e wim e rmies and 2 r. R esen A leau .

th s rhat A ruiant has ':een vwod vn ;.P o oe arrangements.
1r. na-r -0104 ne about tNq early Iast month ad .r. eConve a A

I have , irn v 'a : -- ad for L 1
Sv • vs~ ~n: 'he kinC anda;:cam o ~ - ~

n: 41 '1 -0 A 11I hvee1le h~i oe a bont s e- on vvr -or

Tn "ny case, :'e now ha Mr. Roe' vi es ad rmust consier the
imica tions of the nrop~osed procedure. ill you please review this

memorandur and let e hAve -- ur comments :t eat on the austion of
an Adadnistrative :ircular (and what it shoudA say) and or the question

of signing authority.

r. Ljeur han Pi a n nte or tw c- . Werordu -. him .
-c ru , one o' whiah ioiates that . -rv hes ry have o:rar-

vieus n e omerwed nroeedure. Ihis o nil n L I wih
.r. Lni ero on ;Is ourv -nless r. ianond prusses for some action

in the ne~ae n o

,. T inin's memo of February k to r. ejene
Go: T, r. Rosen's handwritten note o n neruary 20 to -r. Diamond.

CeC eral /les



1. In answer to your niote of 'urch 1, I woul ke t o reor on

GFNcinl ;%/Godwtill M1r. Ara o
Goodwill Mr. Arang

3/18/65 Eetn

9/23/5 Elctin iretor

Ik04 repreenttives elected him Director to which IIC isette

shares T hic, according; to the Ilaw the the Co manyb sttuAtes~, is
an election~ that takes place without actually voting the sha res but
rather by expresing thie deie of the tbareholder who owra the

e 1.LCeX ne~ntrte o~ r .

cc: ears. Naart



IDA IBRD IFC

0-6 1) 9 ORRESPONDENCE RECORD FORM
FROM DATED

March 14, 66
PLC

Philippines

SUBJECT

Would like to receive 6 copies of the precis
of the conference of Development inance ompanies

REFERRED TO r iamond DATE RECq 'i,
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Mr. R. Skillings Mrch 1 196

Tore 'eb erg

Cases in which IFn has voted its share. in developeer finrnce compnies

1. Occasion: ^nnunl 17tockholderr' ing I-ch 17, 164

Repsom: *r Or it (who ws retLirin c a hirrn to e rr th rer on~
requerted IFO'. prog to ensure the election of a group of director,
who would "'Iport the objectiver o3 PDP rs conceived b. the Steen
Cor.emittee .

Iho voted: Mr. Ortigas

Instructions ;ivren: Instrucotions by r. ~ood to aote the shiree in
your discretion for yourself or for other cAndid ten thereof in -ucl

nner s in our opinion will best ensure -u PD)CP will continue to
operate on the braii that you and I h-d in mind when PUCP was estrblished."

2. Occasion: Annul stockholders' meeting -ec : 19'r

sson: Due to ponoble digreement on lte o director, . Cargi
(then in Inile) recomendd wht we gi our proxv to Mr. Motinol.,
th Ch in..2

Tho voted: M.ontinol.

Instrucione given r. Pontino s ir-ucfed to vote IFO h r-
only if un nimous eLte of direcorr . not agreed upon before stock-
holder.' :aetin . If- sngle st e s eed upon end pror firht
_voided I did not wnt t Th7rer oted. If IFC', hre were to be
voted, the should he voted in amnner to rupport he philodoph nd
vnews of the spon or of P7CP. single slne of dir c ors put
forwerd a the neting and no proxn, fight took pice. ccordin to
the in tructione r. Montino1 should then nor. vot our .h re. * rm ~
ever the I pror were registered with tb. cre r on Irch 2, nd
'pp rentl. ire rep-esented nt the neetir. (7, 4 dee wre not
represented t the ea i.)

/ ir. Orti s' re uest not in file
2/ *r 'od' c-ble to r. .r ign. drcn 3,

3/ r.rill'. cble fro nil to Mr Dirmond, Marchh, 196
r. Dir nond' leter of rrch hnd b of c rh 11, t to ". Monrinol

dc. Pthw!Pi.a

TNedberCC: 1



iarch 9, 1966

Dr. Antonin Pasch
U.nited Nations
hew York, ".Y.

Dear Antonin:

Yirst of all, Let thank you for seing me, and
so pmptly, th ?Uaper ou PIDC. It is very interestAgg.

I've given som oe tkM*t to our talk last vek,
during which you asked for a paper on the role and effeive-
ness of development finwce cormpies in promotion. You said
you would need it by Nover.

I think we can o othing for y on the following
tines. e would describe sota typical prooional activitie,
of various kinds, of several of the deeloput finance com-

aies associated with u. T have prtlarly inind
Pakistar, Iran, rry, rocco, ethiopia, Veezuela and

olbia. In uose s here the result of the prmtion
had already erged, w tell hat i a, with rea for
success or failure. 'inally, we would igeneral o-
semrtions on the su ,et.

As you see, muld not be dra r a large saple
of experience, only severl cases of private c ie
associated i us. ould ye try to drav general on-
clusionas fro" thei.

If this approaen suit your to
help. Please let mekn.

It was good to see oulast week.

1ll r Diemond
D'irector

riamond:us





FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: March 8, 1966

FROM: William Diamond

SUBJECT: The Executive Peace Corps and IFCT

1. I spoke Friday afternoon to Frank Pace, of the International
Executive Service Corps. I brought him up-to-date on our understanding

with respect to IFCT's approach to AID for a top level assistant general
manager. Mr. Pace was already aware of this and said that he did not
consider that an active IFCT application is before him; nor, he said,
is he engaged in searching for a person to recommend to AID for the

post in Bangkok.

2. I took occasion to tell Mr. Pace once again that I thought the
policy he was pursuing with respect to short-term assistan was not

suitable for development finance companies. He said that he had come
to the same conclusion. He said that he had been blinded by the success
of the short-term assistance given by one of his people to the IMDBI.
I said that the success of that venture had stemmed from the fact that
IMBI was a relatively experienced institution and has a first-class
managing director. Mr. Pace agreed with this and said that he had
concluded that such situations were likely to be relatively rare;
certainly they would be rare in the early days of a development bank.
Consequently he would be prepared where circumstances warranted it,
to make available persons for a year or more. He said he would not
like to go as long as two years but would be prepared to think in
terms of about eighteen months. I told him I was glad about this
shift in the direction of his policy.

cc: Mr. Rosen
Mr. Jeffries
Circ. (2)

WDiamond:mbc
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4 arxch 1966

Dear il

Iasendinas proised a per prep

Industrial Developmen Corporation or the meein in Pra'ue.

ill yo 70,1_ease re uirn it (,tyur co~nvenience.
.j)1'O~t- io r~ -Lr h t~0i Tc1J~

I Gra ly enjoyed sour +reeting ithc21 you0eserda andcr I bo0e

tiat yrou wil 1 1find tire to sen me tie -ief outlin e talked

abut I hope to see you on your nextvii to ork.

o Get, .".~

no.y

r-or "'loto

J) * v .. r uco Vc<c '
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March 3, 1966
Mr. Athole S. Nackintosh
University of East Anglia
School of Social Studies
ilberforce Road
orwich NO 771, En iand

Dear Mr. Mackintosh:

Thank you for your letter of Febrary 13, encloain.
a copy of the proposals wh' ch -on and Professor oss have
worked out for the establish:ent of an "Oversea Develop-
ment Group" within the Univerjit; of East Anglia.

I have discussed th-e proposals wi tuo or three
of my colleames on the econonic side of the Bank and we
are all agreed that your idea is a good one and we hope
that you can bring it to fruition. f you do succeed, we
ill certainly want to iee.- n touch f ti t Group.

If I understand ,o ro olsas correctly, they have
been fraed with the experence of the Harvard Development
Advisory Service very much in *ind, I :may that we in
the ank have foud tiat Service to be exceed. ng y useful
in the developnent task and have renained c oscly associ-
ated with its operation. I only 'wish that more universi-
ties would follow a similar course.

It was nice to hear from you and I wish you well in
your endeavors.

Sincerely yours,

aichard RI. Denuthi
Director

DeveLoi ment ervjces Department

RD :tf

cc: Messrs. Wilson, Friedman and Kamarck



Ir. Skillings arch 3, 196

lliam Diamond \

Voting of Sbhares

1. ould you arrange to have put together a listl
all cases in which we have voted shares. is should
include

(a) occaion
(b) reason
(c) who voted
(d) instructions given

Also, a reference to the documents (letter, , etc.) which

give evidence of the oregoing.

2. Incidentally recollection is that we have had
our votes cast three ties: ?DCP in 194 and 1965 and TSK$ in
196 .

3. Please add also a list of occasions on which our
shares have been represented for some purpose, though not voted
(such as BANDESCO in otober 1963).

cc Mr. Richards

Diamond :us



FORM No. 53 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Richard H. Demuth DATE: March 2, 1966

FROM: Irving S. Friedman

SUBJECT: "OverseasDeveIopme D"Group

I would go along with your reaction and Kamarck's to this. How

about encouraging existing institutes like Marquez's C.E.M.L.A. to-li n r-

their activities somewhat so that you could include subjects more directly

pertinent to economic development. In this way, perhaps with small amount of

additional financial expenditure we may make a considerable contribution to

our encouragement of teaching activities. What do you think?

Attachment



e ry , 966.

,any fa or Your letter of 'e. r .Thth &out your
new procr on devecocment. T see tha -ve also scEt copy
r..o :;r. TMutr I v el ieve t4-+ he ir +aloan- out it with various

peopi in the ank. The comments ich follow are Yurely personal

to myelf.

Let e aV a .- that o:: eneri che-ie seems to me
to be quit exec13ent and ahould prove extor l aseful orovided of
coue ta aou cn get hold of the ri.ht people. This kind of
combined operation .s long overdue and arr.cements along these lines
will be edcd incrm singly fo- the lon Mul that is ahead of us.
The points thL I have in And are therefore sugestions, not criticisms,

rnd i hve no doubt that mot of them, if not all, have occurred to you
already. They are:-

1. fhere is alway ris a in Unis xind of thing of upreading
oneself too thin and, i the nu Vhar the ,rou have in mind, you
might like to consider concentr ing on a limited numer of colatrie3.
There is an increasing- of specializ'ation and expertiae in this
general subject, more pLrticularly perhaps in the United $Lat es, and
it seems to me t you n ould thin ol your activities not only in
relation to wh I 'n ni-v In c i ncr t is r, titutions out aL20

to what is hALppenin over herj. u your Knowledge of tie nrvard

prograwe, t is of coirse will no-t come as anything new to you, but
you mi t also like to we a look at wnat M.i, . and no doubt others
are doing in this Ile1d. Anotner reason for concentration is that,
while there is much theat ia common to development in general, the
nearer you come to the heart of the matter the more you find that each
country is -niie and has its own particular 6et of problene. T.is
too will be notning new to you but I think it may aflec e the way in
which fou stA tourselves up.

2. illowing a similar line of thought you might think of
entering into some kind of arrangement with some American institution,
to the mutual advantage of both.



A. S. Mackintosh,Faq. 2. February 28, 1966.

3. If you do decide on a certain amount of concentration,
there would be a good deal to be said for having some kind of
working arrangement with a university or research ina titute or
similar institution in two or three developing countries,. These
would provide a base overseas 'or jour staff, their people could
help you from tin o time in sorwich, and you could he p to n'fld
them up and so leave somembe perm t o shot on I. ro'.nd,

Li. I was particui ar ad to not.e -rour eitphasis on
sociologica: 1tudieS in connection with conomic development.
There has been some tendene r to nerlect thi naspect. not least ri

the develoinoe:unltris tene as, .ndTer ei h r i At
to make i ai integr I part of r prer n~.

Y t~nere is an~ ar% h he r ie ya de jlc .
let me Lnow. La m al o - n
thatyou w inan se ist<wnc o r
getting on.

Athole S. Mackintosh, Esq.
University of at Anglia
School of Social Studies
Wilberf orce Road
Norwich, NOR 77H
ENGLAND.



-sars. Rekse, «±efries, Mathww Fermr 2,

you are aare of pr. su-viny'a plan1 re

PICIC, C aId buL. at i,

briefs

ce r. lulliva

Di nnd:us
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INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CO!PORATION

OFFICE ENORANDUM

TO: All Professional DFC Staff DATE: February 24, 1966

FROM: B. H. Shin

SUBJECT: Profitability of Development
Finance Companies

1. Attached is a new table showing profitability of development

finance companies. Please file it as Item 11 of your Data Book II.

2. Attached also is the revised version of the Table of Contents

of Data Book II. Please destroy the older issue.

Attachments (2)



DATA BOOK II

GENERAL ISSUES AND STUDIES INVOLVING DEVE LOPINT FINANCE COMPANIES

Table of Contents

1. Policy Statements 1/18/65

2. Summary of sections of development finance companies'
statements dealing with limitation on maximum size
of investments in any single enterprise. 6/22/65

3. Status of counterpart fund loans and U.S. AID local
currency loans to development finance companies. 8/31/64

4. Status of equity, quasi-equity, debt and debt-borrowing
base ratio of development finance companies. 9/3/64

5. Long-term subordinated loan capital of development
finance companies. 1/7/66

6. Most frequently used lending rates of development
finance companies. 10/19/65

7. Development finance companies' administrative expenses
(7 Tables) 8/4/65

8. Repayment schedules of long-term subordinated loan

capital and IBRD/IDA loans to DFCs. 9/30/65

9. Net profit after tax and dividend rate. 10/19/65

10. Taxation affecting development finance companies
with which the World Bank Group is associated. 1/5/66

11. Profitability of development finance companies 2/24/66



1/
PROFITABILITY~OF DEVELOPMENT FINANCE COMPANIFB

(in percentage)

Country & 2/
Institutions 1st YT- 2nd Yr. 3rd Yr. 4th Yr. 5th Yr. 6th Yr. 7th Yr. 8th Yr. 9th Yr. 10th Yr. llth Yr. 12th Yr. 13th Yr. lth Yr

Austria (1958) (1959) (1960) (1961) (1962) (1963) (1964)
IVK -10.01 21.05 15.91 18.13 21.95 21.54 25.15

China (1960) ,(1961/ (1962) (1963) (1964)
C)C 12.42" 20.87! 2 2. 3 ]_ 16.75-/ 17.06

Colombia
CFCol-ombian(1960) (1961) (1962) (1963) (1964)

1.99 14.41 12.12 13.50 15.45

CF Caldas (1962) (1963) (1964)
4.21 8.00 11.15

CF Nacional (1960) 4/(1961) (1962) (1963) (1964)
4.11- 11.26 11.47 13.63 15.51

Ethiopia
DBE (1952) (1953) (1954) (1955) (1956) (1957) (1958) (1959) (1960) (1961) (1962) (1963) (1964)

- 3.89 1.16 3.80 2.73 2.78 2.72 2.25 1.44 1.60 1.96 3.04 1.23 2.02

Finland (1964)
IFF _/ 5.60

Greece (1964)
NIBID 2.13 -/

India (1955) (195) (1957) (1958 (1959 (1960) (1961 (1962 (1963i (196/ICTCI 5. 56_/l 7.18 9.50-/ 9.97_/ 12.12- 15.71_/ 16.42-./ 14.93_/ 15.09i/ 17.99_/
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Country & 2/
Institutions 1st Yr: 2nd Yr. 3rd Yr. hth Yr. 5th Yr. 6th Yr. 7th Yr. 8th Yr. 9th Yr. 10th Yr. 11th Yr. 12th Yr. 13th Yr..14th Yr.

Iran 8/ (19 614 (1962) (1963) (1964) (1965)
TDBI- 13.13/ 8.03 13.79 16.15 18.09

Israel (1958) (1959) (1960) (1961) (1962) (1963) (1964)
IB1.87_/ 10.16 8.92 7.94 10.32 10.24 9.72

Ivor Coast (1965)
BIbI Established in February 1965.

liberia (1965)
LBIDI Established in November 1965.

Ma si# (1965)
_MI2 9.81

Morocco (1960) (1961) (1962) (1963) (1964)
BNDE 3.01 9.74 10.60 6.68 7.06

Nigeria (1964)
NIDB!lK 6.48

Pakistan (19581 (1959) (1960) (1961) (1962) (1963) (1964)
PICIC 3.69- !Y9.3/ 12.9 8j/ 16.82L/ 15.71/ 21.23(/ 24.821/

Philippines (1964)
PDCP 20.14

Spain (1964)
BANDESCO 6.76

Thailand (1960) (1961) (1962) (1963) (1964)
IFCT 11.124/ 14.87 13.03 12.50 8.77

Turkey (1951) (1952) (1953) (1954) (1955) (1956) (1957) (1958) (1959) (1960) (1961) (1962) (1963) (1964)
TSKB 1.76 10.91 8.92 17.80 18.37 22.61 19.19 23.27 18.36 21.61 26.51 28.39 25.33 22.64

Venezuela (1964)
CAVNDES 1.59



-3-

1/ By profitability is meant net profits before tax divided by average net worth, an average of paid-incapital plus retained earnings at the end of two financial years.

2/ The first year indicates the first full or nearly full business year in which a DFC operated, exceptIFF (see 5), MIDFL (see 10), and NIDB (see 11).

3/ The net worth used includes provision for taxation. As a result the profitability is somewhat understated.

h/ The net worth used is at year-end.

5/ IFF was established in 1954 and reorganized in the latter part of 1963. The year 1964 is the first fullbusiness year after the reorganization.

6/ The first year covers a period from December 10, 1963 to December 31, 1964.

7/ Including capital gains realized from sale of investments which do not appear on profit and loss statement.
8/ IMDBI's financial year ends on March 20 each year.

9/ The first year covers a 17 months period from October 14, 1959 to March 20, 1961.

10/ MIDFL's financial year ends on March 31, each year. The year 1965 is the first full business year since itsreorganization that took place in October 1963.

ll/ NTDB was reconstructed in January 1964 from the Investment Company of Nigeria (ICON) which had been establishedin 1959.

12/ The first year covers a 13 months period to December 31, 1958.

February 24, 1966



PRIVATE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OF THE PHILIPPINES
GBTC 3UILDING

AYAL A AVENUE, MAKATI, RIZAL

VICENTE R. JAYME
EYECUTIVE /ICE PREStDENT

February 21, 1966

Mr. Robert F. Skillings
Deputy Director

Development Finance Companies

International Finance Corporation

1818 H Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20433

U. S. A.

Dear Mr. Skillings:

Thank you for providing me with a draft of the precis

of the discussion which took place during the development

finance companies conference held in Washington in

October 1965. I have gone over the draft with respect to

the portions summarizing my statements and would want

to congratulate the staff on the excellent work done. I

am sure that the precis in final form will be of very

great value to all of us who participated in the conference.

I would only want to request a slight modification as

follows:

1) Page 15 Paragraph 6 4

The first sentence should read as follows:

Mr. Jayme said that at the risk of discussing the obvious

he believed that a development bank whether lending or

investing had very real responsibilities with respect to

the competence of the management of a firm for which

financial assistance was being considered.





Mr. Robert F. Skillings Page 2. February 21, 1966

2) Page 19 Paragraph 83

The second sentence should read as follows:

PDCP's first underwriting experience was not too

successful in that PDCP ended up holding about 36% of

its underwriting commitment and was unable to market

this unless it were willing to sell at a price way below

par value.

Sincerely yours,

VICEN R. JAYME

VRJ:mrl



Pr. P, M' athew February 21, 1966

William Diamond

'-mall-Scale industrial Financing

Some time, at ror convenience, T should lie to have a note

from you on the pros and cons of, a3 welI as your thoug-hts on, the

proposal to allow our development finance companies to finance

gover nmental development banks whiei are devoted to the financing
of small-scale enterorise. You have no doubt discus-sed this idea

with James Raj and know his own thoughts on the subject.

'4D: lg
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INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

Office Memorandum

To: DFC Professional Staff February 17, 1966

From: William Diamond

Subject: Bank Loans to Development Finance Companies

In order to "make the present situation crystal clear",
Mr. Woods has written a memorandum containing the following
three instructions :

"(a) We will follow the 'variable' interest rate

procedure. With our interest rate now at 6%,
the probabilities favor that it can go further
on the lower side than on the higher side and I
expect some development finance company members
will think this is a favorable development.

(b) Our loan contracts will be drawn on the theory
that repayments to the Bank will be approximately
in symmetry with repayments by the ultimate bor-
rowers to the development finance companies.

(c) Proceeds of Bank loans are to be used by develop-
ment finance companies exclusively to defray for-
eign exchange expenditures".

WDiamond:us



Mr. William Diamond Feb. 16, 1966

H. J. Williams

DFCs and Auditing

In instances in which IFC has only an equity investment (i.e.,
no loan) in a DFC and the Bank has no loan, auditing is usually provided
for by a declaration included in a policy statement formally adopted by
the Board of Directors of the DFC.

Heretofore such policy etatement required the appointment of
independent public accountants satisfactory to IFC. Presently, the
phrase, "satisfactory to IFC," is being omitted.

I strongly urge that either the phrase be reinstated in the
policy statement or that the matter be covered in a side letter.

HJW:mln



Mr. J. Burke Knapp February 15, 1966

G. D. Woods

Bank Loans to the Development Finance Companies

For a combination of reasons I think it best to reduce to
writing what I understand to be the result of our recent conversation
on the subject of "Bank Loans to the Development Finance Companies":

(a) We will follow the "variable" interest rate procedure.
With our interest rate now at 6% the probabilities favor that
it can go further on the lower side than on the higher side
and I expect some development finance company members will
think this is a favorable development.

(b) Our loan contracts will be drawn on the theory that
repayments to the Bank will be aporoximately in symmetry
with repayments by the ultimate borrowers to the develop-
ment finance companies.

(c) Proceeds of Bank loans are to be used by development
finance companies exclusively to defray foreign exchange
expenditures.

I have understood that a committee of Messrs. Cope, Nurick
and Diamond has been working for some time on an Operational Memorandum
on development finance companies and I now understand that in advance
of the preparation of such a document Mr. Diamond is engaged in writing
a memorandum setting forth his views on various aspects of development
finance company loans. When drafts of these documents are available
for consideration and discussion, you and I may be persuaded to modify
the practices set forth in (a), (b) and (c) above but in view of con-
tinuing delays and the fact that finance company loans are continuously
being processed I thought it best to make the present situation crystal
clear.

GDW:lgn
cc: Mr. Cope

Mr. Rosen
Mr. Diamond



Mr. William Diamond Feb. 15, 1966

H. J. Williams

DFC - Policy Statement on Auditing

The policy statements of development finance companies generally
state that the corporation will retain -ndependent public accountants
to conduct an annual audit of its books and accounts.

This statement of policy raises the following questions:

(1) Will not the statement that "the corporation will" be inter-
preted in some instances to mean the management of the corporation--
to be more specific, the president or even the treasurer, and what in
this sense could be worse than having auditors, of whose independence
and integrity IFC may have no knowledge, responsible to the holder of
the purse strings of the corporation to be audited?

(2) Should not the policy statement read, "The Corporation will,
through its Board of Directors, retain independent public accountants
to conduct an annual audit of its accounts. Such independent public
accountants shall render their report on their audit to the Board of
Directors ."?

hjw:mln
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FosM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Mr. Harry Williais DATE: January 27, 19-6

FROM: Robert F. Skillings

SUBJECT: Illustrative Form of Audit Report

(Development Finance Companies):
BNDE Translation into French.

I am attaching a French translation made by BN1DE
of your pamphlet, in case you would like to use it as a
basis for a French version of the pamphlet.

It should probably be looked over for accuracy
by someone who knows both French and English well.

Attachment

cc Mr. Sekse

RobertFSkillings:us



OFFTCE MEMORANDUM

TO: Mr. Martin M. Rosen DATE: January 12, 1966

FROM: Robert F. Skillings

SUBJECT: Taxation Affecting DFCs with which
the World Bank Group is Associated

We have recently compiled data on the taxation affecting

the development finance companies with which the World Bank Group is

associated, and on special tax advantages accorded to them. We have

distributed this document to all of the companies (at the request of

many of them). Attached is a copy for your information.

Attachment

RFSkillings :phm

cc: Messrs. Alter
Arango
Beevor
Cargill,
Cope
Demuth
El Emary
Kamarck
Kuiper
Niehihara
Paterson
Richards
Stevenson
Sullivan
Von Hoffman
Williams
All DFC Staff



INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

TAXATION AFFECTING

DEVELOPMENT FINANCE COMPANIES

WITH WHICH THE WORLD BANK GROUP IS ASSOCIATED

Development Finance Companies Department
January 5, 1966



NOTE

This document contains descriptions of (a) the tax advantages

which have been accorded to the development finance companies with which

the World Bank Group is associated and (b) those parts of the tax systems

in the countries concerned which are important to the operations of the

companies. Only income tax, turnover tax, capital gains tax and other

taxes imposed on net profits or gross income are covered. They are

known to have, or likely to have, a relatively high incidence on the

development finance companies while other taxes such as real estate tax,

payroll tax, licence tax are insensitive to both the net profits and

business volume, and are insignificant in terms of their incidence.

The taxation dealt with here is effective for 1965 and in some

cases for fiscal year 1965-66.
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OESTERREICHISCHE INVESTITIONSKREDIT AKTIENGESELISCHAFT (AUSTRIA)

I. Tax Advantages Accorded to IVK

(a) All physical or corporate persons may carry forward losses

incurred in previous years for a number of years. For
companies situated in Vienna this may be done for five
years. This is the reason why during the first three years
of operations of IVK no corporate (Kbrperschaftssteuer) and trade

taxes (Gewerbesteuer) accrued because accumulated losses com-

pensated accumulated net profits during this period.

(b) IVK is permitted to accumulate tax-free reserves under the

Banking Reconstruction Act of 1955 in two ways:

(i) a reserve equivalent to 3% of the outstanding
credits at the end of a business year must be
maintained. The reserve has to be made even
when the allocations to this reserve results
in a loss to the Company;

(ii) in 1955 and in the following nine business
years 20% of gross income before taxes can be
placed in reserves until the equity equals
10% of the total debt.

II. Corporate Income Tax (Ktrperschaftssteuer)

Net profits of IVK are subject to corporation tax. The tax rates are:

Tax Rate %

Net profits up to S 50,000 24

On next S 50,000 30
On next S400,000 40
Over S500,000 h

These rates are increased by a surtax of 18% of the tax levied, thus
making 28.32% up to S 50,000 and graduating to 51.92% over S 500,000.

III. Trade Tax (Gewerbesteuer)

All business enterprises in Austria (including IVK) are liable to pay
a trade tax, which is a mixture of federal and municipal tax with rates

varying by municipalities. The tax is calculated on three elements, trade

proceeds (as defined by law, approximately equivalent to net profits), trade

Currency: Schilling
S 1 = uS$ o.03846
US$ 1 = S 26
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capital and wages. The trade tax in most urban areas amounts to 15% of the
trade proceeds plus 1 - 25 of the trade capital and at the most 251 of the
total amount of wages paid.

IV. Capital Tax (Vermogenssteuer)

A tax of 1 has to be paid on the net worth of the company (excluding
the reserves, described I, b, i). In the case of IVK this means that the total
share capital plus general reserves are subject to this tax. This tax is
increased up to 1% for that portion of the share capital which is held by
corporations (inheritance tax equivalent). Furthermore the tax authorities
decided that the capital tax has to be paid also on 255 of the ERP Loans
accorded to IVK because they are regarded as of quasi equity nature. Ex-
penditure arising from this tax cannot be deducted from profits for
calculation of the taxes mentioned under II and III. The tax has to be
paid whether profits have been made or not.

V. Capital Returns Tax (Kapitalertragsteuer)

A capital returns tax which is a special form of income tax is levied
on dividends, interest and other receipts from participation in domestic
companies. This tax is deducted at the source. The tax rate is 15% plus sur-
tax of 181 of the tax, thus making a total of 17.7%.

January 5, 1966



CHINA DEVELCFENT CORPCRATION

I. Tax Advantages Accorded to CDC

Like banking institutions CDC is permitted to set aside as reserve
for bad debts free of tax an amount equal to 2% of outstanding loans (not
outstanding investments) at the close of accounts.

II. Business Income Tax

CDC, like other business enterprises, is subject to a business
income tax on net profits. Tax rates for 1965 are as follows:

Net Profits Tax Rate %

NT$10,000 or under exempt
NT,50,000 or under 8%
Between NT$50,001 and NT$100,000 14%
NT$100,001 and over 18%

Interest on short-term government bonds and dividends received
from domestic companies having paid business income tax are tax-free.

There is no capital gains tax. Capital gains resulting from
sale of securities, debentures or bonds held more than one year are
exempt from tax. Such gains resulting from sale of securities, debentures
or bonds held less than one year are subject to the regular income taxes.

III. Business Tax and Defense Surtax

The business tax, a turnover tax, is levied on monthly gross
business receipts. The tax rate varies from 0.6 to h% according to the
irdustrial classification of taxpayers. CDC is subject to the 3%
business tax which is applicable to banking and warehousing.

There is a surtax called Defense Tax which is payable on the
business tax levied. The surtax for 1964 is 30% of the business tax due.
Thus CDC is subject to a total tax of 3.9% on its gross income.

In recent years the amount of the business tax plus defense
surtax paid by CDC has been greater than that of the business income tax.

Currency: New Taiwan Dollars
NT$ 1 = U.S.J0.025
U.S.$1 = NT440

January 5, 1966



COLOMBIAk

CORPORACION FINANCIERA COLOIBINA
CORPOP)ACIO\T F '!AITC IERA DE CAIDAS
CORPORACION FINANCIERA NACIONAL

I. Tax Advantages Accorded to All Corporations

All corporations in Colombia including financieras are exempt
from income tax and supplementary taxes on the following:

(a) that part of gross earnings which is set aside as
reserves for protection of the loan portfolio until
they equal 10% of the loan portfolio;

(b) up to 5% of net profits, provided that it is set
aside as "Economic Development Reserve" and effectively
invested in enterprises whose development is beneficial to
the production of particular raw materials or merchandise
in the opinion of the National Council of Economic Policy
and Planning.

II. Corporate Income Tax

Corporations in Colombia are subject to corporate income tax,
namely the basic income tax at special rates and to the excess profits tax.

(a) The Basic Income Tax at Special Rates

The basic income tax is levied on net taxable income of

the corporation. Dividends received from other companies and interest
received on government bonds are exempt from all taxes.

The income tax rate for corporations is as follows: 12% on the

first Col.$100,000, 24% on the next Col.$900,000 and 36% in excess of

Col.$1,000,000.

Pursuant to Decrees 2323 and 2324 of 1965 all taxpayers including
financieras are required to pay in 1965 an extra 15% on the income tax paid
in 1964 and to pay in 1966 an extra 10% on the income tax paid in 1965.

Furthermore in 1966 a subscription equivalent to 5% of their
income tax will have to be made to Government bonds.

(b) Excess Profits Tax

The excess profits tax is levied on the portion of "basic
incometwhich is in excess of given percentage of the "basic patrimony". The
"basic income" is net income less certain kinds of income, tax payments and
exemptions which are specified in the Law 81 of December 22, 1960. The
"basic patrimony" is aggregate assets less borrowed funds on the last day
of a tax period minus patrimonial exemptions permitted by lau.

Currency: Colombian Peso ( )
Col.$ 1 = U.S.$ 0.05635) Free rate as of January 1, 1966
US$ 1 = Col.$ 17.75 )
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When the basic patrimony is over Col.$ 200,000, the basic income
in excess of 12% of the basic patrimony is subject to the excess profits tax
according to the following tax schedule.

20% of excess profits representing 6% or less of basic patrimony.
26% ti " " over 6> but less than 12% of

basic patrimony.
32% of excess profits representing over 12% but less than 18% of

basic patrimony.
38% of excess profits representing over 18% but less than 24% of

basic patrimony.
h4% of excess profits representing over 24% but less than 30% of

basic patrimony.
50% of excess profits representing over 30% but less than 36% of

basic patrimony.
56% of excess profits representing over 36% of basic patrimony.

Illustration Suppose a DFC with the basic patrimony of
Col.$10,000,000 has earned the net taxable income of Col.$2,000,000 during
the tax year.

1. Corporate Income Tax The DFC pays Col.$588,000 as a cor-
porate income tax.

Income tax - 12% of its first Col.$100,000 Col.$ 12,000
24% of the next Col.$ 900,000 Col.$ 216 ,000
36% of the excess

Col.$1,000,000 Col.$360,000

Col.$2,000,000 Col.$588,000

2. Excess Profit Tax If it is assumed that the basic income of
the DFC is Col.$ 1,412,000 (the net income minus the income tax paid) which
is in excess of the 12% of the basic patrimony of Col.$10,000,000, the DFC
has to pay the excess profits tax. According to the above schedule, the
excess of the basic income over the 12% of the basic patrimony is Col.$ 212,000,
and as the amount represents less than 6% of the latter, it is subject to
a 20% of excess profits tax, that is, Col.$ 42,400.

III. Special Housing Tax

Corporations are liable to pay a special tax for the construction

of workers' housing amounting to 6% of net taxable income in excess of
Col.$ 20,000 after deduction of the income tax.

66% of the housing tax may be paid by investing one half (i.e. 33%)
in mortgage bonds of the Banco Central Hipotecario and the other half in
securities of non-profit housing development associations (since at present
there are no securities of the latter type available, all of the 66% can be
subscribed in mortgage bonds.) The bonds so subscribed must be retained for
five years.
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IV. Special Tax for Electricity and Steel Development

Natural persons, undivided estates,corporations and stock-
issuing, limited partnerships and limited liability companies are subject
to a special tax of 3% of their net taxable income for the development of
electricity and steel in the country. The taxpayer is given the option
to subscribe one third of the tax in bonds or shares of Paz del Rio,
(S.A.). The special tax is allowed as a deduction in computing gross
income for income tax purposes in the year paid.

January 5, 1966
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DEVELOPMENT BANK OF ETHIOPIA

I. Tax Advantages Accorded to DBE

The Proclamation for the Establishment of the DBE provides that

DBE is exempt from all taxes, duties and customs.

January 5, 1966
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TEOLLISTAMISRAHASTO OY (THE INDUSTIRIALIZATION FUND OF FINLAND)

I. Tax Advantages Accorded to IFF

(a) Under special legislation IFF has been authorized to deduct
annually from its taxable income an amount equivalent to the annual re-
demption (Fmk 300,000) of series B shares, which are the shares held by
the Bank of Finland.

(b) Like other Finnish financial institutions, IFF is permitted
to set aside each year as contingency reserve free of tax from its net
profits an amount equal to 0.6% of the aggregate amount of outstanding
loans and guarantees as at the closing of accounts, until the total amount
of the unused contingency reserve reaches 8% of the aggregate amount of
outstanding loans and guarantees.

II. Corporate Income Tax

Like other companies in Finland IFF is assessed three income
taxes: state income tax, municipal income tax and church income tax.

(a) State Income Tax - h2% on distributed profits and
481 on undistributed profits, both effective as of
January 1965.

(b) Municipal Income Tax - about 12% on net profits. The
rate varies from 8 to 14% by each municipality. The
rate in Helsinki where IFF is located was 11.75% in 196h.

(c) Church Income Tax - about 1% - 2% on net profits. The rate
is determined annually by each congregation. The rate for

IFF was 0.95% in 1964.

Interest received by corporations including IFF on both government
bonds and bank deposits are treated as ordinary income. 15% of dividends
received by IFF is credited against the income taxes.

Capital gains from sale of securities by companies normally dealing

in securities are treated as ordinary income regardless of the period of

holding such securities prior to their sale. Capital gains by IFF are treated
in this way.

III. Other

(a) Net Wealth (Property) Tax

According to Finnish legislation, long-term financing institutions

which in their Articles of Association limit the distribution of dividends to

no more than 5% of the paid-in capital shall be exempt from 13 property tax
payable on their net worth. Having met this condition, IFF is not subject to

the property tax.

Currency: Markka
Fmk 1 = US$ 0.31
US$ 1 = Fmk 3.2
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(b) Stamp Duty

The stamp duty on share dealings is 1/ on the Exchange and 1.2%
elsewhere. The buyer pays half. The same charge applies to debentures
and other long-term certificates but bonds are exempt from stamp duties
when they are resold. No stamp duty is levied on long-term deposits. A
stamp tax usually of 2% of the share value is levied when a company is
founded and on any share capital increase by means of a publis issue, while
the stamp duty on new bond issues and on loans or promissory notes of more
than six months duration is 0.6% and for three or six month bills, 0.8%
per annum. The relative disadvantage of share dealings and long-term
borrowing in respect to the stamp duty has constituted one of the important
factors making these forms of capital raising unattractive in Finland.

January 5, 1966
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NATIONAL INVESTMENT BANK FOR INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT S.A. (GREECE)

I. Tax Advantages Accorded to NIBID

None.

II. Corporation Tax

Undistributed net profits of NIBID like all corporations are

subject to a flat 35% corporation tax (income tax) plus a 155 surtax, or
a total of 40!c1. Since the surtax paid is allowed to be deducted from
taxable income, the actual effective rate comes to 38q%. Corporations
distributing dividends are required to withhold a 25% tax on the dividends.

Interest on government bonds, bank deposits, bonds, loans to
certain public utilities as well as to limited liability companies are

exempt from income tax. Dividends from limited liability companies or

certain government corporations are treated as ordinary income but the 255
tax withheld at the source may be claimed for tax credit.

Capital gains derived from financial assets are subject to income

tax.

III. Turnover Tax

Enterprises are subject to a turnover tax on gross income. The

rate applied to banks including NIBID is 3% on the gross income.

A stamp duty of 1.2/ on the gross income is also charged.

January 5, 1966
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THE INDUSTRIAL CREDIT AND IVINESTEINT CORPORATION OF INDIA LIMITED

I. Tax Advantages Accorded to ICICI

Section 36(1) (viii) of the Income Tax Act, 1961 provides that
a long-term development finance institution such as ICICI may carry a maximum
of 10% of net income to a special reserve free of corporate income tax. This
provision was made effective with income earned during 1960.

II. Corporate Income Tax

ICICI belongs to the category of companies which on their business
income are subject to a 25% income tax plus a 25% super tax, thus making a
total of 50% of taxable income.

In addition, Indian public companies are subject to the surtax
of a flat rate of 40% on the excess when profits after certain adjustments
and as reduced by income tax and super-tax payable on them, exceed 10% of
the"capital base"of a company or a sum of Rs.200,000, whichever is higher.
ICICI, however, has not, and probably will not ever pay this tax since its
capital base as defined below has grown to a considerable size. The capital
base for the purpose of this tax comprise the net worth of a company,
debentures, loans from Government to approved financial institutions,
loans from banking institutions for a minimum 7-year period and money
borrowed from abroad for creating capital assets in India. As a corrolary
to the inclusion of the loan capital in the capital base, the interest pay-
able on the loan capital will be added back to the profits.

Dividend income* of ICICI is subject to only the income tax of
25%. The super tax referred to above and surtax are not applicable to
dividend income.

III. Dividend Tax

Dividend tax is levied on a company at the rate of 7.5% on the
amount of dividends distributed by it.

IV. Capital Gains Tax

Capital gains realized at least a year after acquisition of the
investment are taxable at the rate of 30%. Capital gains are not subject
to the surtax.

Currency: Rupee
Rs. 1 = US$ 0.21
US$ 1 = Rs. 4.7619

* Dividends derived from new industrial undertakings or hotels specified
in Section 84, Income Tax Act, 1961, are exempt from income tax.

January 5, 1966
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INDUSTRIAL AND MNING DEVELOPMENT BANK OF IRAN

I. Tax Advantages Accorded to IMDBI

Under the provision of the Special law of May 10, 1959, the
net profits of INDBI in any one year are exempt from income tax up to
6% of the sum of the paid-up capital and the Rls. 600 million Govern-
ment advance to it, or up to Rls. 64.8 million. (Paid up capital is
now Rls. 480 million).

II. Corporate Income Tax

Companies are subject to income tax on net profits. The rate
starts from 12% on net profits between Rls. 48,000 and Rls. 100,000,
graduating to 50% over Ris. 6,000,000. In addition a 16.50% of income
tax is paid to cover municipality and Chamber of Commerce tax.

Interest received on bank deposits is exempt from tax but no
reserves for future losses are deductible from taxable income. Dividends
received by INDBI from which a flat rate of 6.99% tax are deducted at
tihe source are deductible from taxable income.

Currency: Rial
1 Rial = US$ 0.013
US$ 1 = Rls. 75.75

January 5, 1966
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INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMNT BANK OF ISRAEL

I. Tax Advantages Accorded to IDBI

Part of IDBI's share capital represents "approved investments"
under the Law for Encouragement of Capital Investments of 1959 and IDBI
therefore is recognized partly as an "Approved Enterprise". About 3094 of
its net profits (decided upon from year to year in relation to new capital
issued) after company profits tax, is exempt from income tax of 25, for a
period of five years.

II. Company Profits Tax

on its chargeable income, IDBI, like other companies, is subject
to a flat 28% company profits tax and to a 25% income tax (except for the
exemption referred to above) on the remainder after deducting the company
profits tax.

In calculation of the chargeable income for purpose of the company
profits tax, dividends received by IDBI from other companies are deductible

from its income, and for purpose of the income tax, all dividends which IDBI
has declared are deductible from its income in order to prevent double taxation.

January 5, 1966
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BANQUE IVOIRIE NNE DE DEVELOPPEENT INDUSTRIEL (IVCRY COAST)

I. Tax Advantages Accorded to BIDI

It is provided in Article 6 of the Foundation Agreement between
the Government and BIDI that:

"The Government undertakes to accord the following tax treatment
to BIDI:

(A) For a period of 10 years from the date of this Agreement, BIDI
shall be entirely exempt from the following taxes:

(1) All taxes arising out of the establishment of the Corporation,
including registration duties, the tax on initial capital and all taxes or
duties relating to capital increases, the foregoing enumeration being non-
limitative.

(2) Taxes on turnover, including any tax or duty on the volume of
operations of BIDI, any tax on value added and any tax on the performance
of services, the foregoing enumeration being non-limitative.

(3) All customs or other duties on any materials, equipment, machinery,
goods and parts imported by BIDI for its own account, irrespective of the
country or origin.

(B) For a period of 5 years from the date of this Agreement, BIDI
shall be entirely exempt from:

(1) licence tax;
(2) the real estate tax on developed and undeveloped real property;

(3) the tax on industrial and commercial profits;
(h) all other taxes and duties of whatever nature collected or

imposed by the Republic of the Ivory Coast or by any other
public, local administrative or other institution or by any
other fiscal authority, with the exception of the tax on wages
and salaries and of the national contribution relating thereto.

(C) For a period of 5 years from the date of this Agreement, the share-
holders of BIDI shall be exempt from the payment of the tax on the Revenu des
Valeurs Mobilieres (IRVM) (Tax on income from securities).

(D) Except as otherwise provided in the preceding paragraphs of this
Article 6, the taxation system applicable to BIDI shall be that in force in
the Republic of the Ivory Coast at the date of signature of this Agreement
and shall remain unchanged for a period of 25 years from that date, which
period shall be extended by a maximum of 5 years in order to take account
of the time required by BIDI for its establishment.

(E) If at any time during the period indicated in the foregoing paragraph
(C) the general fiscal legislation applicable to industrial, commercial or

financial enterprises in the Republic of the Ivory Coast is amended, BIDI
shall have the right to require that such amendments be applied to BIDI."

January 5, 1966
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THE LIBERIAN BANK FOR INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT & INVEST=ENT

I. Tax Advantages Accorded to LBIDI

LBIDI's Charter, an Act to Amend the Executive Law to Create
LBIDI, dated March 22, 1965, provides that it shall be immune from all
taxes and custom duties, and that all interest or dividends paid by it shall
also be exempt from taxation.

January 5, 1966
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MAIAYSIAN INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPHENT FINANCE L-IITED

I. Tax Advantages Accorded to MIDFL

None.

II. Company Tax:

Under the Income Tax Ordinance 1947 and its later amendments,
MIDFL like all companies is subject to a flat 40% company tax on taxable
income.

Dividends received from domestic companies are treated as

ordinary income and any tax thereon deducted at source is claimable
for credit. Dividends received from Pioneer Status Companies are not

taxed at source, but the recipient must pay tax on them, in MIDFL's
case, the company tax.

January 5, 1966
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BANQUE NATIONALE POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT ECONOMIQUE (IOROCCO)

I. Tax Advantages Accorded to BNDE

(a) BNDE has been authorized by the Ministry of Finance to
create the following tax-free reserves: (i) a reserve to cover the risks
on its discounting operations up to a maximum of 0.15' of the new re-
discountable credits opened each year, provided this does not cause the
total of this reserve to exceed 0.5% of its combined discounting commit-
ments; (ii) a fund to cover the risks on direct loans made: to this fund
is transferred an amount equal to one-seventh of the interest collected
on direct loans in each financial year. Allocations shall be made to this
fund before any dividends are distributed to shareholders. The fund may
be distributed in whole or in part only after payment of the professional
profits tax up to an equivalent amount.

(b) BNDE is also exempt from all fees and taxes on its capital
and changes therein (increases or decreases), on issues of bonds, debentures
and securities, and on instruments and agreements relating to its credit
transactions. This exemption includes fees and taxes of all kinds, namely
registration fees, duties on the registration of mortgage guarantees or
collateral, duties on the cancellation of such guarantees, court costs
(frais de justice), etc.

II. Professional Profits Tax

As a company, BNDE is subject to a flat profits tax of 36"; it
is also liable to pay a National Solidarity Tax in the form of a 20, sur-
tax on the professional profits tax. Thus, BNDE is subject to a total
effective profit tax of 43.2%. Capital gains and dividends received are
treated as ordinary income.

III. Goods and Services Taxes

These taxes are imposed on all goods and services at rates
varying from h to 8%. BNDE pays a 4.17% tax on interest and other charges
received.

January 5, 1966



NIGERIAN INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPIENT BANK LIMITED

I. Tax Advantages Accorded to NIDB

In accordance with the Companies Income Tax (Authorized De-
ductions) (Nigerian Industrial Development Bank Rules 1964), NIDB is
specifically permitted to set aside reserves free of tax until they
equal the government loan of £N2 million to NIDB.

II. Corporate Income Tax

Like all corporations in Nigeria, NIDB is subject to a flat

40% income tax on taxable income.

Currency: Pound
£N 1 = US$ 2.80
US$ 1 = EN 0.357

January 5, 1966
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PAKISTAN INDUSTRIAL CREDIT AND INVESTENT CORPORATION LTD.

I. Tax Advantages Accorded to PICIC

(a) According to the Income-tax Act, as amended by the Finance
Ordinance of 1960, a sum equivalent to 10% of total income of development
financial institutions is tax free if it is carried to a special reserve.

This exemption is granted until such tax free reserve equals paid up capital.

Only two institutions have been so far recognized for this purpose - PICIC
and the Industrial Development Bank of Pakistan.

(b) Under a notification issued on January 30, 1959 by the
Central Government, PICIC is recognized as an Investment Company so that
dividends received by it as owner of equity shares are excluded from PICIC's
taxable income.l/ This concession is also extended to other investment

companies.

II. Income Tax and Super Tax

PICIC,as a "public limited company" declaring and paying
dividends in Pakistan,pays a 30% income tax and a 15% super tax, thus
making a total of 45 on taxable income.

III. Capital Gains Tax

There is a capital gains tax of 20% when capital gains result

from the disposal of capital assets after six months but within five

years of acquisition. Capital gains resulting from the disposal of capital
assets after five years of acquisition are subject to a 10% tax. Capital

gains on the disposal of capital assets within six months of acquisition

are considered ordinary income.

Currency: Rupee
PRs. 1 = US$ 0.21
Us$ 1 = PRs. 4.7619

1/ Normally a public limited company receiving dividends pays a 15%
supertax on dividends received on shares issued in Pakistan after

August 14, 1947 and a 20% supertax in other cases. Corporations issuing

bonus shares are subject to a 1214 supertax on the par value of bonus

shares.

January 5, 1966
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PRIVATE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION OF TIE PHILIPPINES

I. Tax Advantages Accorded to PDCP

None.

II. Corporate Income Tax

PDCP is subject to a corporate income tax. Capital gains are
treated as ordinary income. Dividends received from a domestic corporation
which is itself subject to income tax are treated for income tax purposes
as ordinary income only to the extent of 255 of the dividends received.

The tax rate is 22, on net taxable income up to the first
P100,000 and 30% on the excess.

Currency: Peso
P1 = US$ 0.254
US$ 1 = P 3.925

January 5, 1966
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BANCO DEL DESARROLLO ECONONICO ESPANOL (SPAIN)

I. Tax Advantages Accorded to BANDESCO

According to Decree Law 53/1962 of November 29 on Industrial and
Affairs Ban':s, capital gains obtained by development financing institu.tions such
as BANDESCO in selling industrial securities from their portfolio are wholly
exempt from taxation, provided such sales take place within a four-year

period after such securities have been acquired; if such sales are effected

within the fifth year 75% is exempt; if within the sixth year, 501"; if within
the seventh year, 25% and no exemption thereafter. At least 50% of the

capital gains exempt from taxation is required to set aside as special.reserve.

Deposits received by such institutions as well as the bonds and

debentures they issue are exempt from tax on the yield of capital, stamp

tax and tax on issuance and negotiation of securities.

II. Corporate Income Taxi'

Like all commercial and industrial enterprises, BANDESCO is sub-

ject to a flat tax of 34%2 / on net profits. In addition there is a sur-

charge of 15% for the provinces. A 21 Chamber of Commerce Tax and a pro-

vincial tax varying up to a maximum of 1.87% depending upon the locality

are also imposed. If the net profits is 4% or more of capital, a 25/

municipal surcharge is also levied.3/

Most types of investment income are withheld at source. There

is a 15% tax on dividends; a 2h% on loan interest; and a 20% on Spanish

Government bonds, 24% on private bonds and 26.4% on foreign government

bonds. Interest on loans made by banks including BANDESCO is not subject
to this tax but to the regular corporate income tax.

1/ A thorough fiscal reform is being implemented in Spain. The reform is

based on the law of December 28, 1963, and on the reform law of June 11, 1964

which is to take effect gradually through 1966. The information provided

herein is concerning the new tax system which began to be put into effect

on July 1, 1964.

2/ All commercial and industrial activities carried on by companies are

siubject to an industrial tax at the rate of 20% of taxable income, payable

semi-annually. This tax is however deductible for the purpose of corporate

income tax. For this reason, it is treated here as a footnote.

3/ When profits after taxes in any one year exceed 6% of the nominal

capital, then 10% of the profits must be carried to the legal reserve 
until

it equals one-fifth of paid-up capital. This reserve may only be used to

offset future losses.

January 5, 1966
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INDLETRIAL FINANCE CORPORATION OF THAIIAND

I. Tax Advantages Accorded to IFCT

In accordance with Royal Decree on Revenue Code, Ministerial
Regulation and the interpretation by the Revenue Department of the legal
status of IFCT, IFCT is exempt from stamp duty, business tax and corporate
income tax.

January 5, 1966
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TURKIYE SINAI KALKIMA BANKASI A.S. (TURKEY)

I. Tax Advantages Accorded to TSKB

None.

II. Corporation Tax

TSKB is subject to corporation tax which is a flat rate of 20% on
taxable income, and also to a 20% income (withholding) tax of the net profits
after deduction of corporation tax and legal reserves. This tax must be paid
to the fiscal authorities whether or not dividends are distributed. Cor-
porations which hold 10% or more shares of another corporation and shares
which are held more than one year, dividends received for these shares are
not subject to corporation tax for the holding corporation.

Interest income from Government bonds held by Corporations is
subject to specially favorable Corporation Tax rates. The rates are 1/2%
on bonds held against legal reserves, 1½% on free holdings and 1/2% on
Savings Bonds which are applied on the nominal value of average monthly
holdings.

Capital gains from the sale of securities are treated as ordinary
income.

II. Transaction Tax

Interest, commissions and other fees charged by banks and insurance
companies in return for their services rendered, are subject to a 20% trans-
action tax. In practice incidence of this tax is passed over to the clients.
The transaction tax on fees received on Administered Funds are however borne
by TSKB.

Dividends received on equity participations are also subject to
the transaction tax, the incidence of which is borne by TSKB.

IV. Other

(a) Stamp Duty

According to a law, all the loan agreements and sub-loan agreements
signed between the international finance institutions and TSKB, the government
and TSKB or TSKB and the sub-borrowers are subject to a 0.4% stamp duty on
the amount of the loan or sub-loan agreements or the highest amount mentioned
in the loan or sub-loan agreements. Both the lender and the borrower are sub-
ject to this duty at the same percentege. In practice incidence of this duty
is passed over to the sub-borrcw.rs in case of sub-loans. But the duty on
any loan agreement signed between TSKB and the international finance institutions
or the Turkish Government is borne by TSKB.
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(b) Civil Defence Participation Fund

According to law 7126, the taxable income of corporations is
subject to civil defence participation fund at 1/2% flat rate.

January 5, 1966
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C.A. VENEZOLANA DE DESARROLLO (VENEZUELA)

I. Tax Advantages Accorded to CAVENDES

None.

II. Corporate Income Tax

Financial corporations like CAVENDES are subject to a 5% basic
tax on taxable income. In addition, there is levied a complementary tax,

the rate of which is 10% up to Bs 100,000 graduating to h5% on income over
Bs 28,000,000.*

Dividends received from corporations are exempt from both the

basic tax and the complementary tax. Interest on many government bonds

is exempt from tax under special government decrees.

Currency: Bolivar
Bs 1 = US$ 0.2985
US$ 1 = Bs 3.35

* Complementary tax rate schedule:

All Income Tax Rate

Up to Bs 100,000 10%
100,000 to 1,400,000 20%
1,h00,000 to 3,800,000 25%
3,800,000 to 6,400,000 30%

6,400,000 to 10,000,000 35%
10,000,000 to 20,000,000 40%
20,000,000 to 28,000,000 4h2%
Over 28,000,000 45/

January 5, 1966
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P R E F A C E

La brochure que nous vous proposons est conque
dans 1'intention de servir de guide pour les compagnies
financieres pour le ddveloppement dans la preparation de
de leurs rapports financiers, compagnies dans lesquelles
la Corporation Financibre Internationale ( C. F. I ) a
effectus des investissements ou auxquelles la Banque
Internationale pour la Reconstruction et le Ddveloppe-
ment ( S. I. R. D ) ou l'Association Internationale pour
le D4veloppement ( A. I. D ) ont accordd des prets.

Cette brochure fut-prsparde et publide dans le
but de r4pondre au ddsir de bon nombre de firmes comp-
tables et de compagnies financieres de par'le monde,
d'avoir une idde claire et nette des opinions de la CFI
concernant le contenu, la forme et 17allure g4ndrale des
rapports financiers qu'elles sont tonues de prdparer et
des donndes suppl6mentaires qui les accompagnent.

Ndanmoins, l'objectif de ce guide n'est point
une standardisation des rapports financiers.-Au contrai-
re, il n'entendxnullement supplanter les rapports regle-
mentaires. On espere plut8t qu'il serve de complement h
ces derniers. Il convient par consequent de le consulter
parallalement avec la brochure de la C.F.I intttulde
"Accounting and Financial Reporting".

Le nom de notre compagnie imaginaire est la
Corporation Financiare Ruritanienne pour le Dveloppe-
ment et ses comptes sont en-tretenus suivant une devise
fictive le PR.



-DCL.ATION des XPERT2-CONIPTA3LES

LE CONSE IL d'ADMIINISTRATION

CPOATION FINiANCIEEE RURITTANIENE POUR LE

DE7EL OPPEE NT

Nous avons examind le bilan du 31 Dcembre 1964

et le relev. des revenius et des bd'.edfices rdalises au

cours de l'annd'e qui vient de s'ecouler. Pour ce faire,

nous avons appliqus les rogles de r6vision des comptes

les plus connues, a savoir : analyse des documents et

des comptes et toutes autre procedure qui nous a paru

ndcessaire.

A notre avis, le bilan et le relev6 des reve-

nus et des binfices'c-joint, indiquent d'une fagon

effective la situation financibre du Ruritania au 31 D4-

cembre 1964 et les r6sultato des operations effectudes

au cours de l'anndee qui viont de s'6couler, et sont cou-

formes aux principes do comptabilit4 qui ont 6td appli-

quds pour l'exercice pr6cedent.

Les donnses et les tableaux supplSmentaires,
s'ils ne sont pas ndeessaires pour un compte-rendu satis-

faisant do la situationi financiere et des r6sultats des

operations, constituent cependant une source 
de rensei-

gnements suppl4mentaires intsressants en cas d'une ana-

lyse plus poussde, et donnent une idde claire et comple-

te du champ d'activit'S

Tandis que notre examen des rapports financiers

nous a donnr la possibilitf6 de donner notre avis sur les

expos 6 s A et 3, notre rdvision des donndes annexes nous

permet d'affirrmer qu'elles sont exposdes d'une fagon aus-

si effective et corrocte et qu'ellos constituent une sor-

te de compl6ment de ces rapports.

Compagnie do V6rification

X.Y.Z

(lieu)

(date)
. . ./...
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Au cas oi une partio assez importante des in-

vestissements serait encore au stade de ddveloppement ou

do tondatiorr et entrerait dans la dstermination do la si-

tuation financiare ; il est fort possible que les experts

comptables ne l'acceptent que sous certaines rdserves.
Dans ce cas, la d4claration de ces cerniers prendra une

autre forme comme suit :

ler paragraphe : le mrme que celui de la page
pr6cdente.

2bme-parwgraphe: comme suit :

"Les investissements d6crits dans la note n°...

(Q ajouter) sont effectu6s dans des compagnies dont les

rapports financiers indiqueront qu'ils sont au stade de
ddveloppement ou de fondation. En conssquence les rdali-
sations ultimes de ces investissements ddpendent de cer-

taines circonstances qui ne peuvent tre ovalu6es d'une
fagon gUn6rale".

Paragraphe concernant l'avis :

"A notre avis, vues les r6alisations des va-

leurs des investissements mentionn6 s ci-dessus....(con-

tinuer comme I la page prcddente)".

Bien entendu, il se peut que la situation fi-

nanciere ne ndcessite pas I'avis des experts, il se pout

aussi que ces derniers pr~ferent doser leurs opinions.

Ce sont 1A des-questions qui ddpendent de chacun des

experts en particulier.
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Expose A

CCRPORATION :,,'INAN E 7TJANENNE P711 LE DEVELOPPEL7UT

S L A M

31 Dscembre 1964 + chiffres comparatifs du 31 D6cembre 1963

31 D6cembre

16 1963

- Oaisse . . . . . . 1.373.020 2.050.237

- D6pot t terme (4%) sch6able
dans 6 mois . 4.000.oc 3.750.000

- Obligations du Gouvernement
du Ruritania (Montant nemri-
nal : 16.109.000 PR) - au
prix de revient ou au prix
de revient ar:orti 6 . 16.1i0.00 25.600.000

- Revenus accum.ules provenant
des prets, des obligations du
Gouvernement on des d6p8ts. . 1.308.230 738.563

- I.ontant a recevoir apr.s la
vente des participations . . . 400.250

- Fluctuations des devises 4tran-
geres que les emprunteurs
ont a recouvrer . . 400.000 407.500

- D6penses engaqes par antici-
pations (assurance en parti-
culier). . . . . . . . . _ .825 48.920

24.142.325 32.J95.220

- Prets et participations (re-
marque I) :

Prets moins indemnit6 ponr
1es prots donteux : 716.000P' 79.700.000 68.832.001
Participations cotdos au
prix de revient >ourse
2.115.5C2) .. . . . . 2.060.000 1.550.000

Hon cotdes :
De6aocides (prix deiands :
3.147.000 P) . . . . . . . .1c.000 2.3 5.000

Hon ndgocides (valeur
estimative : 765.000) . . . 745.00_ 1.795.000

Prets et participations 85.645.000 74.532.001

- 3iens et 6quipement - au prix
de revient moins d6pr6cia-
tion - : 137.825 . . . . . . 935.020 952.520

110. 722.345 108,079.741

- Fonds g6rds pour le cormpte
du Gouvernement Ruritanien

(Remarque 5) . . . . .. . 65.000.00 80.000.000

(voir coruentaire-)
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Expos4 A

CRPOR ATION FIANC 77L ;UR_7 ITIEN POU R LE D V'ELOPPENT

I L A, N

31 Dscembre 1964 + chiffres comparatifs du 31 Decembre 1963

31 D6cembre

1964 1963

Passifs ( P2 )

- Comptes a payer et ddpenses
accumules. . . . . . . . . . 792.000 730.000

- Dette couvrant les fonds en

gestion (remarque 5). . . . • 350.000 400.000

- ImpOt sur le revenu (estima-
tif) moins paiements anti-
cipes (remarque 4) . . 4.0 180._00

1.542.000 1.310.000

- Dette a long terme (remarques
1 et 2) :
- 3anque Internationale pour

la Reconistr-uction et le
D6veloppement. .. 2.220.000 22.977.560

- Gouvernement du Ruritania:
- Crddit accordes par l's-

sociation Internationale
pour le DOveloppement et
"reprt4" a la CFRD . . . 13.180.0CC 18.180.000

- Prets subordonnss a une
autre dette h long terme 2.03.000 42.0,0.000

Dette a long terme 32.400.000 33.157.500

- Capital actions :
- De priorit4 : cumulatives a

7%. Autoris4es : 15.000 ac-
tions d'une valeur au pair
de 100 PR chacune, amortis-
sables a 105 PR. Dividendes
accumul6s (dividendes payes
jusqu'au 31 D6cembre 1964).
Emises et 6chues (entibre-
ment payees) : 10.000 ac-
tions. . . . . . . . - . 1.000.000 1.000.000

- Ordinaires : autorisses :
200.000 actions d'une va-
leur au pair de 100 PR
chacune. Emises et 6chues
(entierement payses)
180.000 actions. . . . 1, 0 017.J00.000

19.000.000 18.500.000
180.000 130.000

00* ./*. .



- Capitaux supplsmaentaires
payds r partir des bend'fi-
ces non distribuds

- Isserve 16gale (remarque
3). . . . . .. . . . 1.500.0O

- Rserve sp'ciale (remarque

3). . . . . . . . . . . • 2.0.0 00 1.545.00C

- Disponibles ... 4.10O.345 2.437.241

Quote-part des action-
naires .. 26.780.345 23.612.241

Frais irnprevus et engage-
ments comprenant les garan-
ties des prets et les balan-
ces non ddboursdes des enga-
gements de prets (note 4)

110.722.345 108.079.741

- Dette du gouvernement pour
les fonds geres a son
compte. . . . . . 65.000.0000.000.0

( voir cormentaire )
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Expos4 3

CO7PO"i.ATIO FXi i I:7, . IURIT IENJE P0U1 L- DEVLOP

poIr ' n'e 6cou1de le 31 D6cembre 1964
+ cA fres comparatifs de l'ann4e 1963

1964 1963

- Revenus :
- Intsrat sur len prots. . . 6.795.500 5.715.150
- Dividendes regus . . . . .525000 500.000

- 2evenu provenant des fonds

en gestion, des garanties,
souscriptions et engage-
ments. . .. . . . • . 140.00 150.000

- Intdr6t sur les investis-

sements de garantie tempo-
raires et sur les d6pfta •7.000 1.12.0

- Autres . . .. 0 1 6.275

Total des revenus. . . .500 7..06.52

- Depenses :
- Intsrtt Sur l'endettement. 234,_3.75 J.3 8:_. 25 0

- Admiistratives et ?6:2e-
rales . . . . . . . -7 2. 46 693.645

- Indemnit4 pour les prats

dofteux. . . . . . . . . . 125.0 125.000

- Dprciation des biens et

de l'equipeient.. 85400 57.600

- Perte enrecgistrSe sur la

vente de Iqupement02.000

iota! des dzpenses 2 63.-58.•95

B6dfices ral iess avant

ddduction de in- taxe sur
le reveni. . . - I .4.2•8.030

- Impats sur le revenu (esti-
-atif) . . . . . . . 000 1.322.000

3en6fices nets . . . 3.463.104 2.926.030

- Profits rialisds sur I veate

des investisser.ents moins

l'impt sur le revenu. . . •_300.00

Profits nets. . . 3.763.104 2.926.030



7'TLEV DES !Ji3 11S IJN DK;T17 IJES

Reserve eserve

Disponibles spdciale 1sgale TCTAL

(note 3) (note 3)

B-in6fices nets
r6alisds pendant
l'annse. . . . . 3.76.10_ - 3.760..10

ajouter :
Dividendes :
-sur actions do
prioriti (7 PR
l'une) . . . . 70.003) - - ( 70•000)

-sur actions or-
dinaires (6 PR
1'uIne) . . . . (1..000) - - (•030.00)

Pr6vements. • (9_5.000) 4165.000

Balance des
b6ndfices nets 6 4023 000 .6i•.•.

- "Andfices non
distribu6s du
31.D'c. 1963 . . 2.4z37.241 1.545.000 1.00.000 4._982.241

- B6ndfices non
distribu6s du
31 D6c. 1964 . . 4.100.345 2.0.00 1500.00 7.60.346

( voir commentaire )
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CORPORATION FINIJA.NCIERE RURI TANI ENNE POU LE DEVE LO'P7IT

COILENTAIR DES RELEVES FINA IC ERS

31 Dscembre 1964

1 - Monnai:

La devise qui repr6sente le Ruritania est le PR.
Los devises 4trangeres ont 6ts traduites en terme de PR au

taux*en cours au 31 ddcembre 1964. Aucune specification
n'a 4td faite concernant la convertibilit6 de cette devise
en une autre.

Le principal du prat ou des participations do'-

bours6 on schu le 31 D6cembre 1964 et les revenus accumu-
14s a la mome date sont comptes en PR "a l'exception des
montants suivants qui sont compt's en devises squivalentes:

Principal schu. , . . . . . . 39.500.000 PR
Intsret accumuld. . . . . . . 710.20_

40.210.206 PR

En Janvier 1965 l PR fut r6dvalud do 1,5 PR
1 dollar amdricain h 2 PR 1 dollar. Depuis lors, sa
cote a fluctud d'une fagon marginale : En dscombre 1964
et 1963 la valeur du PR 4tait de 2,02 PR = 1 dollar
americain.

Les conventions do prets en devises s`trangeres
specifient que les pertes resultant des fluctuations du

taux de change applicable 'a Ia devise dtrangere empruntde,
doivent Otre compensdes par les emprunteurs avant que la
CFRD ne proccde A aucun paiement. Celles enregistr'es sur

les dettes en devises strangeres s'l'vent en 1964 a
400.000 PR. Ce montant est port6 sur le bilan, comme devant
6tre r'gl6 par les emprunteurs.

2 - Dette a long terme

La dette 'a long torme fut au 31 Dscembre 1964
comme suit :

* Spscifier les taux utilise's ' ce propos, les taux
d'achat ou de vente de la Banque Centrale, leur
moyenne, eto...
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Banque Internationale ponr
la Reconstruction et le
D6veloppement (garantie
par le Gouvernement du
Ruritania), l.000.0O0 $,
5+q/, s ch'able en montants
semestriels variables le
15 sept. 1979 (428.000 $
en 1965) . . . . . 22.220.000 PR

Gouvernement du Ruritania:
Credit de 9.000.300 $ ac-
cords par l'AlI.D. au gou-
vernement du Ruritania,
"reprft6" a la C,.2.. 
S-i%, 6chdable en montants
semestriels variables du
30 Avril 1970 au 31 octo- 18.180.000
bre 1999 .

Pr~ts subordonnds a une
autre dette a long terme
0%, 6chsance annuelle de
1.800.000 PR du 1er no-
vembre 1975 au ler novem-
bre 1989. . . . . . 27.000.000 PR
3%, schoance annuelle de
1.000.000 du 1er sept.
1977 au ler sept. 1991. . 15.000.00C 42.030.000

82.400.000 PR

L'endettement vis-avis de la BIRD (3anque
Mondiale) se compose des prets HU 6 (6.000.000 $) et

RU 10 (6.000.00k ;) . Le pret RU 6 a 'ts entibrement
ddboursd, mais le prgt RU 10 reprssente un engagement

primitif de 10.000.000 $ dont 4.000.000 n'ont pas encore

't' ddboursds le 31 D4cembro 1964.

Les d6bours de la Banque Mondiale sont effec-

tuds conform6ment aux conventions de prtts signses avec

elle. Les sous-prOts sont proposds par la CFRD et approu-

ves par la Banque Mondiale. Les remboursements de cette

derniare sont effectads suivant un tableau d'amortisse-
ment se couposant de ceux des sous-prets.

La convention de pret sign6e avec le Gouverne-

ment du Ruritania touchant le credit consenti par l'AID

specific que la GFRD doit rembourser le principal de cha-

que tranche de cc prdt conformdment au tableau d'amortis-
sement applicable au projet en question.
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3 - RUserves

A In suite d'une nesure prise par le Conseil

d'Administration, In rzserve 1gale a 0i6 6levde a

1.500.000 PRt, seit un accroissement de 500.000 PR, ce
qui 6quivaut en quelque sorte, -A plus du minimum legale-
ment requis qui est de l'ordre de 12+% des b6n6fices nets

r6alis6s dans l'ann6e. En tmeo temps, 455.000 PR des b6-
n6fices non distribu6s ont ts allouds A In rdserve sps-
ciale l'slovant h 2.000.000 PR. 11 n'y a pas eu de pertes

autres que celles concernant les prots i recevoir, contro

lesquels il y eut le 31 Ddcembre 1964 une indeanits ap-
ropri6e de 750.000 PR, et celles concernant les frais

imprdvus mentionn6s ci-apres.

4 - Engagements et frais ipr6vus

La CFRD a entam6 un proces pour l'obtention

d'un montant substantiel en cas de rupture de contract.

Son Conseiller Jdn6ral rapporte qu's son avis, aucune

responsabilit6 n'est ongag6e.

La CFRD est tenue do garantir d'une fagon al6a-

toire les pr~ts consentis par les "Finances Industrielles
du Ruritania :

Produits de Fil de For du
Ruritania . . . . . 750.000 PR

Corporation des Equipements
n6nagers . .250.000

1.000.000 PR

Ces prets sont dchdables en deux s6ries(en 1970

et en 1975) dans l'ordre de In liste, et sont garantis

par une charge g6n6rale sur tous les actifs des compagnies

financieres respectives. La CFRD prdlve ses droits an-

nuels - de l'ordre de 1% - du principal 6chu de ces prets.

Les revenus ralisks par le biais de l'imp8t
sur le rovenu ont t6 examinds par les autorit6s fiscales

pendant les annies qui ont prdedd6 1962 ot tous les impots

suppidmentaires ont t6 payds.

La balance des egggeraents de prets non ddbour-

sds par in C71D sidave a 500.000 PR lo 31 Dcermbre 1964,
contre 65C.000 le 31 Ddcembre 1963. Les PrOts sont port 6s

sur le bilan Apres ddduction de ces nontants.

Toutes les souscriptions et tous les engage-

ments ont t6 rdglds avant le 31 Dscembre 1964.

. . ,/ .
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Un contrat n st6 conclu pour l'slargissem-ent
et l'iacnagement des bureaux de la C.F2D supposant des
fris do l'ordre de 500.00C PR. Les travaux seront ter-
Minds aux environs de Mars 196. L'squipement suppl'-
mentaire requis est estimd' a 750.000 PR, mais aucun
contra-t d'achat n'a encore 6t4 conclu.

5 - Les fonds en qestion :

Les fonds sont gdrds par la CFID pour le compte
du Gouvernement Ruritanien. Ce sont :

- Le fonds de participation (en capitaux)
(FPC) : 45.000.000 PR,

- le fonds de pr8ts pour l'exportation indus-
trielle : (FPEI) 20.000000 PR.

Le premier est chargs des participations,
l'autre du financement des exportations a court terme.
Les sit uations de ces fonds furent au 31 Ddcembre 1964
comme suit

FF. jP. I Total

- Caisse ........ 2.000.000 1.000.000 3.000.000 PR

- Pr8ts a court
terme......... -1.90 00 18.900.000

- Participations. 42.750.000 - 42.750.000

- Dettes de la
CFRD.......... _ 25 .000 100.300 350.000

Total...... 45.000.000 20.000.000 65.000.000 PR

Les capitaux de ces fonds sont entretenus ss-
parement de ceux de la CFRD. Les pertes et les profits
qu'ils enregistrent sont a leur compte. Ils sont gdrds par
la CFRD qui regoit des honoraires pour ses services. Les
engagements de la corporation vis a vis de ces fonds
viennent - comme le montre le bilan - des profits rea-

lis6s apres deduction des hLonoraires.



CORPORATION FINANCIERE RURITANIENNE POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT

DOMEES SUPPLEMENTAIRES

31 Dcembre 1964

A- C P E R AT 1 0 H S

Les relevds comparatifs du revenu et des bdndfices non distribu6s

Pont pr6sentss h l'expos6 B,

I - ntsrt sur les pr s :

Les transactions de prets de 1'annde 1964 et les r6sultats qui

s'en suivent sont compards avec cellos de 1annse prdc6dente comme suit :

inA 164 An e 1963

Court ioven Long Tot Court IWyen Long Total

() terme te terme tere tr:n 9O-m

Engagements de p2 4 25 33

nomart 45 1M 84325 16.575 525 1250 13.L75 1525C

montant 200 75 2, 250 2250 175 675 2c17 2175

Mnim=um • • • • • • • 75 25 350 75 50 225 325 50

(accroissement) d6croisse-
mnt don P:s.qjaements 6 -
bours6s -(250 (250) - . 125 125

D6bours ec •4ts. - •50 •,0 16 325 525 1,250 13600 15 375
Ddbous e pret. • •(0 5 (4c215) (5332) (500) (1.000) (5n125) (6625)
Preis (recouvroment •S •

Principal 6chai :
dPut de 6ann6e. 0C 12 183 56869 69.557 475 11.939 48.394 60,807

fi do lannee . . . . . 350 13371 66729 80450 500 12.188 56.869 69.757

oyene (13 •ois) • • 395 12.395 61.980 74.770 420 11.410 51.860 63.690

Intrsreus o . • • * 40 1.239 5.516 6.795 42 1.141 4.532 5.715

Taux moyen des revenus . . % 10,00 10,0 8,9 9,1 10,0 10,0 8,7 9,.0
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2 - Dividendes recus

Les engagernents et les dbours des Darticipations,
les dividendes regus et le taux des revenus de l'anne 1964

sont compards avec ceux de l'annse prdc6dene comme suit :

(en milliers de P1) 1964 1963

Engagements. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.296 600

Ddbours. . . . . . 1.395 500
Participations (pour une r1oyenne
de 13 mois) . . . . 5.622 5.500

Dividendes regus . . . . . 526 500

Revenus. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9,0 9,1

3 - Revenus Provenant des fonds en gestion,
des aranties des souscriDtions et des

.ug I gumenits:

Tous ces revers pour los deux annses sont comme
suit :

(en raillier de P) 1964 1963

Revenus provenant de :
- fonds en gestion . . . . 101 96

- garanties. . . . . . 10 10

- souscriptions et engagements. . . 29 44

140 10

Le revenu provonamt des fon:ds en gestion est base

sur le pourcentage conuenu recueillis a partir de ces fonds.
Le revenu recueilli a partir des garanties reprdsen.te des
droits annuels do l'ordre de 1 des garanties rentionndes a
1'anrexe 4.

Le revenu recueilli :i partir des souscriptions et
des obligations provient d'engageents faits en 1964 et
avant ot apures comme suit :

Total contractspar
des963 Av

nents OFR-D 'Autres' CFD °Autres'Autres

Usines du tex- (en _illiers de PR)
tile :

7500 actions
ordinaires
d'une valeur
au pair 6gale a
100 PP l'une... 950 250 500 - - -

. . ./ ...



031 3'TAN Ltd
6.jO0 actions
ordi::aires d'une
valeur au pair
egale a 10P
l'une. . . • • 50 250 6 4C -

Gseneral chemicals
Ltd :
actions ordinai-,
res d'une valeur
au pair sgale P
100 (P . . . . .2.0CC - 00 1.220 200

I00 66 500 1.660

2evenu (2-%). 29 PR 54 PR

4 - Profits rslc.is6 sur la vento des participvtion :

Durant l'annse 194 un profit de 300.00C IX fut

rsalis sur la vente des particiDations comme suit :

6dafices. . • . . . . 1.383.000 P2

Profit avant taxe. •.

Taxe . . . . • • - .C
P rofi. • 0 .0

5 - Gains et dividendos

Apras d6d!ction des divide-des sur los actions,

les gain2s enregistr s en 1C64 pour ce qlui est des actions

ordinaires fiurent de l'ordre de 14,4% des quotes-parts des

actionnaires ordinaires (dsduction faite de la prine dt a-

Mortissernentporles actions de priorits) et de 20,55 l'ac-

tion contre 11,6% et 15,67/% en 1963. Les paiements des di-

videndes sur les actions ordinaires furent pour les deux

annses respectiveonent de 6 et .

3,- EPLCI DE2 0 PUktiMNT DES OP-alI

Le tableau qui suit indique les sources des fonds

autres que les fends en gestion, iis a la disposition de la

CD.1D pendant l'annne 1964, et 1 maniare dont ils furent

utilises :

Fonds provenant de
gains nets. • 0 0 • • • • • •• •1 -

- toins dividendes sur 1es actions
ordinaires et prsferentielles. . • I 1._1 IC.CC

Tains investis dans la corporation 2.616.104

. 0 S/ 90-
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- charge no comprenant pas les dponses

do caisse :
- inder:its pour les prots non recouv-

rablej. 125.0C

- indeniats pour In ddpriciation du
bttinent et de 1'6quipennt . 58 . 4C0

- portc sur la vento do 1quipenent. __2.000

Fonds provenant des op6rations • 2.803 0 504

- vente de j. 0 00 actions ordinaires a
110 PR l'uno • 550,000

- vento do l'equipeen ••

Total des fonds. • • 3.354.104

Ces fonds sont utilisds conne suit i

- augmentation des prcts et des parti-

cipations :
- d6bours des prots coins recouvre-

nents : 5.332.0c PR • . 10.92.999
- Participations roins ventes

1 050.00C • - • . • . • .:.

- rtd dde t to l'indeoits pour

les prts non recouvrables 100.000

- Paieent des 6; n do li dette

a long erne vs-a-vis do ia BIRD. 757.50C

- Achat d'Quipeent. --- 43-.900

12.039.399

raoins d6eroissenent de caisse, in-

vestissenents do gnionlie tomporai-

res, wontant a recovoir, accroisse-
nent du revenu etc., noins accrois-

sement des nontants a payer et des

d6penses 8...... . .684.895PR 3.354.504PR
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LES BILII> COIPATIT3 SOT PEEETES ia L'EXPOWE A

1 - Caisse :

Les balonces de caisse Ou 31 dscembre 1964 furent

comme suit :

- En caisso. ... . . . 38.020

Banque Centrale du Ruritania

- Conpte en cours. . . . . .

- Compte du Buroau de chango . . . . . . 424.3C2
- Devises strangares . . . ... . 428.010

Autres Banques . . . . . . 20C,138

1,373.020 PR

Les montants ddpos6s au d6partement du change

de la Sanque Centrale du 7uritania servent h couvrir les

paiements des lettres do crsits ouverts aux emprunteurs.

Les devises strangbres en dp ! la Banque Centrale pour

lo compte de la CFDR viennent des emprunts effectues aupres

de la BIRD qui attendent d'itre rembours
6 s a cette derniere.

Aucun intdrt n'est impos 6 aux balances de la Danque Centra-

le. Les autres banques imposont 7n int6ret de 2 / par an.

2 - Investissements temporaires

Les investissements temporoires furent le 31

Dscombre 1964 comme suit

Montant Frais
nominal

Obligations do gouvorncmont du
Ruritania :
35 - 4 parvenant i schance
le 15 Mai 1966. .. .. 7.104.C0 7.105.500

3J2 % narvenant a schdance le
30 septembre 1966............. 8.60._c30 8.605.500

16.109.000 16.140.000

Dspots h terme (4%) do la Ban-

que Centrale du Ruritania
parvenant h scbdance dans
6 mois..... ....... 4.000.000 4.000.000

20.109.000 20.110.000

Les changements qui survinrent dans les obliga-

tions du gouvernenent ruritanien pendant l'ann6e furent

comne suit :
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on t ant Frais
non,al amortis

Montant - 3 1 4cembre 1963. 5 .5 9900C 25.603.000

Achats ................... . . O 00.1 5 0 5 0

27.109.003 27.10.500

Ech6ances.................... 11.000.Oc 11.000.000

Amortissement des primes..... - 500

Montant - 31 6cembre 1964... 16.109.000 16.110.000

Les d6p8ts a terme (4.000.000 PH) sont effectuds

a la Zanque Centrale du auritania, ils comportent un intsret

annuel de 4% et quoiqu'ils puiefent 6tre retir6s normalement
sur demande, ils sont sujets a un prdavis de 6 mois.

3 - Mogant; ' recevoir

Lo montant ' recevoir des acheteurs de partici-

pations fut recueilli en j anvier 1965.

4 - Prdts et pargcipations

Les pr~ts, les pa;rticipations et les garanties du

31 Dscembro 1964 sont class6s dans le tableau (2) Selon los

fins qu'ils se proposent et dans I tableau (3) les parti-

cipations le sont selon leur genre et indiqudes en coruparai-

son avec celles do 1F7 et avec les pr~ts de la CFRD et Ia
IELF ' la mOme comapagnie. Sont indiqu 6s 5galoment les pour-

centages des possessions et les dividendes do 1964,.

a - Lospr 0 t s

Le portefeoille des prots de l CFRD se compo-
sait le 31 Dscembre 1964

TOTL 'EC HEANMCES
-------------------

- rmoins d'unamun an et plus
* - - .- - * - - - - - - - - -

:N' :Principal :N0 :Principal:N0 :Principal

Court terce..... : 5: 350.000: 5: 550.000:-:
Moyen terme..... : 23: 2.371.000: 4: 185.000:19: 2.186.000

Long terme...... : 83:77.729.000:38:6.6C0.000:45:71.129.000

111 50.45C.0C0 47 7.135.000 64 73.315.000

moins indemnitfS
pour los prgtn
douteux... 750.000

Prets (neto)..- -.- 79.7f0.CC

Les prets a court a moyen et a long terme sont

classes selon leurs 6chdances d'origine respective, a

savoir : moins d'un an, I ' 5 ans et plus de 5 ans.
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Les pr~ts a court terme son! remboursables sui-
vant un prdavis de 10 jours. Is sont pratiquement exploi-
t6s en tant que crsdits rotatifs renouvelables dans les li-
mites fixies par la 2T pour lIs emprunteurs individuels.
Les prots A moyen et a long terme font l'objet de conven-
tions particulibres, sydciXant leurs rdglements, 1'utili-
sation de leur montant et exigeant une protection par le
biais d'une assurance, d'une comptabilits rigoureuse, et
des vdrifications annuelles par des experts comptables
etc... Ces prOts sont gsudralement rembours6s en versements
semi-annuels.

Le taux d'intret imposW aux pr~ts a court et a
moyen terme est le maximun 16gal (I0% par an). En plus de
cela, la C.F.R.D. impose une coramission de 1 a 2% suivant
la nature de in garantie accord6e.

Ltintsrot sur les pr~ts a long terme est de 9%
par an. Cet intrt fait partie d revenr a un taux crois-
sant, mais si des esures 1sgales soot prises pour son re-
couvrement, l'accroissement s'arrtte et l'intsr~t est compt6
dans les revenus aussitat quil est pergu.

Le prt a court terme, 1.775.000 P! du pr~t h
moyen terme et le aontant total du prt a long terme, tous
sont garantis par la Banque ou par des capitaux en gage.
La garantie des pr6ts a court terne et A moyen terme fut
courae suit :

Nombre Montant du
Garantie d'erprunteurs pretchu

Prets h court terme
actions et obligations...... 35C.000

Pr6ts a moyen terne :
actions et obligations.... 12 1.175.000
billets et effets (valeur
nominale = 300.000 P) ..... 2 250.000

garanties diverses.......... 5 256.0c
autres ...................... 2 115.000

Prts & moyen tere.... 21 1.796.000
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Les 6chsances du principal et de 1intdrgt sont

rdsuresc ainsi :

nt'rOt schu et
Principal e pay
* non paye

:Montant

D a t 0 :dch u e Motal :tMontait Date

:non paye
- - - - - - - - -

Court terle :
15 D4cembre 1964.... 25.000 75.000 1.250 15 D6c.1964

Moyen terne :
15 D6cenbre 1964.... 25,300C 125 .0C 6.250-15 D6c.1964

1 Dscombre 1964.... 5002 0 0.00102.500 1 Ddc.1964

5 z25.000 2.175.000 108 . 7 50

Long torme :
15 Dscembre 1964.... I000C 1.000.000* 45,00015 D6c.1964

1.2C.000 54.000.15 D6c.1964

30 Novenbre 1964.... 212, 500 85C, 0 36 250 -3t N4ov.1 9 6 4

15 Novermbre 1964... 167 c 00' 150, 000 51.5 1: 5 Nov.1 9 6 4

50000; 4.200.000189 C0C

?Ot~1a~a~o2 9 C ~ 2~Tot al. . .. .. . . 1 05 0 0 .4 . 0* 99_0

Conpte tenu de notre exanen. du portefeuille des

prots et des renseignenents qui nous ont sts fournis par la

C.F.R.D. a propos des ochsances et des prots donteux. Nous

estirons que llincernit( de 750.00C 2? nccordse pour les

prets donteux est raisonnable.

L'orientation des transactions do prote est indi-

qude ici sous In rubrique "opdrations".

b - Particigat i on s

Le tableau suivant indique !a situation des par-

ticipations et les changenouts eui y scont a rvenus pondant

l'annse :

negocied
Total cotes . : non nego-

au g-:cids
* chet

Investisserent : 31
d6cerbre 1963
offre ou valeur cotdes: * a

estin6es par la di-
rection............. 6 .00C 601 1.82.601 2.353.000 2,065.000

frais.............. 5.700,C0 1.550o0002.353.00dl.795.000

acquisitions........ a1.295.CC 500.C000 795.000 -

6. 995. 000 2050. 000 :3.150.00 0- 1, 795. 000

ventes (prix).....-. :1.050.00C: - ..050.000



Inv est isseen : 31
Dscemb:re 1965
f rais ............... .945.b 00 2.050.00G0I 3.150.000O 745.000O

offre nu valeur
cotdes estimedes par
la direction....... 6.027.0CC2.115.502 3,147,000 765.000

Los rovenus rdalise's a partir des participations et
les profits tirds de la vente des garanties sont Men2tionnes
sous la rubrique "opdrations".

5 - 3iens et 6quivipenent :

Les biens et eI'dqipmzent se comiposaient le 31 De..
cembre 1964 des bureaux nationaux (terrain, bc.tiraents, anreub-
lement) situds au 25 Avenue Hationale d6nithl, Curitania, et
de l'6quipercent automobile

denits
Prix en cas do P e t

approxiati d'prdci a-
tion

Terrain ............... . - 100.000
B t i me nt s0............... 350. 4.CO0 336.0CC
Meubles et Squipenent

de bureaux............. 570.84K 10 t.135 462.709
Equipezent automobile... 52.0 15.690 36.311

Total...... 1.072.845 137.825 935.020

Les 'Clhangeents sarvenu:s dars le compte des bions
et do l'dquipenent cont core suit :

rix appro- en cas de o t
Xinlatifs Id6pr'cia-

top

Balance : 31 Djcciebre 1963: 1.032.445 : 79.925 912.520
Agnentation,............. : 143.900 : : 43.900
Indennits en cas de d6prd-,
ciation ................. r5.4 0 (84 C )

1.076.345 138.325 938.020
moins dquipeent vendu... 3.5J 5 00 3.000

Balance : 31 DWcembre 196.4: 1.072.845 : 137.625 : 935.000

D'apres une dvaluation faite par des experts indd-
pendants le 31 Ddcembre 1963, la valeur exacte (frais de re-
production ,oins depreciation) a exsd' le contant net des
biens d'en7iron 400.000 PR.

. .. I.I
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Le _ontant de 43.9C P11 aout6 en 1964 au compte
des biens repr'sente surtout les frais d'acquisition et
d'instalI ation d' "n quiperment de Classement oIectro_nique
moderne. En 1964, ledquipement es'im6 a1 3.00C P"., ddduction
faite de la dDpr ciation, Cut vendu a 1,CO PR, entrainant

une porte de 2 PR,

L'inenits accord6e en cas do d4prAciation stait
au 31 7 6cem.bre 1964 de 16, du miontant approximatif des
bicns ddpr ciables (torrain non coinpris : 100. 000 PR

L'indemnits pour toute l'annde d6uivaut a un taux d'ensemible

dc 6,3c> applicable au montant approximatiif des comptes des
biens, terrains no:n compriso

6 - uote-part des actionnairos

DC1uction: aite des actions nrrI6rentielles a
vale-ur dlarortiasem6nt, la valoer notto des action,- ordinai-

i'es schuea 1o 31 Ddco.mbro !964 sfdluvait h 137,46 P l'action

contro 126,72 on d6cembre 1963.

D -

Les polices diassurance que nous avons examinees
indiquent que l'assuranrce contre le feu, couvre les bati-
ments et leurs contenus (conformsment aur polices g~ndrales)
et 6quivaut a 900.0C0 P7 avec un avenant ega1 , 60.

Puisque le mnta'nt. de l1'assurance est rests le

mome pendant 3 ans et qu'on envisage d&augnenter le volume
des biens et partant les frais de replacement, nous esti-
Lons qu'il serait bon do pensor a'cuLneter cc Laotant.

E- P R0 C 7 D U R 1

Ainsi yue nous l'vons r-entionnd dans le preier
paragraphe du prdsent rapport, notre exaem.en a std effectud
conforn.rient aux regles do v-ri'fication universellement
connues et selon une procedure que nous avons jugde n6ces-
saire en pareilles circonstances. Nous vous proposons ci-

dessous quelc.es brbves observations a propos de ltappli-

cation de cette procedure.

Le nurmaire en banques nous a 6t6 confirued par

des cortificats fournis par les d6positaires. Ltencaisse

a 't6 dgalement confirade ou cormptd

Les garanties repr'sentant les obligations du

gouvernoment du Ruritania furent examindes ainsi que les
certificats repr6sentant les participations, les bons,
les conventions do prot et toutes les garanties correspon-
dantes que nous avons eus en main furent examinds, ceux
qui sont a l'oxt6rieur nous furent confirades par une
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correspondance directe avec les porteurs. Pous avons
distribus des demandes aux empronteurs por confirmation
des prets ichus le (mettre lo fin du mois le plus proche
de la date de la demande) et des garanties correspondantes.

La rdponse pour les prets fut de j6.366.000 PR, a savoir
70 V du montant pour lequel la confirmation a t4 demandde,
les diffirences furent si minimes, qu'elles furent facile-
ment justifides.

Nous avons examind los retards dans les paiements
du principal et do l'intsrdt, l'indemnits pour les prots
dolteux et obtenu des renseigneents et dos explications de

la part des repr6sentants do la 2?>D en cc qui concerne le

recouvrement do l'ensemble des prets et de chacun en parti-
culier.

Les donn6es h l'appui des d6penses engagdes pour
lo compte dos bions et do l'6quipment furent examin6es
ainsi quo les indenitds do d6prdciation.

Toutes les dettes dont nous avons pris connais-
sance au cours de notro examen furent reconnuos. Nous avons
obtenu des renseignements directs do la part des proteurs
touchant la dette a long terne 6chdant lo 31 DWcerbre 1964.
Nous avons cxamin& le montant do la detto do l'impot sur le
revonu et obtenu du trdsorier (ou tout autre fonctionnaire
appropri6) des cortificats concernant les dettos directes
et imprevues.

Nous avons dgaloment obtenu une confirmation des
actions pr6fdrentielles t ordinairesschues, do la part des
officiers et des agents do transfert respectifs do ces
actions.

Nous avons expdrimont6 des transnctions quo nous
avons jugmon6cassaires touchant l'int&rAt, les dividendes,
les engagemcnts ot tout autre revenu, et d'autres se rappor-
tant a l'intsret, ot a toute autre d6penso, nous conformant
cc faisant au systano do vdrification t do controle exis-
tant.
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C0 P1' TI , 1  7LAIEE RU7ITAIJEN POUiJL LIE DEVELOPPEiiENT

D6penses administratives et g64drales pour l'annde dcoulde
le 31 Ddcembre 1964 avec les chiffres

comparatifs de l'annde 1963

1 9 6 4 1 9 6 3

Indemnitd pour les cadres
et les employds. . . . . . • . 495.291 46.127

Ddpenses et honoraires des
directeurs. . . . . 6.000 5.000

Services rendus par des

experts. . . . . . . . • . . . 20.20C 19.650

Reprdsentants . . . . 12.501 11.862

Voyages . . • . . . • . . 42.122 4C.602

Fournitures 12.106 11.721

Service des communications. . . 25.022 24.256

Livres et bibliotheque . . . . 151.005 14.672

Impression. . . . . 18.952 17.822

Assurance . . . . . . . . • • 11.223 10.105

Divers. 1.323 1.225

712.246 PR 693.645 PR
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CORPORA TINCH F IN iC IE UR2ITAIENE POUR LE DZVLOPEMENT

P R E T S CHU S, P TA- T ITC i P!ATI N3 ET illT I E S

31 Decembre 1964

*ourt terme lIoyen terme Long terme 'Participations' Total :arnnties de

( moins d'nr an): ( ' 5 ans) (plus de 5 ans)" (frais) prets
- - ------- -------

-

Hombre iMon tant' Nombre Monortan t' Nombre I2.on tan t Jombre Mon tant Nombre Mont an t Nombre Iont ant

- ric ulture.
Tnsports3 . • - -•.

~dustries:
irentaLire #. . • • •

o ols. . . • • • •
Tabac . • • • • • • • ••Remarque : Ce relev6 doit 6tre demand6
-etabac . .*. . ..
extile • •au client c la fin de chaque

JoiZ et liNge e • annde financiere pour 6tre
Papier et produits en papier vrifid par les commissaires

impriinerie et 6ditio-.iriere ets enitic .• •des comptes. Les totaux doi-

e •vent correspondre aux chiffres

himique. • • • • . • . . • figurant dans le bilan du 31

Verre, argile et pierre Dcerbre.

Mstallurgiquze (base). • • •

Machines.
Machines dlectriques.••

Equipement de transport • •
Diverses..

lIines . •

.8tels et Tourisme . •

autres (specifier)
Total (ddnctioii faite des

balances non dsboursses
des conventior-s de prets

ou dec participationa
sign6ec par la CFRD )PR _R;__R__RP R____ R___
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Tranche dont l'schdance est
passee
Total du princiDal dont
1'6chsancice est pa.se. . . PR R Pp P_ _ PRPR P:;

Balances non ddboursiees des
conventions de prvts et

de participation _i__tte

par la C.F.R.D. PRR PR P
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CORPORATION FINANAI'ICERE RURITANIENNE POUR LE DEVELOPPE2T

P A R T -CI I P A T IO H IS

31 Ddcembre 1964

Participations
Participtions de la Rde la OFI r t s

- art: :Divibn-: part:

rompagnies !nduistrieE ac t ionsValur u Frais estm!a t dvse 9 a6 ' Frais :.F.R.D IELF

.100%: s: par etrti ene 196K:100%:.

Invcrites -(Q 7

- d Gien......•1 .500: 250.000 2. 2. e : 6. .500 -- : 725.000: 350.000

Usiine du textile: ispmi en zoton :20,0: 2.500: 250.000: 250.000: 265.000 6.000: - - 750.000:300.0CO

Corooration duz*.
ocmboacto ... :Sucre.......... :20,0: 8.000: 800.000: 800.000: 816.000 8C.000:40,0:1.600.000: 500.000:225.000

Acblions de0 00 
0

Arions6 de..2. 0: 2.000- 200.000: 20O.010 200.000 14.000 4,0 400.000-

Ge'-leral chesi- -'Jistillerie ::
cG s Ltd ....... •••au.d1:. 15,0 5.500: 550.000: 550.000. 555.500 39.C75: - - 1.000.000:475.000

2.050.000 2.115.502(b) 145.375

Non. inscrites
TW7ocies au gui-
cheut):
Usine d'auto- 0 0 00

obiles.......Pieces dstachdes:15,11C.000:1..000. 00.0001.001.0 :100.000: -000:500.

cole. .......... Tracteurs etc...: 8,2: 5.000- 500.000: 500.000: 500.625 50.000: - - 750.000

Pro)ducte7".rs
cnstters ....... i........ 590: 7.000: 700.000: 700.000: 701.750 70.000: 7,5:1.050.000: . :250.000

Acti ess.... , •
Atnd5,0: 3.500: 350.000: 350.000: 346.500 24.500:10,0: 700.00: - -

oeri o Stel • e •

orporatio... acier.. . 1090. 6.000 60C.000: 600. 596.875 :50.000: - - : 900.000:325.000

3.150.000 3 .1 4 7 .0 0 0(c) 294.500
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gon inscrites
non iei-goci6es

au guichet):
Engrais chi- d)

miques ..... Engrais 5,0: 7.450: 745.000 745.000 765.000' ' 74.500: : - : - :250.000

Dividendes sur:
les investis-:
sements de-
puis leur

en e.. ... .: - :- :-10.625:
5.945.00C 6.027.502 525.000

Remarques
, - Tou.s les engagements ont dtd rdqls le 31 D'cembre 1964

b - Bovrse

c - Prix au: Guichet

d - Evaluation estimde par la direction de la C.F.R.D.



January 2.5, 1966

Dear Professor Mlkesell:

Thank you for your letter of January 18 enclosing a copy

of your later draft than the one previously sent to us.

I am glad to learn that you are going to incorporate our

comments. With respect to IFC's equity investments in develop-

ment finance companies, we have no objection to your using the

number 14. It has now become apparent where our disagreement

arose.

With kind regards,

Yours sincerely,

Bi 4. Shin
Development Finance Companies

Professor Raymond F. Mikesell
W. E. Miner Professor of Economics
University of Oregon
Department of Economics
Eugene, Oregon 97403

BHShin:phm
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DR.WILHELM TEUFENSTEIN
GENERALDIREKTOR - STELLV. UND VOR STANDSMITGLIED DER

6STERREICHISCHEN INVESTITIONSKREDIT AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT * a i

Mr. Robrt F. SKIL I ING S
Depu ty Dinrctor

De xvelopm~3ent Finane Companies
International Financ Co rporatio
1818 H Street, N.W.

shon ton, D.Cl n~
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January 18, 1966

Mr. B. H. Shin
International Bank for Reconstruction & Development
1818 H Street
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Shin:

I am most grateful for your assistance on my paper and I
am taking into account all of your recommended changes in ny
revisions. The enclosed draft, which I promised to send you,
has not been corrected, but I think it is a later draft than
the one which you have seen.

There is one point on which we still seem to disagree.
I count 14 IFC investments in development finance companies as
of the end of 1964, as against your 13. In the IFC publication
entitled Private Development Finance Companies (pp. 14-15), you
will note 13 such investments listed as of June 30, 1964. How-
ever, in August 1964, there was a second investment of $.3
million in Bandesco, which I counted as a separate investment.
This is how I arrived at my figure of 14.

Thanking you again for your generous assistance, I am

Sinerely yours,

Raymond F. Mikesell
W. B. Miner Professor of Economics

RF/dt

encl.
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C. A. VENEZOLANA DE DESARROLLO

G~'TLPAGD

January 13th, 1966

Mr. B. H. Shin
Development Finance Companies
International Finance Corporation
1818 H. Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20433

Dear Mr. Shin:

Thank you for the four documents you sent together with your letter of
December 27.

I have not had time, unfortunately, for a thorough look at these publi-
cations, because my return from the United States this week has coincided
with a period of unusually heavy activity in our Company. I look forward
to reading them very soon and wish to thank you for your interest in sending
them.

Yours very truly,

Luis Vallenilla
President

LV/eda . -
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FORM No. 57 INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR INTERNATIONAL FINANCE
ASSOCIATION RECONSTRUCTION AND DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION

OFFICE MEMORANDUM
TO: Files DATE: January 13, 1966

FROM: B. H. Shin A

SUBJECT: Professor Mikesell's Draft Paper

1. Professor Raymond Mikesell came yesterday to see me regarding his
draft paper entitled "Public Foreign Capital for Private Enterprise in De-
veloping Countries", a copy of which he had sent to Mr. Diamond for his
review and comments on December 14.

2. Since Mr. Diamond was away, he asked whether we could give him
quick comments on the draft. The draft would soon become due for publication
and he did not feel like publishing it without our review. After consulting

with Mr. Skillings, I gave him several comments based on the review I had

previously made on the draft. The following are major points covered in

my comments.

3. In his draft Professor Mikesell gave the impression that the reason

why the World Bank had not made a single loan thus far to an industrial de-

velopment bank in Latin America was because of its adherence to the principle
that development banks must be predominantly privately owned. It was explained

that there were more reasons than that. One of the main reasons the Bank
has found is in the difficulty of getting quasi-equity for development finance

companies to tide over financial difficulties envisaged during their initial

years. The difficulty may have arisen from the reluctance of both the Govern-

ment to provide it and the development banks fearing government intervention

over their affairs as a result.

h. The second point concerns the statement in the draft, "But external

financing agencies generally prohibit the use of their funds for sub-loans

for working capital purposes." It was explained that as far as the World

Bank Group was concerned, sub-loans for the permanent element of working
capital were not prohibited. On the contrary we have been trying to encourage

the development finance companies associated with us to adopt more flexible

lending policies so that a firm in an expansion program may have access to

working capital loans on a long-term basis.

5. Finally it was brought to Professor Mikesell's attention that in

his draft he used the term "quasi-equity capital" to mean long-term, low

interest, soft currency loans. It was pointed out that our usage of the

term is different from his and that the most important attribute of the

term in our usage is that loans must be subordinated to other debts and

share capital in case the company has to be dissolved. Only in this sense

could such loans be understood to reinforce the capital base for borrowing

purposes and thus it could be truly called quasi-equity.

6. Professor Mikesell promised to send us a new draft copyincorporating

the comments made above.

BHShin:phm



OFFICE NEMORANDUM

TO: Mr. Martin M. Rosen DATE: January 12, 1966

FROM: Robert F. Skillings

SUBJECT: Taxation Affecting DFCs with which
the World Bank Group is Associated

We have recently compiled data on the taxation affecting

the development finance companies with which the World Bank Group is

associated, and on special tax advantages accorded to them. We have

distributed this document to all of the companies (at the request of

many of them). Attached is a copy for your information.

Attachment

RFSkillings:phm

cc: Messrs. Alter
Arango
Beevor
Cargill
Cope
Detuth
El Emary
Kamarck
Kuiper
Nishihara
Patorson
Richards
Stevenson
Sullivan
Von Hoffman
Williams
All DFC Staff



INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

TAXATION AFFECTING

DEVELOPMENT FINANCE COMPANIES

WITH WHICH THE WORLD BANK GROUP IS ASSOCIATED

Development Finance Companies Department
January 5, 1966



NOTE

This document contains descriptions of (a) the tax advantages

which have been accorded to the development finance companies with which

the World Bank Group is associated and (b) those parts of the tax systems

in the countries concerned which are important to the operations of the

companies. Only income tax, turnover tax, capital gains tax and other

taxes imposed on net profits or gross income are covered. They are

known to have, or likely to have, a relatively high incidence on the

development finance companies while other taxes such as real estate tax,

payroll tax, licence tax are insensitive to both the net profits and

business volume, and are insignificant in terms of their incidence.

The taxation dealt with here is effective for 1965 and in some

cases for fiscal year 1965-66.
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OESTERREICHISCHE INVESTITIONSKREDIT AKTIENGESELLSCHkFT (AUSTRIA)

I. Tax Advantages Accorded to IVK

(a) All physical or corporate persons may carry forward losses

incurred in previous years for a number of years. For

companies situated in Vienna this may be done for five

years. This is the reason why during the first three years

of operations of IVK no corporate (K6rperschaftssteuer) and trade

taxes (Gewerbesteuer) accrued because accumulated losses com-

pensated accumulated net profits during this period.

(b) IVK is permitted to accumulate tax-free reserves under the

Banking Reconstruction Act of 1955 in two ways:

(i) a reserve equivalent to 3% of the outstanding
credits at the end of a business year must be

maintained. The reserve has to be made even
when the allocations to this reserve results

in a loss to the Company;

(ii) in 1955 and in the following nine business
years 20% of gross income before taxes can be

placed in reserves until the equity equals
10% of the total debt.

II. Corporate Income Tax (Krperschaftssteuer)

Net profits of IVK are subject to corporation tax. The tax rates are:

Tax Rate %

Net profits up to S 50,000 24
On next S 50,000 30
On next S400,000 40
Over S500,000 h

These rates are increased by a surtax of 18% of the tax levied, thus

making 28.32% up to S 50,000 and graduating to 51.92% over S 500,000.

III. Trade Tax (Gewerbesteuer)

All business enterprises in Austria (including IVK) are liable to pay

a trade tax, which is a mixture of federal and municipal tax with rates

varying by municipalities. The tax is calculated on three elements, trade

proceeds (as defined by law, approximately equivalent to net profits), trade

Currency: Schilling
S 1 = US$ 0.03846

US$ 1 = S 26
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capital and wages. The trade tax in most urban areas amounts to 15% of the

trade proceeds plus 1 - 25 of the trade capital and at the most 2/ of the
total amount of wages paid.

IV. Capital Tax (Vermbgenssteuer)

A tax of !SZ has to be paid on the net worth of the company (excluding
the reserves, described I, b, i). In the case of IVK this means that the total

share capital plus general reserves are subject to this tax. This tax is
increased up to 1% for that portion of the share capital which is held by
corporations (inheritance tax equivalent). Furthermore the tax authorities

decided that the capital tax has to be paid also on 25" of the ERP Loans
accorded to IVK because they are regarded as of quasi equity nature. Ex-
penditure arising from this tax cannot be deducted from profits for

calculation of the taxes mentioned under II and III. The tax has to be
paid whether profits have been made or not.

V. Capital Returns Tax (Kapitalertragsteuer)

A capital returns tax which is a special form of income tax is levied
on dividends, interest and other receipts from participation in domestic
companies. This tax is deducted at the source. The tax rate is 155 plus sur-
tax of 18% of the tax, thus making a total of 17.7%.

January 5, 1966



CHINA DEVELOPMENT CORPCRATION

I. Tax Advantages Accorded to CDC

Like banking institutions CDC is permitted to set aside as reserve
for bad debts free of tax an amount equal to 2% of outstanding loans (not
outstanding investments) at the close of accounts.

II. Business Income Tax

CDC, like other business enterprises, is subject to a business

income tax on net profits. Tax rates for 1965 are as follows:

Net Profits Tax Rate %

NT$10,000 or under exempt
NT$50,000 or under 8%
Between NT%50, 001 and NT$100,000 14%
NT$100,001 and over 18%

Interest on short-term government bonds and dividends received
from domestic companies having paid business income tax are tax-free.

There is no capital gains tax. Capital gains resulting from
sale of securities, debentures or bonds held more than one year are
exempt from tax. Such gains resulting from sale of securities, debentures
or bonds held less than one year are subject to the regular income taxes.

III. Business Tax and Defense Surtax

The business tax, a turnover tax, is levied on monthly gross
business receipts. The tax rate varies from 0.6 to 4% according to the
industrial classification of taxpayers. CDC is subject to the 3%
business tax which is applicable to banking and warehousing.

There is a surtax called Defense Tax which is payable on the
business tax levied. The surtax for 1964 is 30i of the business tax due.
Thus CDC is subject to a total tax of 3.9% on its gross income.

In recent years the amount of the business tax plus defense
surtax paid by CDC has been greater than that of the business income tax.

Currency: New Taiwan Dollars
NT$ 1 = U.S.M.025
U.S.$l = NTh0

January 5, 1966



COLONBIA

CORPORACION FINATCIERA COLDH1BINA
CORPO7ACION FIiNICIERA DE CAIDAS
CORPORACION FINANCIERA NACIONAL

I. Tax Advantages Accorded to All Corporations

All corporations in Colombia including financieras are exempt
from income tax and supplementary taxes on the following:

(a) that part of gross earnings which is set aside as
reserves for protection of the loan portfolio until
they equal 10/0 of the loan portfolio;

(b) up to 5% of net profits, provided that it is set
aside as "Economic Development Reserve" and effectively
invested in enterprises whose development is beneficial to
the production of particular raw materials or merchandise
in the opinion of the National Council of Economic Policy
and Planning.

II. Corporate Income Tax

Corporations in Colombia are subject to corporate income tax,
namely the basic income tax at special rates and to the excess profits tax.

(a) The Basic Income Tax at Special Rates

The basic income tax is levied on net taxable income of

the corporation. Dividends received from other companies and interest

received on government bonds are exempt from all taxes.

The income tax rate for corporations is as follows: 12% on the

first Col.$100,000, 24h on the next Col.$900,000 and 36% in excess of

Col.$1,000,000.

Pursuant to Decrees 2323 and 2324 of 1965 all taxpayers including
financieras are required to pay in 1965 an extra 15% on the income tax paid
in 1964 and to pay in 1966 an extra 10% on the income tax paid in 1965.

Furthermore in 1966 a subscription equivalent to 5% of their
income tax will have to be made to Government bonds.

(b) Excess Profits Tax

The excess profits tax is levied on the portion of "basic
incomae'which is in excess of given percentage of the "basic patrimony". The
"basic income" is net income less certain kinds of income, tax payments and

exemptions which are specified in the Law 81 of December 22, 1960. The
"basic patrimony" is aggregate assets less borrowed funds on the last day

of a tax period minus patrimonial exemptions permitted by la.

Currency: Colombian Peso ($)
Col.$ 1 = U.S.$ 0.05635) Free rate as of January 1, 1966
US$ 1 = Col.$ 17.75 )
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When the basic patrimony is over Col.$ 200,000, the basic income
in excess of 12% of the basic patrimony is subject to the excess profits tax
according to the following tax schedule.

20% of excess profits representing 6% or less of basic patrimony.
26% 1 I " i over 6/ but less than 12% of

basic patrimony.
32% of excess profits representing over 12% but less than 18% of

basic patrimony.
38% of excess profits representing over 18% but less than 24% of

basic patrimony.
44% of excess profits representing over 24% but less than 30% of

basic patrimony.
50% of excess profits representing over 30% but less than 36% of

basic patrimony.
56% of excess profits representing over 36% of basic patrimony.

Illustration Suppose a DFC with t1e basic patrimony of
Col.$10,000,000 has earned the net taxable income of Col.$2,000,000 during
the tax year.

1. Corporate Income Tax The DFC pays Col.$588,000 as a cor-
porate income tax.

Income tax - 12% of its first Col.$100,000 Col.$ 12,000
2h% of the next Col.$ 900,000 Col.$216,000
36% of the excess

Col.$1,000,000 Col.$360,000

Col.$2,000,000 Col.$588,000

2. Excess Profit Tax If it is assumed that the basic income of
the DFC is Col.$ 1,4l2,000 (the net income minus the income tax paid) which
is in excess of the 12% of the basic patrimony of Col.$10,000,000, the DFC

has to pay the excess profits tax. According to the above schedule, the
excess of the basic income over the 12% of the basic patrimony is Col.$ 212,000,
and as the amount represents less than 6% of the latter, it is subject to
a 20% of excess profits tax, that is, Col.$ 42,400.

III. Special Housing Tax

Corporations are liable to pay a special tax for the construction

of workers' housing amounting to 6% of net taxable income in excess of

Col.$ 20,000 after deduction of the income tax.

66% of the housing tax may be paid by investing one half (i.e. 33%)
in mortgage bonds of the Banco Central Hipotecario and the other half in
secudrities of non-profit housing development associations (since at present
there are no securities of the latter type available, all of the 66% can be
subscribed in mortgage bonds.) The bonds so subscribed must be retained for
five years.
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IV. Special Tax for Electricity ard Steel Development

Natural persons, undivided estates,corporations and stock-
issuing, limited partnerships and limited liability companies are subject
to a special tax of 3% of their net taxable income for the development of
electricity and steel in the country. The taxpayer is given the option
to subscribe one third of the tax in bonds or shares of Paz del Rio,
(S.A.). The special tax is allowed as a deduction in computing gross
income for income tax purposes in the year paid.

January 5, 1966



DEVELOPMENT BANK OF ETHIOPIA

I. Tax Advantages Accorded to DBE

The Proclamation for the Establishment of the DBE provides that
DBE is exempt from all taxes, duties and customs.

January 5, 1966
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TEOLLISTANISRAHASTO OY (THE INDUSTRIALIZATION FUND OF FINLAND)

I. Tax Advantages Accorded to IFF

(a) Under special legislation IFF has been authorized to deduct
annually from its taxable income an amount equivalent to the annual re-
demption (Fmk 300,000) of series B shares, which are the shares held by
the Bank of Finland.

(b) Like other Finnish financial institutions, IFF is permitted
to set aside each year as contingency reserve free of tax from its net
profits an amount equal to 0.6% of the aggregate amount of outstanding
loans and guarantees as at the closing of accounts, until the total amount
of the unused contingency reserve reaches 8% of the aggregate amount of
outstanding loans and guarantees.

II. Corporate Income Tax

Like other companies in Finland IFF is assessed three income
taxes: state income tax, municipal income tax and church income tax.

(a) State Income Tax - 42% on distributed profits and

48% on undistributed profits, both effective as of
January 1965.

(b) Municipal Income Tax - about 12% on net profits. The
rate varies from 8 to 14% by each municipality. The
rate in Helsinki where IFF is located was 11.75% in 1964.

(c) Church Income Tax - about 1% - 2% on net profits. The rate
is determined annually by each congregation. The rate for
IFF was 0.95% in 1964.

Interest received by corporations including IFF on both government
bonds and bank deposits are treated as ordinary income. 15% of dividends
received by IFF is credited against the income taxes.

Capital gains from sale of securities by companies normally dealing
in securities are treated as ordinary income regardless of the period of

holding such securities prior to their sale. Capital gains by IFF are treated

in this way.

III. Other

(a) Net Wealth (Property) Tax

According to Finnish legislation, long-term financing institutions
which in their Articles of Association limit the distribution of dividends to
no more than 5% of the paid-in capital shall be exempt from 1% property tax
payable on their net worth. Having met this condition, IFF is not subject to
the property tax.

Currency: Markka
Fmk 1 = US$ 0.31
US$ 1 = Fmk 3.2
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(b) Stamp Duty

The stamp duty on share dealings is lZ on the Exchange and 1.2%
elsewhere. The buyer pays half. The same charge applies to debentures
and other long-term certificates but bonds are exempt from stamp duties
when they are resold. No stamp duty is levied on long-term deposits. A
stamp tax usually of 2% of the share value is levied when a company is
founded and on any share capital increase by means of a publis issue, while
the stamp duty on new bond issues and on loans or promissory notes of more
than six months duration is 0.6% and for three or six month bills, 0.8/
per annum. The relative disadvantage of share dealings and long-term
borrowing in respect to the stamp duty has constituted one of the important
factors making these forms of capital raising unattractive in Finland.

January 5, 1966
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NATIONAL INVESTMENT BANK FOR INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPFENT S.A. (GREECE)

I. Tax Advantages Accorded to NIBID

None.

II. Corporation Tax

Undistributed net profits of NIBID like all corporations are
subject to a flat 35% corporation tax (income tax) plus a 15% surtax, or
a total of 40)4O,. Since the surtax paid is allowed to be deducted from

taxable income, the actual effective rate comes to 38 1,54. Corporations

distributing dividends are required to withhold a 25% tax on the dividends.

Interest on government bonds, bank deposits, bonds, loans to
certain public utilities as well as to limited liability companies are

exempt from income tax. Dividends from limited liability companies or
certain government corporations are treated as ordinary income but the 25%

tax withheld at the source may be claimed for tax credit.

Capital gains derived from financial assets are subject to income

tax.

III. Turnover Tax

Enterprises are subject to a turnover tax on gross income. The

rate applied to banks including NIBID is 35 on the gross income.

A stamp duty of 1.2% on the gross income is also charged.

January 5, 1966
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THE INDUSTRIAL CREDIT AND INVESTMENT CORPORATION OF INDIA LIMITED

I. Tax Advantages Accorded to ICICI

Section 36(1) (viii) of the Income Tax Act, 1961 provides that
a long-term development finance institution such as ICICI may carry a maximum
of 10% of net income to a special reserve free of corporate income tax. This
provision was made effective with income earned during 1960.

II. Corporate Income Tax

ICICI belongs to the category of companies which on their business
income are subject to a 25% income tax plus a 25% super tax, thus making a
total of 50' of taxable income.

In addition, Indian public companies are subject to the surtax
of a flat rate of 40h on the excess when profits after certain adjustments
and as reduced by income tax and super-tax payable on them, exceed 10% of
thecapital base"of a company or a sum of Rs.200,000, whichever is higher.
ICICI, however, has not, and probably will not ever pay this tax since its
capital base as defined below has grown to a considerable size. The capital
base for the purpose of this tax comprise the net worth of a company,
debentures, loans from Government to approved financial institutions,
loans from banking institutions for a minimum 7-year period and money
borrowed from abroad for creating capital assets in India. As a corrolary
to the inclusion of the loan capital in the capital base, the interest pay-
able on the loan capital will be added back to the profits.

Dividend income* of ICICI is subject to only the income tax of
25%. The super tax referred to above and surtax are not applicable to
dividend income.

III. Dividend Tax

Dividend tax is levied on a company at the rate of 7.5% on the
amount of dividends distributed by it.

IV. Capital Gains Tax

Capital gains realized at least a year after acquisition of the
investment are taxable at the rate of 301. Capital gains are not subject
to the surtax.

Currency: Rupee
Rs. 1 = US$ 0.21
US$ 1 = Rs. h.7619

* Dividends derived from new industrial undertakings or hotels specified
in Section 84, Income Tax Act, 1961, are exempt from income tax.

January 5, 1966
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INDUSTRIAL AND MINING DEVELOPENT BANK OF IRAN

I. Tax Advantages Accorded to IMDBI

Under the provision of the Special law of May 10, 1959, the
net profits of IMDBI in any one year are exempt from income tax up to
6% of the sum of the paid-up capital and the Rls. 600 million Govern-
ment advance to it, or up to Rls. 64.8 million. (Paid up capital is
now Rls. 480 million).

II. Corporate Income Tax

Companies are subject to income tax on net profits. The rate
starts from 12% on net profits between Rls. 48,000 and Rls. 100,000,
graduating to 50% over Rls. 6,000,000. In addition a 16.50% of income
tax is paid to cover municipality and Chamber of Commerce tax.

Interest received on bank deposits is exempt from tax but no
reserves for future losses are deductible from taxable income. Dividends
received by IMDBI from which a flat rate of 6.99, tax are deducted at
the source are deductible from taxable income.

Currency: Rial
1 Rial = US$ 0.013
US$ 1 = Rls. 75.75

January 5, 1966
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INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT BANK OF ISRAEL

I. Tax Advantages Accorded to IDBI

Part of IDBI's share capital represents "approved investments"
under the Law for Encouragement of Capital Investments of 1959 and IDBI
therefore is recognized partly as an "Approved Enterprise". About 30, of
its net profits (decided upon from year to year in relation to new capital
issued) after company profits tax, is exempt from income tax of 25% for a
period of five years.

II. Company Profits Tax

on its chargeable income, IDBI, like other companies, is subject
to a flat 28% company profits tax and to a 25% income tax (except for the
exemption referred to above) on the remainder after deducting the company

profits tax.

In calculation of the chargeable income for purpose of the company
profits tax, dividends received by IDBI from other companies are deductible
from its income, and for purpose of the income tax, all dividends which IDBI
has declared are deductible from its income in order to prevent double taxation.

January 5, 1966
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BANQUE IVOIRIENNE DE DEVELOPFEEENIT IEDUSTRIEL (IVCRY COAST)

I. Tax Advantages Accorded to BIDI

It is provided in Article 6 of the Foundation Agreement between
the Government and BIDI that:

"The Government undertakes to accord the following tax treatment
to BIDI:

(A) For a period of 10 years from the date of this Agreement, BIDI
shall be entirely exempt from the following taxes:

(1) All taxes arising out of the establishment of the Corporation,
including registration duties, the tax on initial capital and all taxes or
duties relating to capital increases, the foregoing enumeration being non-
limitative.

(2) Taxes on turnover, including any tax or duty on the volume of
operations of BIDI, any tax on value added and any tax on the performance
of services, the foregoing enumeration being non-limitative.

(3) All customs or other duties on any materials, equipment, machinery,
goods and parts imported by BIDI for its own account, irrespective of the
country or origin.

(B) For a period of 5 years from the date of this Agreement, BIDI
shall be entirely exempt from:

(1) licence tax;
(2) the real estate tax on developed and undeveloped real property;

(3) the tax on industrial and commercial profits;
(h) all other taxes and duties of whatever nature collected or

imposed by the Republic of the Ivory Coast or by any other

public, local administrative or other institution or by any
other fiscal authority, with the exception of the tax on wages

and salaries and of the national contribution relating thereto.

(C) For a period of 5 years from the date of this Agreement, the share-
holders of BIDI shall be exempt from the payment of the tax on the Revenu des
Valeurs M1obilieres (IRVM) (Tax on income from securities).

(D) Except as otherwise provided in the preceding paragraphs of this
Article 6, the taxation system applicable to BIDI shall be that in force in
the Republic of the Ivory Coast at the date of signature of this Agreement
and shall remain unchanged for a period of 25 years from that date, which
period shall be extended by a maximum of 5 years in order to take account
of the time required by BIDI for its establishment.

(E) If at any time during the period indicated in the foregoing paragraph
(C) the general fiscal legislation applicable to industrial, commercial or
financial enterprises in the Republic of the Ivory Coast is amended, BIDI
shall have the right to require that such amendments be applied to BIDI."

January 5, 1966
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THE LIBERIAN BANK FOR INDUSTRIAL DEVELOHENT & INVESTENT

I. Tax Advantages Accorded to LBIDI

LBIDI's Charter, an Act to Amend the Executive Law to Create
LBIDI, dated March 22, 1965, provides that it shall be immune from all
taxes and custom duties, and that all interest or dividends paid by it shall
also be exempt from taxation.

January 5, 1966
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MAIAYSIA 1I INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT FINANCE LlIdITED

I. Tax Advantages Accorded to 11DFL

None.

II. Compny Tex

Under the Income Tax Ordinance 1947 and its later amendments,
MIDFL like all companies is subject to a flat 40% company tax on taxable
income.

Dividends received from domestic companies are treated as

ordinary income and any tax thereon deducted at source is claimable

for credit. Dividends received from Pioneer Status Companies are not

taxed at source, but the recipient must pay tax on them, in MIDFL's

case, the company tax.

January 5, 1966
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BANQUE NATIONALE POUR LE DEVELOPPEMENT ECONOMIQUE (MOROCCO)

I. Tax Advantages Accorded to BNDE

(a) BNDE has been authorized by the Ministry of Finance to
create the following tax-free reserves: (i) a reserve to cover the risks
on its discounting operations up to a maximum of 0.15' of the new re-
discountable credits opened each year, provided this does not cause the
total of this reserve to exceed 0.5% of its combined discounting commit-
ments; (ii) a fund to cover the risks on direct loans made: to this fund
is transferred an amount equal to one-seventh of the interest collected
on direct loans in each financial year. Allocations shall be made to this
fund before any dividends are distributed to shareholders. The fund may
be distributed in whole or in part only after payment of the professional
profits tax up to an equivalent amount.

(b) BNDE is also exempt from all fees and taxes on its capital
and changes therein (increases or decreases), on issues of bonds, debentures
and securities, and on instruments and agreements relating to its credit
transactions. This exemption includes fees and taxes of all kinds, namely
registration fees, duties on the registration of mortgage guarantees or

collateral, duties on the cancellation of such guarantees, court costs

(frais de justice), etc.

II. Professional Profits Tax

As a company, BNDE is subject to a flat profits tax of 361; it
is also liable to pay a National Solidarity Tax in the form of a 20% sur-
tax on the professional profits tax. Thus, BNDE is subject to a total

effective profit tax of 43.2%. Capital gains and dividends received are

treated as ordinary income.

III. Goods and Services Taxes

These taxes are imposed on all goods and services at rates

varying from 4 to 8%. BNDE pays a 4.17% tax on interest and other charges
received.

January 5, 1966



NIGERIAN Il\OTUTRIAL DEVELOPIENT BANK LIMITED

I. Tax Advantages Accorded to NIDB

In accordance with the Companies Income Tax (Authorized De-
ductions) (Nigerian Industrial Development Bank Rules 1964), NIDB is
specifically permitted to set aside reserves free of tax until they
equal the government loan of £N2 million to NIDB.

II. Corporate Income Tax

Like all corporations in Nigeria, NIDB is subject to a flat
40% income tax on taxable income.

Currency: Pound
£N 1 = US$ 2.80
US$ 1 = £N 0.357

January 5, 1966
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PAKISTAN INDUSTRIAL CREDIT AND INVESTMENT CORPORATION LTD.

I. Tax Advantages Accorded to PICIC

(a) According to the Income-tax Act, as amended by the Finance
Ordinance of 1960, a sum equivalent to 10 of total income of development
financial institutions is tax free if it is carried to a special reserve.

This exemption is granted until such tax free reserve equals paid up capital.
Only two institutions have been so far recognized for this purpose - PICIC
and the Industrial Development Bank of Pakistan.

(b) Under a notification issued on January 30, 1959 by the
Central Government, PICIC is recognized as an Investment Company so that
dividends received by it as owner of equity shares are excluded from PICIC's

taxable income.1/ This concession is also extended to other investment
companies.

II. Income Tax and Super Tax

PICIC,as a "public limited company" declaring and paying
dividends in Pakistan,pays a 30% income tax and a 15% super tax, thus
making a total of h5; on taxable income.

III. Capital Gains Tax

There is a capital gains tax of 20% when capital gains result
from the disposal of capital assets after six months but within five

years of acquisition. Capital gains resulting from the disposal of capital
assets after five years of acquisition are subject to a 10% tax. Capital
gains on the disposal of capital assets within six months of acquisition

are considered ordinary income.

Currency: Rupee
PRs. 1 = US$ 0.21
US$ 1 = PRs. 4.7619

1/ Normally a public limited company receiving dividends pays a 15%
supertax on dividends received on shares issued in Pakistan after

August 14, 1947 and a 20% supertax in other cases. Corporations issuing

bonus shares are subject to a 121e supertax on the par value of bonus

shares.

January 5, 1966
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PRIVATE DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION OF TIE PIIILIPPINES

I. Tax Advantages Accorded to PDCP

None.

II. Corporate Income Tax

PDCP is subject to a corporate income tax. Capital gains are
treated as ordinary income. Dividends received from a domestic corporation
which is itself subject to income tax are treated for income tax purposes
as ordinary income only to the extent of 255 of the dividends received.

The tax rate is 22/ on net taxable income up to the first
P100,000 and 30% on the excess.

Currency: Peso
US$ 0.254

US$ 1 = P 3.925

January 5, 1966
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BANCO DEL DESARROLLO ECONONICO ESPANOL(SPAIN)

I. Tax Advantages Accorded to BANDESCO

According to Decree Law 53/1962 of November 29 on Industrial and

Affairs Banks, capital gains obtained by development financing institutions such

as BANDESCO in selling industrial securities from their portfolio are wholly
exempt from taxation, provided such sales take place within a four-year

period after such securities have been acquired; if such sales are effected

within the fifth year 75% is exempt; if within the sixth year, 50%; if within

the seventh year, 25% and no exemption thereafter. At least 50% of the

capital gains exempt from taxation is required to set aside as special.reserve.

Deposits received by such institutions as well as the bonds and

debentures they issue are exempt from tax on the yield of capital, stamp

tax and tax on issuance and negotiation of securities.

II. Corporate Income Taxl]!

Like all commercial and industrial enterprises, BANDESCO is sub-

ject to a flat tax of 34%2/ on net profits. In addition there is a sur-

charge of 15% for the provinces. A 2% Chamber of Commerce Tax and a pro-

vincial tax varying up to a maximum of 1.87% depending upon the locality

are also imposed. If the net profits is 4% or more of capital, a 25%

municipal surcharge is also levied.
3 /

Most types of investment income are withheld at source. There

is a 15% tax on dividends; a 2h% on loan interest; and a 20% on Spanish

Government bonds, 24% on private bonds and 26.h% on foreign government

bonds. Interest on loans made by banks including BANDESCO is not subject
to this tax but to the regular corporate income tax.

1/ A thorough fiscal reform is being implemented in Spain. The reform is

b5ased on the law of December 28, 1963, and on the reform law of June 11, 1964

which is to take effect gradually through 1966. The information provided

herein is concerning the new tax system which began to be put into effect

on July 1, 1964.

2/ All commercial and industrial activities carried on by companies are

subject to an industrial tax at the rate of 20% of taxable income, payable

semi-annually. This tax is however deductible for the purpose of corporate

income tax. For this reason, it is treated here as a footnote.

3/ When profits after taxes in any one year exceed 6% of the nominal

capital, then 10% of the profits must be carried to the legal reserve 
until

it equals one-fifth of paid-up capital. This reserve may only be used to

offset future losses.

January 5, 1966
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INDTETRIAL FINANCE CORPORATION OF THAILAND

I. Tax Advantages Accorded to IFCT

In accordance with Royal Decree on Revenue Code, Ministerial
Regulation and the interpretation by the Revenue Department of the legal
status of IFCT, IFCT is exempt from stamp duty, business tax and corporate
income tax.

January 5, 1966
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TURKIYE SINI KALKI0NMA BANKASI A.S. (TURKEY)

I. Tax Advantages Accorded to TSKB

None.

II. Corporation Tax

TSKB is subject to corporation tax which is a flat rate of 20% on
taxable income, and also to a 20% income (withholding) tax of the net profits
after deduction of corporation tax and legal reserves. This tax must be paid
to the fiscal authorities whether or not dividends are distributed. Cor-
porations which hold 10% or more shares of another corporation and shares
which are held more than one year, dividends received for these shares are
not subject to corporation tax for the holding corporation.

Interest income from Government bonds held by Corporations is
subject to specially favorable Corporation Tax rates. The rates are 1/2%
on bonds held against legal reserves, 1½% on free holdings and 1/2% on
Savings Bonds which are applied on the nominal value of average monthly
holdings.

Capital gains from the sale of securities are treated as ordinary
income.

II. Transaction Tax

Interest, commissions and other fees charged by banks and insurance
companies in return for their services rendered, are subject to a 20% trans-
action tax. In practice incidence of this tax is passed over to the clients.
The transaction tax on fees received on Administered Funds are however borne
by TSKB.

Dividends received on equity participations are also subject to
the transaction tax, the incidence of which is borne by TSKB.

IV. Other

(a) Stamp Duty

According to a law, all the loan agreements and sub-loan agreements
signed between the international finance institutions and TSKB, the government
and TSKB or TSKB and the sub-borrowers are subject to a 0.4% stamp duty on
the amount of the loan or sub-loan agreetments or the highest amount mentioned
in the loan or sub-loan agreements. Both the lender and the borrower are sub-
ject to this duty at the same percentege. In practice incidence of this duty
is passed over to the sub-borrowers in case of sub-loans. But the duty on
any loan agreement signed betwaen TSKB and the international finance institutions
or the Turkish Government is borne by TSKB.
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(b) Civil Defence Participation Fund

According to law 7126, the taxable income of corporations is
subject to civil defence participation fund at 1/2% flat rate.

January 5, 1966
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C.A. VENEZOLANA DE DESARROLLO (VENEZUELA)

I. Tax Advantages Accorded to CAVENDES

None.

II. Corporate Income Tax

Financial corporations like CAVENDES are subject to a 5% basic
tax on taxable income. In addition, there is levied a complementary tax,

the rate of which is 10% up to Bs 100,000 graduating to 45% on income over

Bs 28,000,000.*

Dividends received from corporations are exempt from both the

basic tax and the complementary tax. Interest on many government bonds

is exempt from tax under special government decrees.

Currency: Bolivar
Bs 1 = US$ 0.2985
US$ 1 = Bs 3.35

* Complementary tax rate schedule:

All Income Tax Rate

Up to Bs 100,000 10%
100,000 to 1,400,000 20%

1,400,000 to 3,800,000
3,800,000 to 6,400,000 30%
6,400,000 to 10,000,000 35%
10,000,000 to 20,000,000 40%
20,000,000 to 28,000,000 h2½%
Over 28,000,000 65%

January 5, 1966



INTERNATIONAL FINANCE CORPORATION

1818 H Street, N.W., Washington, D. C. 20433, U.S.A.

Ar Code 202 •Tlph- EXectv 36360 Cabl Addr -COR INTFIN

January 11, 1966
(typed from tape sent by Mr. Diamond
from Nairobi and not seen by him in
final form)

Mr. Robert F. Skillings
Development Finance Companies
IFC - Room 950

Dear Bob:

Would you be good enough to put together a packet of

material on the IFC and the Bank, with particular reference to

investing in, and lending to, industrial enterprises. The

packet should also contain all the public documentation we

have regarding development banks. This should be sent to

Mr. C.M. Southall, Manager of the DFCK here in Nairobi.

(Incidentally, Mathew will remember Southall as the Manager
of the small CDC subsidiary in Sierra Leone. He came to

take over this job only about five weeks ago.) Include in

the packet the Boskey and Diamond books and all the circulat-

able speeches and articles on development banks. Include
also the IFC Policy Statement and some of the talks which

Marty and others have made on IFC operations.

Many thanks.

Sincerely yours,

William Diamond
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OFFICE MEM4ORANDUT4

TO: All Professional DFC Staff DATE: January 7, 1966

FROM: B. H. Shin

SUBJECT: Long-term Subordinated Loan Capital
of Development Finance Companies

1. Attached are updated revisions of the table under the subject

heading as Item 5 in your Data Dook II. Please replace the older one.

2. Attached also is the revised version of the Table of Contents

of Data Book II. Please destroy the older issue.

Attachments (2)



TMOG-T.FM SuURPing'SLc CAPNACiL 10F DEVELOPYENT FINACw :C OMAN7ES

Long-term
Country and Subordinated Duration and
Institution Loan Capital Grace Period Interest Subordination

(in illi ,ns ) (YearsT)
Austria - IVK S 80 60 - 23 1% ) Ranked pari passu with share capital and subordinated

S 40 50 - 16 2% ) to debt.
S 34 50 - 16 2% )
S 34 50 - 16 2% )
S 188

China - CDC NT$ 100 30 - 15 6%* ) Subordinated to debt but not to share capital.
NT$ 100 30 - 15 6%- )
NT$ 100 30 - 15 6%' )
liT$ 300

* The interest rate may be set to give CDC a
spread of at least 6% from these loans.

Finland - IFF* Fmk 4.5 45 - h 6% Subordinated to all debts other than the 1963
debentures, but not to share capital.

Fmk 5.5 40 - 30 5% ) Subord1inated to all debts but not to share capital.
Fmkl0.0 25 - 15 5% )
Fmk2 0.*0

* Apart from the debentures of Fmk 10 million,
IFF has the junior share capital of Fnk 8,7
million held by the Bank of Finland. The
original junior share capital was Fmk 9
million and is redeemed at the rate of one-
thirtieth of the share capital each year.



Long-term
G )untry and Subordinated Duration and
r stitution Loan Caital Grace Period Interest Subordination

(in millions) (Years)
India - ICICI Rs 75 30 - 15 0% Subordinated to share capital and debt.

Rsl05 20 - 10 4h ) Subordinated only to foreign debt.
Rsl0O 15 - 5 5% for first Rs90 )

519 for next RslO )

Rs275

* This loan is not regarded by the Bank as
part of ICICI's borrowing base.

Iran - IIBI Rls 600 30 - 15 0% Ranked pari passu with share capital and sub-
ordinated to debt.

Rls 50o* 15 - 5 4V* Subordinated to any debt guaranteed by the
Rls1100 Government.

* The Plan Organization of the Iranian Govern-
ment has agreed to make a loan to IMDBI of
Rls 750 million in three yearly installments
beginning in 196 . This loan is not regarded
by the Bank as part of IMDBIts borrowing base.

** The Government allows IMDBI to have a 325%
spread from this loan.

Ivory Coast- BIDI CFA 1250 30 - 15 0% Subordinated to share capital end debt.



Long-term
Contry and Subordinated Duration and
Institution Loan Capital Grace Period Interest Subordination

(TnBalioiis) (Yeais )_
Liberia - LBIDI US$ l" 30 - 20 Subordinated to share capital and debt.

* The loan takes the form of promissory notes
bearing interest at 6 z and redeemable for
cash to LBIDI in 10 equal yearly install-
ments beginning in 1975.

Malaysia - 4IDFL M$ 22.5 30 - 15 C5 Subordinated to share capital @-d debt.

* The Malaysian Goverment has agreed to
advance a long-term loan equal to 1½
times the paid-in share capital of MIDFL.
When the share capital is fully paid up,
the advance will be 1$37.5 million.

Morocco - BNDE DH 20 30 - 15 4% Ranked pari passu with share capital and sub-
ordinated to debt,

Lgen a - NIDB E N 2 30 ~ 15 0% Subordinated to debt and share capital.



Long -term
Country and Subordinated Duration and
Institution Loan Capital Grace Period Interest Subordination

(in iillions) (Years )

Pakistan - PICIC PRs 30 30 - 15 0% ) Subordinated to share capital and debt.
PRs 30 40 - h % )
PRs 30 not yet determined 5½ )
PIs 90

Philippines- PDCP P 27.5 30 - 15 Subordinated to share capital and debt.

Thailand - IFCT 0 15 30 - 15 0% ) Subordinated to share capital and debt.
0 13.7 50 -30 0% )
J 20 50 -30 0% for first 20 yr)
7~497.7 3% for next 20 yrs.)

51 for last 10 yrs.)

January 7, 1966
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January 7, 1966
(Letter No. 3)

Mr. William Diamond
Hotel Kilimanjaro
Dar-es-Salaai
Tanzania

Dear Bill:

Here are the week's highlights.

Venezuela

SIC met this afternoon and concluded that CAVENDES had done a good
job in getting started; that, in principle, IFC should be prepared to lend
to it; that, however, the company's long-run orientation was still not
clear -- this was one of the major questions at last June's investment
review; and that problems of the relationship between an IFC loan and a
cheaper IADB loan still had to be explored. It was agreed that Vallenilla
would be invited up here to discuss with us the fundamental question of
orientation, and also the exact contribution which he expected from an
IFC loan.

Colombia

We have agreed on separate project agreements. We have also agreed
that the minimum term on sub-loans should be deleted. Thank you very much
for your cable on this point. Yesterday a Colombian Central Bank man, who
was here in Washington with the Mlinister of Finance, told Wiese informally
that he had doubts on whether the Government had the power to back up a
Central Bank assumption of the exchange risk, and that, in the middle of
next week, we might have a cable from Colomabia suggesting that the loan
be made to the Government itself rather than to the Central Bank. If this
happens, I plan to argue that it should be done only if it can be set up
exactly like the IDA credits in China and Turkey, with all our loan ad-
ministration handled directly with the financieras. If this happens, we
will, of course, have to ask for some time, both to consider the principle
and, if the principle is acceptable, to revise the draft loan documents;
but it may not happen at all, I gather.

Morocco

I hope that by now you have received the major portion of the
brief. Lyell Ritchie will be passing through Paris over the weekend
of Janwary 15-16, and will either give you, or see that the Paris office
delivers to you at Orly, the account of Mr. Woods' discussions in Morocco
and your brief on BANDESCO, which Jeffries is now preparing.
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Liberia

The AID candidate, a former First National City and Northern Trust
Company banker, about 50 years of age, looks almost too good to be true.

I am checking on him with our contacts in First National City, and if he

proves out will launch a campaign to get him accepted quickly.

Philippines

Mathew's report is not too bad, and I hope it will go to SIC next week.

Jayme has cabled asking for a $5 million IFC loan, instead of the $5 million
Bank loan which he had discussed with Mathew.

Tunisia

The Germans have said 'yes' in principle. We now await word from the

Swedes and the French, and from the Tunisian Government about the proposed
profitability side letter.

Jamaica

Mr. Ashenheim has written saying that he hears that James may be avail-

able, and asking us to press James to accept and to press the Canadian Gov-
ernment to release him. He says that Sangster will be writing us in a day
or two to ask the same thing. As soon as we have heard from Sangster I will
write James and Marty will get in touch with Rasminsky.

Jordan

Expect Powell's draft report any day. The Jordanians have asked us what

we think of Richard Quandt as a senior adviser. I an gathering some opinions

and Cherif Hassan has contacted a friend in Khiartoum to get the flavor of his

performance there.

Thailand

A umeeting between Rosen, Cargill, Sullivan, Jeffries and myself this week

concluded that the main proble-Ii was Kraisri; that6 Peter and Virgil, who will

be in Thailand around March L, talk again ith Puey about gettin, him replaced.

In the meantime, we will not send anyone to advise IFCT; we will also inform

Bachem of our position, and sugest that whatever help they extend not be at

the senior advisory level.

Ivory Coast

William Miller, Eugene Black, Jr., and Dawson idartin came to see Marty

today. They have decided that TIDI is goin hopelessly wrong and that Blanc

is a failure. Marty sympathized, reminded the; that tais was their responsibility,
said that IFC would do whatever it could to help, and would bide by their
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solution, and suggested that if they concluded that the company should
be liquidated, IFC would not object.
(Personal opinion: The last thing the banks would dare to do would be
to liquidate BIDI.)

Henry Thomas

He is moving to the Africa Department. I nave agreed with Abdel
that he will not transfer until about May 15, after he and Mathew have
come back from the Sudan. (By that time Muramatsu should be here.)

So you see, life is not uneventful, though we accomplish very
much less than when you ar here.

I hope you and Lois are still holding up and that the big game
was worth going after.

Warmly,

Robert F. Skillings
Deputy Director

De-velopmerit Finan-ice Companies

Enclosures

RFSkil

P.S. Ve have received your tapes from Nairobi, and I have just seen
the draft transcriptions. Unfortunately, the c.v. of J.B.Morgan
was not attached.



Enclosures to letter to Mr. Diamond - Jantary 7, 1966

Copy of memo Goodman to Files re Asian Devbank January 3, 1966

Copy of letter Rosen to Deleitosa December 30, 1965

Copy of letter Mirghani (Sudan) to Diamond December 22, 1965
and copy of Mr. Mathew's reply December 30.

Copy of memo Jeffries to Files re Thailand January 5, 1966

Copy of memo:Tunisia : Bank loan to SNI Morton to Files
January 6, 1966.

personal letter 4oodi Burney to Mr. Diamond December 25, 1965
(sorry to miss him)

envelope: letter Mrs. Parekh to Mrs. Diamond

January 7, 1965
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Mr. Paul G. Hoffman
The Special Fund
United Nations
United Nations Plaza
New York, New York

Dear Mr. Hoffman:

A few weeks ago, Bill Diamond related to me by phone a conver-
sation he had had with you regarding the prospective interest of the new
Capital Development Fund in development finance institutions. I under-
stand that he told you about the global directory of development finance
institutions that I have undertaken (with Edmond Janssens of the OECD
Development Centre, who was formerly with the U.N. Secretariat), and you
expressed an interest in obtaining a list of the development finance
institutions that have grown out of the compilation for the Directory.
The week following Bill's telephone call, I was in the Secretariat
building and telephoneiyour office to say that I had anticipated returning
during this current week and looked forward to bringing the lists with me.

Unfortunately, an invitation to spend a week with the management of the
Banco Nacional do Desenvolvimento Economico in Brazil caused me to postpone
the visit to New York and so I am enclosing lists with this letter.

I am sending two lists. The first is compiled from several
sources: a list put together by Diamond's office in the IFC, another

compiled by DAC, still another from the Inter-American Development Bank,
a record of the file titles from AID, and so on. The resulting compila-
tion, the March 1965 list, is not an accurate representation of the situa-

tion today. Many institutions included on our original list were found
to be non-existent or to have been merged with other organizations. The

second list, included as an appendix in the September 10th interim report
to the source agencies cooperating in the Directory, reflects some of the

needed corrections. However, that list divides up the development finance

institutions for the purposes of a status of work report and so all the

development banks in one country are not collected together. Hence,
neither list reflects the final compilation of institutions that will be

reflected in the Directory.

I anticipate that within the coming month we will put together

such a list, and I will make sure that you have a copy as soon as it is

completed. In the meantime, I hope the enclosures are of value to you.



Mr. Paul G. Hoffman -2- January 5, 1965

I understand also that the new development fund may become
interested in possibilities of research into the more effective operation
of development finance institutions. I have done some preliminary think-
ing on the need for and feasibility of research and development programs
related to the improved effectiveness of these institutions on a global
basis. These preliminary thoughts will be partially reflected in a
study I am working on which, in addition to analyzing the data arising
from the new Directory, will provide a framework for further research and
will also take a crack at improvement of managerial policies. In addition,
upon completion of the Directory it is anticipated that the OECD Develop-
ment Centre will continue research in this field. At present, Janssens
and I foresee two projects for the coming year. One will be on mobiliza-
tion of local capital and the other on effective managerial information
systems and controls within development banks. I am also working as a
consultant to Karl Lachmann in the preparation of a monograph on the role
of financial institutions in the mobilization of private capital flowing
toward the underdeveloped world. Finally, I hope that my visit this week
to Rio may result in an opportunity to work with a national system of
development banks in applied research designed to improve both the quality
and quantity of management.

I would greatly welcome an opportunity to discuss this whole
area with you and to be of help to you if it appears that I might be.
Perhaps I might stop in your office when I am next meeting with Karl
Lachmann on the work I have undertaken for him. In such case, I would
telephone your office prior to coming to New York to see whether an
appointment might be convenient.

I hope that I may have the pleasure of meeting you before long.

Sincerely,

J. D. Nyhart
Assistant Professor

JDN:nl

cc: Bill Diamond.
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INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT BANK OF ISRAEL LIMITED

13 ALLENBY ROAD 
113 2] 1 '3 H l n

TE L -AVIV 
] 3 n

TEL. 67636-7 
67636-7 .)M

P. O.B. 1462 
146 2 .1 nJ

C AB E ADDRESS: MOSL ET A AS 
WH O IL tl

A//1/ 8 3rd January, 1966.

Mr. Robert F. Skillings,

Deputy Director,
Development Finance Companies,
1818 H Street N.W.,
WASHINGTON 25, D.C,

Dear Mr. Skillings,

Thank you very much for the draft precis of the discussions at

the conference of Development Finance Companies. Reading it aroused in me both

fruitful and pleasant memories.

As for the comments on the draft, I have only one comment to

make. Page 26, No.113 should read IL.50 million and not $.50 million.

With kind regards,

Yoers sincerely,

Dr. A. Neaman
Managing Director.
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